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PREFACE

Knowledge of drawing of a practical kind is of more use

and is the least apt to be forgotten of any form of study

not in constant use . Aside from the fact that the study of art

encourages and fosters a love for the beautiful , as expressed

in form and color , it has its every -day practical value.

Information of various kinds can be imparted more readily

to others by means of pictorial illustration than by the

description of words, written or spoken .

More can be told by a few correctly placed lines than by

many words. What geographical truth can be told by words

alone ? Pictures have ever told more than words . Facts are

more easily impressed by pictures than by words. The date

may be forgotten when William Penn signed his treaty with

the Indians, but the fact that Penn did make an agreement

with the red men , which is the most important feature of the

event to know , will stand by one for life if the culminating

or most important scene connected with that transaction has,

by means of a picture , been impressed on the mind. A person

may not know the latitude and longitude of the Pyramids

of Egypt , but if one has seen a picture of them the conception

so obtained will be more lasting ,and precise than could

be given by pages of print. Art is the handmaid of every-day

knowledge. There is no trade , no profession , no business

of any kind, in fact , whose follower is not benefited if he has

a knowledge of how to convey intelligently to others a

pictorial message.

Pictures ! Where can you go nowadays to escape them

in some shape ? Nowhere; so why not learn something about

them and the way to make them ? Certainly such knowledge

may be found at least as useful as that of algebra , Greek , Latin ,

or adozen other seldom -applied parts of higher education.

The real reason why drawing is not taught more fre

quently , and especially more successfully in the schools is

because thereis a scarcity of practical teachers and manuals

of drawing. There are words a -plenty. There is theoretical

art a-plenty . Of the practical application of the rules of

drawing with easily understood illustrations there is a famine.
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6 PREFACE

In the schools , as a general thing , drawing is made an almost

incomprehensible task . It should be and can be made a

relaxation , a recreation , without in the least degree losing

its value as an educational feature. Drawing in the schools

would not then be considered a fad but a most important,

useful and sought- for branch of instruction .

Anyone who can learn to write can learn to draw—and

draw well . To become a great artist is another matter. Suc

cess,-fame. - cannot be guaranteed.

It is not the design of this work to supply a “ complete

art education . " Indeed the author knows of no one who

possesses such , Many years of diligent study and patient

labor would be necessary to attain even such knowledge of

matters appertaining to art as would be requisite for a career

in the highest paths of art . Many necessary branches have

barely been broached in these pages. The subject of artistic

anatomy for instance, if pursued to anything like completion ,

would alone entail the study of a bulkier volume than this .

Likewise , a full knowledge of the laws of perspective would

require a volume by itself . Many other subjects that are

treated in the present work have been the themes of exhaustive

series of books written by specialists. The information con

veyed by them cannot be successfully abridged to a few pages.

Therefore it would be impossible for such a humble work

as this to supply more than a smattering of the knowledge

necessary to teach children the rudiments of art as applied

to school work . The pupil desirous of taking up the more

ambitious branches of even black -and-white illustration must

constantly go to Nature, including the living model . Text

books and exhaustive works on art , each devoted to a single

topic, must be read and the rules they contain put into con

stant practice for months at a time. If the pupil possesses

the means , attendance at one of the art institutes in the large

cities will be of immeasurable value.

Assurance is given that sufficient instruction is contained

in this volume to enable the teacher to impart to the pupil

all knowledge of drawing that should be required in the school

room .

It is further assured that the instructions are easily

learned and can be taught with comparatively little effort .

Because of the author's many years' experience as a prac

tical teacher of drawing and in the field of illustration, he

believes that he can teach many things in the way of drawing

in the EASIEST WAY. He has divulged many useful “ tricks
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of the trade.” He has brushed aside some of the popular

notions of the difficulty of learning to draw well, especially

if the pupil possesses the slightest talent in that direction .

Having been jack-of- all-trades in a pictorial way, the

author feels that he does not display undue egotism when he

says that the knowledge he has gained-at the hands of that

hardest of task masters , Necessity, and that most thorough

of teachers , Experience— and which he now places at the dis

posal of the school teacher should meet all requirements of the

graded schools of this country.

CHARLES LEDERER .



PUBLISHERS ' ANNOUNCEMENT

The publishers of DRAWING MADE EASY , as well as teachers

and others interested in the study of elementary art are to be

congratulated that Mr. Lederer has been induced to devote

the necessary time and painstaking care in the preparation

of this elaborate work . Mr. Lederer not only is a teacher of

drawing, nation -wide in reputation, but also an artist-journalist

of experience and recognized superiority.

DRAWING MADE EASY will be found by the beginner to be

a veritable "open -sesame” to the realms of simplified art .

In it will be found many novelties , not the least of these being

a numberof exceedingly clever and original devices by means

of which frequent difficulties in execution are easily overcome.

Many of these devices are in fact so-called " secrets of the

trade" here made public for the first time.

The publishers feel earnestly and speak knowingly regard

ing the value of this publication for in their educational

experience covering many years the lack of suitable manuals

on this subject has been brought to their attention constantly .

The need for such a manual is apparent.

To avoid reiteration and repetition usually found in

manuals of this class the studies have been assembled in

chapters devoted exclusively , with minor exceptions, to each

major subject ; and by means of cross -references in each of

the chapters allied subjects are correlated .

All that is required to correlate any state course of study

with the matter in this manual is to select the items to be

treated and refer to the extraordinarily complete index at the

end of the volume. We believe the glossary at the back of the

book, in quantity and quality , surpasses anything of its kind .

The definitions are concise and simple . They refer to the

vocabulary used in the book, and also to many technical words

in common usage by those versed in art matters .

Many of the chapters are by themselves worth the price

of the book, because they teach by simplified diagram and

explanation the very things that, by their intricacy ordinarily

discourage the student. The chapters most conspicuous in

this respect are those on perspective , pen-and-ink , ornamental

design , and working drawings . Among the novelties is the

chapter on pastel-stenciling, a departure from the usual mussi

ness attached to wet -stenciling.

THE CAPITAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
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CHAPTER I

ADVICE TO TEACHERS

The pupil should not be permitted to make undue haste

in his studies . The teacher should insist on his giving ample

attention to the simplest examples before . attempting to

experiment with those more intricate. Beginners have a

natural tendency to work out their own fancies in direct

opposition to the laws that cover drawing. By example and

precept the pupil should be discouraged from giving rein to

his misdirected fancies.

In choosing models for early work do not select subjects

intricate in design or highly polished. Choose subjects simple

and with little detail . An abnormal desire to make rapid

progress is a detriment to the pupil and to the teacher as well .

Simplicity and directness should prevail wherever the

subject will permit of such treatment. Risking the charge

of reiteration the claim is made that in the illustrations and

accompanying text the principles by which a considerable

fund of knowledge of drawing, of a simple but practical

character , may be found.

As has been stated in the preface , anyone who can learn

to write can learn to draw. The latter may take longer than

the former, yet any person with a fair stock of patience and

perseverance who is equipped with the use of at least one

hand and one eye can , by going about it in the right way ,

learn not alone to copy, but to transfer to paper many of the

things he sees , and the ideas , in the way of form , that come

to the mind of every intelligent being .

The professional is apt to overlook the difficulties of the

beginner. That which may seem ridiculously simple to the

former often staggers the inexperienced mind. For this rea

son , the author has striven to make each step in these studies

so plain and practical that it may seldom be necessary to

retrace it . Yet it will be helpful for the teacher often to refer

to some parts of the early lessons.

The study of drawing is almost sure to become more and

more attractive as it is continued. To teacher and pupil alike

11



12 DRAWING MADE EASY

success depends largely on perseverance and the cultivation

of habits of observation . Bear in mind that a keen discern

ment will impart more knowledge than any number of text

books or rules of practice . Manuals and rules alone never

produced ability to teach or to draw . Genius itself teaches

us that the " methods of genius are ever changing." The high

est purpose of the great masters of art and the working out

of their loftiest ideas resulted from mind concentration

coupled with close observation of nature.

İmitators and copyists are born of rules made by others .

The strict adherence to rules would bind genius as the chains

of captives . Rules alone would shackle originality of idea and

bar advance into new fields of art and beauty. But until the

student, be he teacher or pupil , has mastered certain funda

mental laws and has advanced beyond the limit of instruction

given in this elementary work, he would be wise to be guided

by the rules herein set forth.

The greater the regularity with which the study of drawing

is attended the better will be the results. Perseverance and

patience should be allied to a precision in the matter of time.

The hour allotted to the study of drawing should be given

up to nothing else . Neither should the time be unduly

extended , so that the practice of drawing becomes distasteful

-irksome. The study of art in any form should not be con

sidered as a task and should not be made such by over

exertion . The tactful teacher maymake the drawing hour a

pastime and a pleasure for the pupils.

Tactful guidance is needed to shape the course of study.

Young pupils, by themselves, are prone to choose subjects

too complex in character. As mentioned before , they should

be deterred from such exercise . Yet do not discourage them

in their efforts to be original. They can be trusted to find

the difficulties attending complicated subjects and of their own

accord to discriminate .

Notwithstanding the generally accepted rule that it is

necessary for the child to have some knowledge of the rudi

ments of drawing before being permitted to exploit the com

position of a picture, he may be allowed to indulge his fancies

in arranging groups comprised of many figures and scenes

embracing wide areas.

A teacher of music would hardly encourage the pupil to

attempt the composition of a sonata before it had even an

inkling of the meaning of a single note. To a certain extent

the same restriction applies to art. Yet the natural inclination
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ADVICE TO TEACHERS 15

of the child must be taken into consideration . In the first

place , the child's early attempts in the way of tone production

are usually toward close imitation of certain sound combina

tions which he has heard . He seldom goes beyond this . On

the other hand , in his early attempts to draw, his tendency

is to portray things which he remembers or of which he has

heard , and his fancy reaches stretches so wide that they would

appall the professional . Blithely he attempts the impossible ;

in fact , sees around corners , is unhampered by the laws of

perspective , while distance has no terrors for his unabashed

pencil. In his striving to give pictorial vent to his immature

thoughts, he is laying the foundation for a well-ordered

imagination. At this stage, he should be advised and curbed ,

but without discouragement. Hence it is well to let him forge

ahead at times and give full sway to his desire to display the

fruits of his unfettered imagination and ingenuity. Let him ,

therefore , at times , make pictures embracing all the vagrant

ideas at his command and “ do the impossible" quite untram

meled. First show him the most glaring defects ; then show

him that it is better to learn to draw the units—the single

things that go to make up infantile composition :

To draw each object correctly rather than to distribute so

many distorted objects over a wide field . If he draws scenes

like Figs. I or 2 , show him that the figures in each picture are

not in proportion, that the figures inthe background are too

big, in proportion , to those nearer to the eye . Figs . 3 and 4

show improvement.

Try to make enduring impressions on his mind without

betraying the slightest appearance of wishing to ridicule his

efforts. Should he profit by this advice, his next attempt

at the same subject will very likely be more like Figs 3 and 4.

Then induce him to take the component parts of his rudi

mentary composition , rendering them in single studies each

one more accurate than the last - conforming more with the

objects as actually seen in nature.



CHAPTER II

MATERIALS FOR DRAWING

Aside from the slate and blackboard , black -and -white

drawing requires the following materials :

Drawing paper ( in sheets or tablets) and cardboard,

Pencils,

Pens,

Erasers ( pencil and ink ),

Drawing board,

Thumb tacks,

Brushes,

Straight edge and other

Drawing instruments,

Scrap book,

" Finder."

Drawing Paper for Pencil.-- Take some pains in selecting

drawing paper for pencil drawing if an assortment is at hand ,

for there is one thing that may be depended on and that is

that it is almost impossible to do satisfactory work on very

smooth or very soft paper . Pencil drawing requires a grained

surface to work upon , that is to say , a rough finished paper.

Rough -surfaced manila paper is well adapted for the pencil ,

especially for practice work.

Drawing Paper for Pen Work.-Smooth paper is generally

to be preferred , nevertheless , it should not be so highly fin

ished as to repel ink , neithershould it be so coarse as to absorb

it. The paper should be sufficiently firm to withstand erasures

of the pencil marks after the pen lines are dry, or erasures of

the pen lines themselves by means of the ink eraser. If there

is a fuzzy appearance on the surface after the rubber eraser

has been passed over it it is an indication that the paper is too

soft . On the other hand, if the ink lines dry unevenly, as if

on an oily surface , it is a sign that the paper is too smooth

that the ink does not take hold. Should it be necessary to use

one kind of paper for both pencil and pen, procure medium

rough linen paper . The so - called " bond " and " ledger" papers

are excellent for pen -and-ink work . Where expense does not

-
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MATERIALS FOR DRAWING 17

enter into consideration , the best combination paper for pencil ,

pen or brush is Whatman's "hot-pressed." It is too expensive

to be used for sketching and practice purposes.

The main objections to drawing books is the difficulty of

maintaining a flat surface. Tablets or blocks are preferable ,

but separate sheets are the best . These should be fastened

upon drawing boards of sufficient area to allow an inch at the

bottom and each side . If too close there is not room for the

hand to move while guiding the pencil.

Pencils are graded in numbers from the softest , No. 1 , to

the hardest , No. 5. In letters a greater range of extremes is

found between the softest 6B and the hardest 9H . Of these ,

the intermediate letters are the most valuable for school pur

poses , in the following order: In numbers running from soft

to hard-Nos. 2 , I and 3. By letters iB , 2B , HB , F and H.

Further gradations may be required for more advanced work.

Soft pencils with flat but rather long points are better for

general sketching than hard , sharply pointed pencils . By

slightly turning the flattened point the angle pressed against

the paper serves for the sharpest of lines.

For purposes of pointing the lead of a pencil a bit of fine

sandpaper fastened to a small block of wood is better than

a penknife. Several pieces of the sandpaper may be tacked

to the block at once ; after being too long in use the sheets

may be torn off one by one. By the foregoing means it is

much easier to give to the pencil point the chisel-edge that

is so often required . The drawing paper ( and copy , if not too

large ) should betacked to the drawing board ; ordinary tacks

may be used. Thumb tacks , however, are better, and as now

made in one piece of steel are quite inexpensive .

Eraser for Pencil Marks. For erasing small parts on a

firm drawing paper, ordinary India rubber, or Artgum may be

used . If the paper is not firm , soft or kneaded rubber is the

best. For cleaning large surfaces , a “ sponge” rubber is good ,

although dry bread crumbs gently rubbed over the surface will

answer the same purpose .

Pens.-For pen work in the lower grades ordinary school

pens will suffice, but as the pupil progresses he should be

provided with pens suited for the more advanced exercises .

Among the best are Gillott's pens Nos. 170, 303 , and 404. The

first is fine, the second medium and the last coarse .

Erasers for ink marks are a combination of India rubber

and emory powder. A sharp-bladed knife is used for the same

purpose, especially for erasing very small spaces.
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Ink for Drawing. - Ink that is as black as possible is essen

tial , even for the beginner, in any kind of pen work. Pale ink

is a positive detriment to advance in study . While India ink ,

whether in stick or liquid form , is best, any so -called jet black

will admirably suit ordinary school purposes. India ink in

sticks is the cheapest. In fact , many artists prefer India ink

in stick form to the prepared liquid India inks. The latter is

apt to " cake" on steel pens, making frequent cleaning neces

sary . It is more expensive than the stick ink .

To prepare stick India ink for use , place a little water in a saucer.

Then , place the fat end of the stick in the water and grind with a

rotary or twisting movement. The ink should be ground until it

appears quite black, but not until it is as thick as the consistency of

cream. If ground too much it may not fow readily from the pen. If

such is the case, the ink may be diluted with water before using it.

The ink should be tested by making a heavy line on a sheet of paper

and allowing it to dry. If the line appears brown or gray the grind

ing should becontinued. After the stick is used it should be wiped

dry. This will prevent its cracking. Grind only enough for present

purposes, as the ink will not keep well , even if bottled , for more than

two or three days without giving forth an offensive odor. A drop

of carbolic acid or oil of cloves may, however, prevent the decompo

sition of the vegetable matter (of which the ink is composed ) and

which cause the disagreeable smell .

If the liquid ink is preferred, procure any of the ready

prepared waterproof liquid inks sold in bottles by art material

dealers. Should the ink become too thick dilute it with soft

water.

Chinese White . - In using Chinese white in tubes, squeeze

a little on a slab or saucer , and then dilute with very little

water - just enough to make it flow readily. It should be

used much thicker than ink . If used with a pen , it should

be thinned . The pen must be quite clean .

Drawing Instruments. — No valid reason can be given for

the entire prohibition of the use of drawing instruments by

pupils. The straight edge and the compass are implements

frequently necessary to every student of art whether beginner

or professional,

The pupil should never cease freehand exercise of straight

and curved lines, constructing by these means nearly all the

txamples shown in this work . When, however, the accuracy

of the final drawing depends on the correctness, for instance,

of a square or of a circle , the boundary or perimeter of which

encloses or establishes the form of some object , the pupil

should be permitted the assistance of the simple instruments

mentioned. Even the most accomplished artist cannot depend

on his hand and eye to construct a perfect circle , or an exact
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vertical or horizontal line : then why should the inexperienced

pupil be hampered by the prohibition of such aids as will make

his drawing accurate? From another standpoint-the pupil

will eventually avail himself of the aid of drawing instruments,

then why not let him become proficient in their use ? There

can be no reasonable negative answers to these questions,

at least such is the conviction of the author of this humble

volume. Therefore , it is advised that each pupil of the early

grades be provided at least with a straight edge and a pencil

compass, for occasional use. Furthermore it is deemed quite

safe to provide the pupils in the more advanced grades with

dividers, T -squares, triangles and protractors . Their straight

edges should be in the form of inch -rules .

Even in elementary mechanical and working drawing exer

cises , such as described in this work , the use should be per

mitted of the ruling - pen and pen -compasses when the drawing

is to be made in pen -and -ink .

The T -square is a straight edge with a cross piece at right

angles securely fastened at one end. The latter slides along

one end of the drawing board while the blade is used for

marking horizontal and perpendicular lines .

T -squares with movable heads are made for the purpose

of permitting the main blade to pass over the surface in such

manner as to permit oblique parallel lines to be made.

Triangles are made with various angles. To draw parallel

lines with triangles two triangles are necessary, except that

one triangle may be used in conjunction with the T -square

either with fixed or movable heads. The triangle may be used

for making parallel lines and for making opposite angles , as

shown in the diagrams.

Compasses are used for drawing circles and arcs of circles .

Pen and pencil points are usually provided to be used inter

changeably. A lengthening bar is sometimes provided to

extend the radius of the compass .

Dividers are similar to the compass but both legs are pro

vided with points. Dividers are used for laying off distances

in the drawing, or from scales , or from other parts of the

drawing. They are excellent for dividing a line into equal

parts. A compass can be used as dividers for ordinary work .

Bow -pens and bow -pencils are compasses fitted with per

manent pen or pencil shanks and have screw arms to retain

the adjustments of distance between the legs. A drawing

pen , or ruling pen , as it is also termed , consists of two blades

with a handle, the former joiz.ed by a thumb screw to adjust
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the distance between the blades by means of a brush or ordi

nary pen used as a feeder. ( The quill in the stopper of a

Higgins ink bottle can be used for this purpose.)

Loose Leaf Scrap Books

Teachers and pupils should preserve illustrated clippings . The best

manner of keeping them in an orderly way is as follows:

Get a quire of very heavy manilla paper and have it cut up in sheets

to suit . Sheets nine by twelve are the usual size .

The sheets can be kept together in a homemade portfolio constructed

of “ Pressboard," a very firm article that can be procured from any printer

or bookbinder. The boards should be half an inch wider and longer than

the sheets .

Number each sheet as you would the pages of a scrap book, and paste

the scraps to the sheets. Leave enough margin around the pictorial part

of the scrap so that the corners can be pasted to the sheet. If the corners

only are pasted, each scrap can be detached without defacing the picture or

unduly marring the sheet.

Paste the scraps of subjects relating to different matters by themselves.

That is , keep one or more sheets for animals; for landscapes, seascapes ;

comic figures, costumes, children , etc. Let the sheet ( or page ) numbers

run along consecutively. Keep one page for an index , with a list of sub

jects and pages opposite . For example, thus:

Sheet No.

Animals .3 , 14 , 20

Botany .8, 16, 30

Cartoons 17 , 23

Children 4, 9

Indians 16

and so on .

When quite an accumulation of sheets has been acquired , bring the

various subjects together, in sequence, re -number the sheets and make

a new index.

Copying is frequently necessary.—The artist cannot always go to

nature. “ It happens frequently something has to be introduced in a picture

for which the artist cannot conveniently go to nature, and which , even if

he had the most prodigious memory, he fails sufficiently to bring to mind.

Suppose the artist should want to introduce a camel into a picture . He

may remember the general outlines sufficientlyto render the shape so that

it would not be mistaken for a giraffe or a billy goat. What does he do ?

Why, he goes to his scrap book, into which hehas pasted his pictures

of animals , clipped from illustrated periodicals, and perhaps he will

find the animalhe wants exactly in the required position. He adopts

the camel into his picture . He has simply borrowed a camel without

permission , knowing the counterfeit quadruped will not be missed.

I ,

How to Stretch Paper

There are several methods of stretching paper, of which the following

two are the simplest .

A simple frame of wood is used, an inch or so wide, and about three
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quarters of an inch in thickness, according to the size of the drawing. This

is covered with muslin, tightly stretched and tacked at intervals of one

inch all along the sides , turning the muslin over to the outer edges, not

on the face of it, which should present a perfectly smooth, flat surface.

The paper should be cut the proper size , that is, as large as the muslin

has been cut, and then dampened on the wrong side by means of a sponge

or clean cloth dipped in cold water. There should be just enough moisture

in the sponge or cloth to enable one to pass it rapidly over the surface of

the paper, wetting it evenly . The sponge,' or whatever is used , should not

be dripping with water. Before this is done, however, have at hand some

good Aour paste or prepared library paste (many prefer the liquid glue )

and put this all around the edge of the paper to about the width of the

frame. Next spread the paper while still damp upon the muslin covered

stretcher, starting at the bottom and working upward, carefully smoothing

out all creases or air bubbles. Turn the frame over and press down the

edges of the paper, which have been covered with the paste , holding them

until they stick to the cloth. Cut a V -shaped piece from each corner of

the paper, so that it will fold over neatly. This operation requires time and

experience to do well , but is worth the trouble.

The second method is the same as the first , except that no frame is

required, the paper being pasted directly on the board. The outer edges of

the paper should be pasted along the edges from a half to one inch in width,

according the size of the drawing

Erasing Mask

Take a piece of cardboard, a business card is excellent for the

purpose ; cut slits in it of varying sizes and use them as stencils ( only

has the pigment moved instead plage

surface is to be erased the part to be preserved may be protected

by using the card as a shield, simply placing the card over that part

and cleaning up to the edge of the latter. The eraser should not be

usedtrapidscorrectussuchanot udge the draw

ing nor wrinkle the paper.

Notes.—Materials for charcoal , pastel and crayon , see page 191 ,

192,194 18; pastel-stenciling, 11, 12, 1418; ndo

watercolor work , 315 , 316and advertising pages.



CHAPTER III

CLAY MODELING

Clay, being a plastic material , is a suitable medium by

which the pupil can express a thought. Modeling soon be

comes a delight, a recreation , an at the same time ideas of

form are received. By its means, dexterity in the use of the

fingers is gained. An object can be copied in form while , at

the same time, the mental image is stored in memory or

imagination and becomes an actuality.

To a certain extent , at the outset, the choice of subjects

should be left to the pupils' own choosing. First, however,

let them become familiar with the material and with its use.

Place familiar subjects before them , such as a top , a spool , a

ball or an apple . Let them mold objects in clay that appear

similar to those placed before them . After that , select simple

forms , such as the sphere , cube and cylinder, and let them

imitate them in the clay . Encourage them to model the gen

eral form rather than the minor details . Do not insist on

smoothness or minute attention to texture of substance . The

appearance of the general mass , or effect, is the thing most

desired from the beginner.

The Models. — If the modeled article is a rectangle , say four

inches wide and a half an inch in thickness, it should be built

up by packing and pressing the clay firmly together with the

thimbs, while the edges and sides are made straight and firm

by packing the clay against one thumb with the other. No

attempt should be made to have the tablet smooth like a

The evidence of the human hand should be

apparent . The tablet may be the base upon which other

objects may be placed .

More ambitious subjects may now be attempted, such as

a simple leaf. Of course , the clay leaf will be much thicker

than the natural one, but it should be curved to follow

Nature's lines. A few of the veins may be shown with oc

casional indentations on the edges .

Decorative Form . — The nextstep is the modeling of single

decorative forms . These should be built on the tablet and

paper box.

22
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gradually pressed down until the ornament and tablet are

connected as one. Care should be taken to keep the clay

sufficiently moist to prevent its drying very quickly in the

hands of the children . The Spring and Fall are better seasons

for modeling exercise than the dryer months of the winter.

Should the clay become too wet , roll it in a clean cloth and

knead it until it is of the proper consistency . On the con

trary, should the clay become too dry, it may be placed in a

vessel and covered with water where it may be allowed to

stand for two or three days . After this, the water may be

poured off and the clay wedged—wedged being a technical

term , meaning to cut, divide, and work together a mass of

wet clay, in order to drive out air bubbles and to render it

more plastic . The clay may now be formed into bricks ,

wrapped in wet towels, placed in an earthen jar, for

further use .

Quantity of Clay.-A mass of soft clay about three inches

in diameter will be sufficient for each pupil. Each piece

should be placed on a small piece of heavy writing paper and

placed on the desk.

Cubes, spheres , cylinders and prisms may now be made

into models .

Materials. A small wooden board, a piece of the oil stencil

board or a slate will answer for a molding board. A littlc

trouble may be experienced at first in getting the clay of the

right consistency to work with . It should be neither too soft

nor too dry . The clay may be used again , the models being

broken up.

Modeling Tools. Most of the work should be done by

kneading and molding with the hands. Sticks of wood,

shaped like small , pointed paper cutters, some of them curved ,

may be used for detail .

Subjects.-A wide range of subjects is offered for model

ing. Almost any of the simple objects that are used for draw

ing models are suited for work in clay . Among these are

simple geometrical forms, vegetables and fruits , leaves and

even Aower forms, toys , etc.

Notes.-Subjects for clay modeling will be found on the following

pages : 28 ( turnip ), 38, 39 , 48 ( the first toy ) , ABCD, ( snails ) , 50

( the pumpkins ), 111, ( the apples and toadstools ) , 113 ( simple leaf

forms), 117 ( simple leaf forms) , 119 (simple leaf forms), 120 (vege

tables ) , 222 (leaf forms), 229, 232, 233 , 235 , 245, 265 .



CHAPTER IV

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS

Position of the Drawing Board . It is essential that the

drawing should be held as near as possible at right angles to

the direction at which it is seen .

Position . - The pupil should assume an erect , easy attitude ,

neither inclined to the right nor the left. He should face the

desk . In individual cases , the teacher may well exercise

latitude regarding the latter rule, which should not be made

rigid, nor,on the other hand, be deviated from with great

frequency

Measurements. - In free hand exercises , from copy or ob

jects , actual measurements before completion of drawing

should be avoided . Otherwise , the entire object of free-hand

drawing is defeated . This objection does not refer to the

pencil measurements made by holding the pencil at full arm's

length , referred to in the next paragraph .

Eye Measurement.—The best aid to eye-measurement is

to hold the pencil at any angle required , the pencil meanwhile

being parallel with the erect body and at right angles to the

extended arm . Then raise or lower the thumb to the point

required. The angles of objects to be drawn can be obtained

also by the extended pencil . ( See Chapter X.)

Guide Lines.—Guide lines as an aid to writing are prepared

in advance and are used in schools throughout most, if not all ,

of the grades . In drawing, owing to the complexity of form

used in the exercises , ready-made guides would be manifestly

impractical if not impossible .

There is as good a reason to teach a child to draw with

the aid of guide lines as there is to teach him to write that

way. And there certainly is a good reason for the little blue

lines in the copy books in the schools that keep the pupils

from writing like this :

See the boy run

run

24



PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS 25

instead of like this :

See the boy tum

Hence the guide lines—and long may they flourish .

Elementary Practice in Form.—Children should be taught

to control the hands before proceeding far. It is best to begin

with straight lines . The next step is to draw curved lines

and , from this , to proceed to draw angles , circles , squares , and

other such forms and outlines until the muscles of the hand

become fairly under control . The foundation of technical

skill in drawing, whether with charcoal, crayon , pen and ink

or pencil, depends upon the ability to make lines with cor

rectness and dexterity . Later the pupil is taught to see

form rather than the lines themselves, yet the early train

ing of the hand is responsible for firmness and surety of touch

in the future .

The Point of the Pencil. — This is a very important point.

The point, including the lead and wood, should be fairly long

and tapering, not short and blunt, as in Fig. 1 , or ragged , as

in Fig. 2 , or too tapering, as in Fig 3. The right point is

shown in Fig. 4. The lead should not be sharpened to a fine

Fig.1. ENLARGED

VIEW

Fig. 2 .
Eige

Fig Figs

WRONG WAYS TO

SHARPEN PENCILS .

RIGHT

WAY .

SHOWING CHISEL

ENDIN USE

point . By holding the pencil at an angle without turning it ,

making broad lines, the pencil wears away to a chisel point ,

as in Fig. 5. By a slight twist the angle A can be brought

to play for the purpose of making a fine line. Illustrate this

by making a number of broad lines , holding the pencil rigidly ,

and then giving the pencil a half turn .



CHAPTER V

1

OUTLINES FOR BEGINNERS
1
1

During the earliest period of exercises no attempt should

be made to produce other than flat drawings; that is to say ,

the front faces of the objects presented. Unaided, the beginner

scarcely could do this , but the examples of simple instructions

here suggested overcome the difficulty .

This method should be followed : Let the teacher place

the object selected in a convenient spot near the blackboard

and then point out the outlines . Take a slate for example ;

prop it against some books. The slate now presents the form

of an oblong containing additional parallel lines. The teacher

should now draw a picture of a slate on the blackboard, first

drawing an oblong within an oblong, shading the latter ; then

adding the corners and rounding them . ( See Fig. 1. )

1

Fig . 1

al

Fig . 2

Then draw a simple picture of a house — just the front

view . Then the adjoining shed , the well, the barn , etc. To

render the entire subject simple, draw a horizontal as a base

line for all the buildings ( see Fig . 2 ) .

1

-
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OUTLINES FOR BEGINNERS 27

The pupil in his early work usually finds difficulty in draw

ing objects by means of parallel lines; therefore, the examples

in single line exercises on this page are given . Let him make

additional drawings of objects familiar to him , enclosing each

object in a square.

OA

AE

tai
x

Fig . 3

Simple Composition

Drawing from Imagination . — The following exercises will

develop the imagination. The subjects are merely suggestive

and others may be substituted. Care should be taken to select

objects simple in outline and construction .

Draw a box - just the front of it . Now add wheels and a
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Ux

២ ]

Fig. 4

handle, thus making a wagon out of it. Put a doll in the

wagon . Now draw a boy or a girl pulling the wagon . Write

a line under it , descriptive , for instance , as to where they are

going

Draw the box again—just the front-put a flower pot on it .

Now put a long stem with a flower in the pot . Add leaves

to the stem . Next put a butterfly or a bird Aying near the

flower. Write under the drawing a line about birds (or butter

flies ) and flowers.

Draw a box ; put a cage on it ; put a bird into the cage .

Draw a cat near the box, looking at the bird. The cat is fond

of the bird. Write under the drawing what the cat says

about it .
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Draw a log on a bank ; put a boy or a girl on the log ;

put a fishing rod, with line and hook, in the hands of the boy.

Draw a line showing the surface of the water. Now show a

fish under the waterline , getting ready to bite at the hook .

Let a pupil write a line under the drawing. It might refer

to whether the fishing is good or not.

OR

OR

A

I
N
D

1 !!!

Fig . 5

Effect by Suggestion.-By combination and juxtaposition,

we are enabled to establish the meaning of lines that by them

Fig . 6

selves would not be recognized in the way intended. For

instance , the lines in the upper left hand corner of Fig. 6 , by
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themselves, would not be understood as representing rain .

But place an open umbrella in connection with the lines , and

the eye interprets them as portraying rain . For practice ,

draw plain lines on the blackboard and add figures as here

suggested.

Draw on the blackboard the lines A in Fig . 7 .

The pupil should copy these as an exercise . The scallops.

by themselves , represent nothing in nature. Invert them and

place a sketch of a sailboat and waves are suggested.

А B

Fig . 7

The lines inside the frame, by themselves, would hardly be

recognized as representing glass , but draw objects beyond ,

partly hidden , and the meaning becomes clear.

Fig . 8 - The Oblique Lines Suggest Glass.

Notes.—Subjects suitable for beginners will be found on the fol

lowing pages: 55, 58, 59,60 (parts of Fig . 16 ), 63 ( Fig. 21), 64, 65,

( Fig. 25) , 75 , 76, 82, 83, 85 , 86 , 90 , 93 , 95 , 96, 97, 99, 102, 108, 110 , 111 ,

112, 119, 134 ( Fig. 6) , 135, 136 ( Fig. 9 ), 140 , 141( Fig. 2 ), 144 ( Fig. 8 ) ,

145 , 146 (Fig . 11 ) , 150 ( Figs. 1 and 2 ) , 158, 161, 163 , 165, 169 , 170 (Fig .

3 ) , 181 , 182 ( Fig. 1 ) , 189, 202, 204, 207, 208, 218, 219, 224, 226, 227,

229, 230, 233 , 234 , 235, 236 , 245, 246, 255 ( Fig. 2 ) , 264, 265 , 267, 268, 269,

275, 276 .



CHAPTER

ELEMENTARY LINES

nendrawingmadraway has

lines are made by means of the medium ( pencil, crayon , pen ,

or brush ) , held so
benrolled principalybythe

fingers, wrist , elbow , or even by the arm at the shoulder

socket. In a sitting position, the two former are most used ;

the latter two movements are more frequently used while

standing, as at the blackboard . mal detaily
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CASAS
Whi

WRIST LINES FINGER LINES

Fig . 1

executed by the control of the thumb and first and second

fingers.

Broad Effects . — More freedom and broader effects are

produced by the movement of the fingers and the motion of

the handdatingthwist. mrsweeping

effects are secured by holding the hand nearly rigid and ob

31
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taining actions by means of the forearm swung from the

elbow. A still greater radius may be had, though infrequently

required, by swinging the full length of the arm , as , for in

stance, in describing a circle on the blackboard several feet

in circumference.

ELBOWINES

Fig . 2

Scratchy and Unevenly Spaced Lines, with few excep

tions , such as when drawing grasses, etc. , are to be avoided

The upper lines in Fig. 3 are of the scratchy and uneven

kind , while those below are more deliberately and carefully

placed . In Fig. 4 the difference between the correct lines

and the reverse is made apparent.

Fig. 5 shows practice lines that should be repeated over

and over again until the pupil becomes quite expert in their
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W
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use. To avoid tiresomeness, they are introduced with fre

quency into other examples in which interest is obtained by

enclosing the practice lines in various forms. In A , the lines

are about as evenly placed as could be expected from a pupil

after several months of training. In B , the lines are such as

would be made by the absolutely untrained hand and eye.

F
A

.

e
x
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w
w
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WA

Fig . 3

C shows lines enclosed in order to train the pupil to stop

the lines within prescribed limits .

In Fig . 6, at D , the lines are drawn backward and forward

quickly without removing the pencil .

E consists of lines drawn quickly , but by lifting the pencil

at the end of each stroke .

At F the lines are broken , but firmly and evenly placed.

Even Pressure Desirable . - Teach the pupil that it is most
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desirable to learn to make a line with an even pressure, from

the moment the pencil or crayon touches the paper until it

leaves it ; that is, the making of a line that neither presses into

the paper at the beginning nor drops off at the end .

LINES LIKE THESE HAVE LITTLE VALUE FOR PRACTICE .

PO

m

e

r

e

Ja
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ta
n

WHILE LINES LIKE THESE ARE,FINE PRACTICE

v
e

# 727

W

e

TOT

Fig . 4

Fig. 7 gives practice lines that are used in nearly all

drawings, from the parallel lines at the top , the graduated

lines in the second row , the cross -hatch lines near the bottom

.

Ill

A

WE

B

Fig . 5

and, lastly, the solid shading in which the lines are placed

so closely together as to nearly or quite lose their identity .

Repeated Practice. Fig . 6 shows practice lines that should

-

1

1

---

-
-

-
- -
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be repeated over and over again until the pupil becomes quite

expert in their use . To avoid tiresomeness, they should be

introduced with frequency, only a short time , however, being

devoted to each exercise.
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CHAPTER VII

EARLY EXERCISES

Application of Elementary Lines.—The reason for placing

the exercise lines in the early exercises in enclosures of vari

ous shapes , rather than in formal squares, which are weari

some and uninteresting to the pupil, and therefore hurriedly

practiced , if not altogether slighted by the pupil , through

a desire to get at something that is interesting, seems suffi

ciently apparent. It is just as well and easy at the outset to

encourage and cultivate a taste for form while engaged in

the necessary practice of making flat tints . There is no use

in making the study of drawing a treadmill . Instruction in

drawing should, right from the start, be along the lines of

pictorial art ; therefore , the use of different forms, of more

or less interest and beauty, in connection with practice ex

ercise has been adopted . Experience has shown that this

method is of benefitto the pupils and does not result in the

usual weariness and impatience engendered by the use of

simple square spaces .

Odd Shapes Preferable. Besides, the use of odd shapes

found in the enclosures obtains for the pupil using these

exercises a greater control and adaptability in the use of

pencil or pen than would be gained by the stopping of lines

within unvarying angular borders .

In Figs . 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 the various practice lines are used

in connection with the simplest forms that may be copied

or drawn from memory or imagination. Fig . 4 is an exercise

in copying aided by means of eight squares of equal size . To

obviate any difficulty that may arise , for the beginner, in

drawing this example , permit him to draw what is seen in a

single square , irrespective of what appears in the other . For

instance, let the pupil be asked to draw all the lines in a

single square, as if it were a separate picture ; for example,

let him make the square marked A or B.

Simple Landscapes.—Fig. 5 presents five simple land

scapes in which the economy in lines used is a leading fea

37
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ture. Pupils will derive beneſt from the study of such ex

amples . The fewer lines that can be used to produce the

general effect the better.

Rapid Line Exercises . - Fig. 6 comprises subjects suitable

for pencil sketches , or for enlargement on the blackboard .

They are examples in rapid line effects where strength of

execution is aimed at rather than detail , of which there is a

conspicuous absence . The introduction of color into this

will be easy for teacher and pupil.

А

m

B

TE

Fig . 4

Further Application of Lines.— In the simple landscape,

Fig. 8 , will be found many of the lines which enter into nearly

all practice work. First , as in Fig. 7 , faintly sketch the gen

eral masses, so they can be easily erased if they are not

properly placed . The cut on page 44 shows how this is

done. The little figures at the right may be introduced into

the finished picture . If used, their placing is to be left subject

to the individual taste and ingenuity of the pupil. Should

they be used in the foreground, they should be enlarged con
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Fig . 5
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Fig. 7

Pupils should be encouraged to make their drawings as neat in

appearance as possible. Nevertheless, it is better to have a mussy

looking drawing that is correct in its essentials than a clean , spick

span drawing full of inaccuracies in the way of misplaced lines , tones

or shadows.

-
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siderably . The letters locate the corresponding lines in Fig. 8

and are not for use in the pupil's sketch , but are placed to

show where the corresponding lines and tints are to be found .

Drawing Actual Objects

Subjects for Simple Drawings. — Draw the front of the

house in which you live . If it is a simply constructed build

A

B

M
r
e

с

D

E

Fig . 8

ing this will not be difficult. If it is somewhat ornate in its

facade, draw only a part of the detail , such as the front door

or a window or two. Draw any of the outbuildings, such as

the barn , the shed , or a chicken coop , or garage .
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As mere suggestions from memory subjects, the following are offered .

Many others will suggest themselves to the teacher according to the sur

roundings :

SUBJECTS

Draw

The house you live in .

The barn door.

The barn.

The shed.

The dog kennel .

The wheel of the wlicel-barrow .

The wheel-barrow .

The handle of the hatchet.

The hatchet.

Any plaything.

Draw a wagon or a buggy from memory.

Draw the wheels, the horn and the lamp of an automobile.

The automobile itself .

Draw any piece of furniture.

Mama's broom .

Mama's rolling pin.

Anything elseused in the kitchen .

Any simple garden tool .

Any carpenter's tool , such as a saw, plane, chisel, mallet, hammer, etc.

Draw any tool used by a blacksmith, shoemaker, or other artisan.

Draw any article of clothing: A hat, cap, slipper, boot, or shoe.

(Coats and dresses may be found rather difficult at first and may be omitted

from the earliest exercises. )

Draw a barrel , a pail , a dipper or cup .

Show with a few lines what a lamp or a candlestick looks like .

The pupil should not be discouraged if he fails to draw more than a

few of these subjects . If he can do a few fairly well, he is making a very

good beginning.

CORRECT OUTLINES.

The pupil should become as perfect as possible in his ability to

depict things by means of outlines. The outline is important always .

Even in a drawing composed entirely of tints and shadows the areas

of light and shadow , have their definite outline and they must be

accurately placed. The limit of one's ability to draw correctly an

outline is the limit of one's ability to reproduce , with any art utensil,

be it brush or pencil , the boundaries of given objects. To do the

latter well is a great part of all that can be learned from instruction

in art . Unless one can represent form by means of outline one will

not be able to do so by means of light and shade effects alone.

Notes.-Other exercises will be found on following pages : All in

chapter VIII (except Fig. 4 and 5) , pages 56, 60 ( Fig. 17) , 62 ( Fig.

20 ) , 77 , 78, 87, 88 , 91, 92, 93 , 101 , 106 , 111 , 113 , 114 , 115 , 116, 117, 118,

119 , 120, 122, 124, 125, 150 (Figs. 3 and 4) , 164, 166, 167, 170, 173, 174 ,

175 , 180 , 187, 188, 190, 193, 196 , 197, 199 ( Fig. 7 ), 206 , 214 ( Figs. 25 and

26 ) , 220, 232 , 238 , 243, 243, 255 ( Fig. 2) , 257. Selections from 259,

260, 269, 276, 277 and 278.



CHAPTER VIII

SIMPLE STORY PICTURES ILLUSTRATING THE

MONTHS

The value of these exercises consists largely in fostering

the inventive faculty of the child , in bringing out his in

dividual ingenuity. The teacher should let the pupil depend

on his own imagination entirely, afterwards suggesting im

provements and pointing out the most palpable errors .

The Subjects. — The stories illustrated may be original,

or from suggestions offered by simple nursery tales and

rhymes. For instance :

John flew a kite , but the wind was so strong that the stſing

broke and the kite fell towards the ground. But it never

reached the ground. It was caught in a tree and stayed

there for a long time , so long, indeed, that there was nothing

left of the kite except a few rotting sticks . Did John cry ?

No, he went home and made another kite .

To illustrate this, one or more pictures may be made.

Examples : A boy flying a kite. The kite falling (upside

down ). The kite lodged in a tree .

Reverse the Operation . - For instance , draw a picture and

write a little story about it .

As for example: A picture of a bird feeding a little bird

in a nest . The story : " One day a bird fed its little one and

then flew away to get another meal , but the mother bird

never came back. A bad boy threw a stone at it just as it was

picking up a nice little worm for the birdling's luncheon .

Wouldn't the bad little boy feel sorry if he knew that the

little bird in the nest starved to death because its mother never

came back ?"

Many of the Mother Goose Melodies provide easy, yet

interesting, material for simple illustrations, thus :

MOTHER GOOSE MELODIES SIMPLY ILLUSTRATED

Anniversaries.-On holidays, national anniversaries and

other seasonable occasions, or rather for some days preceding

47
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them , it is well to direct the pupil's energies toward the

symbols and pictures by which these events and persons are

commemorated.

New Year's Day suggests Father Time, his scythe and hour glass .

The New Year itself, as portrayed by a child , illustrating the new born

year with the date thereof made prominent. Good resolutions — someone

writing in a diary, etc.

February presents Washington's and Lincoln's birthdays as subjects,

besides St. Valentine's day . Events in the lives of the two great patriots

are good subjects , or simply their portraits surmounted by or surmounting,

for instance, a hatchet and a cherry tree trunk, or a rail fence or broken

shackles, made into a frame-as the case may be .

SEPTEMBER . — Draw Autumn fowers , such as the golden -rod , sun

flower, andothersfound in your locality , grasses , grains, bushes and trees .

OCTOBER - Draw fruits, Autumn leaves, pumpkins and Jack -o'

lanterns.

NOVEMBER . – Draw objects suggested by Thanksgiving— The May

flower, Indians , wigwams, turkeys and corn .

DECEMBER.-Subjects suggested by Christmas, such as Christmas

trees, stars, holly, Santa Claus and reindeer, toys of all kinds .

JANUARY.-Eskimo huts, snow forts, snow snow crystals,

skating and coasting.

FEBRUARY. - Subjects suggested by Lincoln's and Washington's

birthdays and Valentine Day .

MARCH .— Draw kites , windmills, boats and pussy -willows.

APRIL.–Draw buds and twigs , tulips and other early Spring flowers,

umbrellas, ducks.

MAY. - Draw May-baskets , birds and their nests and eggs , trees ,

Aowersand simple landscapes.

JUNE.—Draw flowers, vacation scenes, landscapes.

men ,

The Months. The next page offers a suggestion for each

month of the year . The designs are intended for those who

are well advanced as well as for beginners. The latter may

use them as copies , while the former may find in them bases

for improvement in form and idea .
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Here are three suggestions for simple story pictures :

DE

Draw a picture similar to this and write a little story.

Sall

Make a picture of Eskimos , then write in about it

A

Write a little story about savages . Illustrate it.

Fig . 3
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MEMORY DRAWING.

Practice drawing from memory. Take a single figure, a simple

subject, and , having drawn it two or three times from the original,

lay both aside and then , by no aid except that of your memory, draw

the object once more. Then compare it with the original and see

how near it you have made the sketch . This is an interesting as well

as a practically helpful exercise.

CORRECTING ERRORS.

The pupil will be benefited if he will frequently criticise his own

work from his own viewpoint. Thus only is improvement possible.

It is a mistake to suppose that it is necessary to have separate

instructions for drawing each form or even each group of forms.

Certain fixed rules govern drawing, and, once these are mastered,

they can be applied to almost anything that can be represented by

pen , pencil or brush .

Notes. - As the pupil progresses he may take up the following

exercises : pp. 52, 53; All in chapter IX; pp . 67, 69; All in chapter X ;

73, 74 , 75, 79, 87, 89 ; All in chapters XIV , XVI , XVII , XVIII, XIX,

XX , XXÍ ; pp. 176, 178, 186, 209, 222 , 224, 238, 243, 244, 251 , 256 , 257 ;

Selections from pp. 258, 259, 260 , 270, 271 , 272 , 273 , 274 , 283 , 292 ( Fig.

16) , 294, 295.

Pen -drawing, the study of perspective, composition, light and

shade , nature sketching, charcoal and crayon work, and other studies

may be taken in accordance with the provisions of the state course of

study.



CHAPTER IX

PAPER FOLDING AND CUTTING

Paper folding and cutting is a valuable adjunct to the

study of drawing and adds greatly to the child's resources

for acquiring form knowledge, besides being a delightful

phase of manual training. Almost unconsciously the pupil

gains familiarity with geometrical figures, which , later on, will

tend to lessen his difficulty in studying geometry itself.

Paper folding and cutting adds to the child's interest in

drawing, because of the intimate conception that they give

of the form from which the drawing is produced.

Paper in Strips. The pupil should procure paper in strips

or in squares. Scratch pads, about 4 by 8 inches square will

answer the purpose. In addition to this , they should supply

themselves with 6-inch squares of Manila paper .

If the paper is not square, place the shorter edge on the

longer, then folding over at the corner, even with the edge,

as in Fig. 1 .

Creative Ability . - Much of this work will depend on the

creative ability of teacher and pupil . Besides merely teach

ing the folding and cutting , it is essential that care and pre

cision be encouraged .

Paper folding adds greatly to the child's resources for

acquiring its own knowledge.

Pupils, having obtained paper from which squares of

paper from three to four inches in width may be cut , should

be directed as follows : ( See Fig . 1. )

Oblongs.- Place the shorter edge on the longer , fold at

the corner and cut even with the edge folded over from b to

a ( Fig. 1 ) . Fold the lower edge of the square even with the

upper edge. This divides the square into two oblongs ( Fig. 2 ) .

Right Triangles . - Fold another square from corner to

corner (Fig. 3) . This gives the diagonal. It also divides the

squares into two right triangles.

To Form an Equilateral, or equal-sided triangle, fold a

diameter at right angles to the lower side of a square , as in

Fig . 4 , for the angles of an equilateral triangle are always in

54
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a line that would bisect the opposite side . Since the angles

of this triangle must be equal, we fold the lower edge until

one angle touches the diameter, as in Fig . 5. Then cut along

the line a b . By duplicating this operation with the opposite

corner , an equilateral triangle is formed .

To Form an Acute Triangle. - Fold at right angles to the

lower edge of the square, as in Fig. 4, to get the center; now

fold from the upper end of the diameter to each of the lower

angles , as shown by arrows in Fig. 7.

To Form an Obtuse Triangle. - Fold one diagonal of the

square, then fold the lower edge over until it touches the

same line . Next cut the diagonal and the two folds to their

point of intersection , as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 8.

To Form a Rhomboid. Take a square , fold a diagonal ,

then fold the left edge of the square so it will coincide with

the diagonal. Then fold the right edge to coincide with the

diagonal. Cut the last two folds, as indicated by the heaviest

lines, as in Fig. 9.

To Form a Trapezoid.- Fold one diagonal of the square,

then the lower edge so it will fall on the diagonal . Result ,

Trapezoid , Fig. 10.

To Form a Trapezium.-Fold one diagonal. Then fold so

that the lower edge of the paper will coincide with the

diagonal . Now fold again so that the right edge will be on

the diagonal. Cut the last two folds . Result, a Trapezium ,

Fig . 11.

To Form a Rhombus.-Fold square same as for Trapezium .

Then fold the shorter sides of the Trapezium over until they

coincide with the diagonal . Cut the folds as indicated by the

heavy lines, as shown in Fig. 12 .

Combination Form as Model. — Let each pupil cut out of

cardboard a combination form composed of a square and an

equilateral triangle , as in A, Fig. 13. Bend it at the dotted

lines.

The way to bend it straight is to cut slightly, the card

board with a knife and straightedge. Do not cut through or

even half way through , just a dent-like cut is sufficient. Then

bend away from the dented line .

Cardboard bent properly.—Cardboard is composed of three or

more ( seldom less than three ) sheets of paper pasted together. The effect

of the bending of the cardboard, when a slight cut has been made, is to

cause the outer sheet to break ( see Fig. 14 ) , leaving the other sheets bent

but intact. Should a thick piece of cardboard be bent as described, and

then bent in the opposite direction, the sheet is readily divided .
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Using the Model.—Having drawn , cut , and properly bent

this form , proceed as follows: Let the pupil hold the bent

cardboard in his left hand , between the thumb and fourth

finger. Then draw the form as seen by moving it in various

directions, as indicated in Fig. 13 .

For Two-Handed Exercise. — The angle at which the card

board is bent may be varied also .

For ambidextrous exercise let the pupil hold the card

board in the right hand and draw with the left .

Whether for right or left hand drawing, the paper on

which the drawings are made should be tacked firmly.

A Christmas Tree.-Fold a piece of paper about five

inches square . Draw half of the Christmas tree and the pot.

Without unfolding the paper , cut the outlines of the pot . With

the paper still folded, tear the jagged outlines of the tree .

Now unfold paper . Cut out of white paper the shapes of the

candles . Same for the candles' flames, but for these use red

and yellow paper. Paste the candles and flames, alternating

red and yellow flames .

C
.

:
-
)

Fig . 15

Multi-Colored Cut-Out Pictures

A form of exercise , entertaining as well as instructive,

is the use of multi-colored papers , in connection with paper

cutting and drawing . The method which follows will be
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found much easier in application than the instructions would

indicate.

The Materials . - Thin , colored paper of the tints indicated ,

cardboard , scissors and paste . If suitable colored paper is

A

B
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#

Н

a
r

littadion

F

r
u
r
a

Fig. 16 Fig . 17

not available, white paper may be used and colored according

to requirements .

The necessary materials for producing the scene described

in Fig. 17 : A piece of heavy , white cardboard , or mounting

board , the latter preferred , size 4x8 inches ; pieces of manila

paper , yellow, green , blue , red , gray and brown paper.
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Cut them out in the forms and according to the colors in

dicated in Fig. 18. The outlines may be drawn on the re

BLUE

YELLOW

GREEN

o

YELLOW

BASKET

RED

BLUE

BROW

RAILS

MANILLA

PAPER

GRAY

GREEN

Fig . 18

verse side of the paper. Paste them carefully, as in Fig. 16,

and finish them up with a fine brush or coarse pen , as

described in Fig . 17.
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Pasting the Pieces.-- Paste the pieces in the alphabetical

order , according to instructions regarding Fig. 16.

The landscape in Fig. 21 is made as follows: Take a piece

of the white board and cut the figures in Fig 19 out of

colored paper .

BLUE

GREY

LIGHT

GREEN

DARK

GREEN

YELLOW

ISH GREEN

BLUE

BROWN

li
GREY BR

OW
N

Fig . 19

Paste these on the board in the alphabetical order, as

shown in Fig . 20. Thus : First , the blue A and B ; then, the

dark green C ; next, the light green D ; then, succcessively ,

the pieces of paper , E , F , G , H and I. With a fine brush or

coarse pen , add the necessary detail to give character to the

production, as in Fig. 21 .

А

D

ZE

Lana

B

F

H

Fig. 20
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Fig . 21

To produce Fig. 22 , take a piece of black cardboard or , if

that is not at hand , paint with an even coat of black , on a

piece of white cardboard , covering a surface about four by five

and one-half inches ; then paste the pieces of colored paper, as

shown in Fig. 23.

Fig. 22
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Cutting Forms by Eye

Another Interesting Form of Paper Cutting is to cut out

simple geometricalforms without guides , except squares made

according to previous instruction . Some of the forms are

shown in Figs . 24 and 25 .

For Other Geometrical Forms Made by Folding, see chap

ter on Working Drawings.

Dana

Fig. 24
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Fig . 25
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Quadrangular Prism and Triangular Prism, Etc.

Draw the diagrams in Fig. 26. Use heavy ledger paper or

cardboard ; if the latter , dent or slightly cut the dotted lines,

as described in Fig . 14 .

The Greek cross will fold into a cube .

The triangle will form a pyramid.

The parts marked “ X ” are tobe covered with mucilage or

paste for the purpose of fastening the adjacent surfaces of

the solids.
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Multi-Colored Book Covers

Book covers may be made by the same means used for pro

ducing the multi-colored cut-out pictures.

Notes. - Subjects suitable for paper folding andcutting will be

found on pp . 101, 106 , 108, 111 , 112, 117, 122 ( Fig. 1 ) , 227 , 229, 233 , 234,

236 (lines to be drawn in triangles ), 245, 246, 251 , 252, 269, 275 .



CHAPTER X

USE OF MODELS-MEASUREMENTS AND

PROPORTIONS

Imitation or copy drawing is valuable at the outset , as it

imparts style or method of handling. To an extent it reveals

the personality . By its use the pupil gains accuracy of eye

measurement, errors in that respect being more readily shown

than when drawing from model.

Drawing from copy also trains the eye by giving it some

means of correcting its mistake in the estimate of lengths and

values of lines .

Perspective or object drawing gives a knowledge of form ,

color , and construction . Ideas of relation and relative sizes

are thus acquired .

Imaginary and memory drawings enable the pupil to ex

press thought and impart ideas .

Intermingling parts of all three supports, helps and ex

plains the others.

In copying one is shown how.

In object drawing one sees how .

In imaginative drawing one thinks how .

Eye Measurements

Measurement Exercise. - As the pupil progresses , greater

accuracy in eye-measurement will become apparent . This can

be hastened by frequent practice exclusively in this direction .

A good plan is for the teacher to draw straight lines of

various determined lengths, requiring pupils to bisect , trisect

67
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and quadrisect them at regular intervals . Thus, draw a

line four inches long to be divided in half. Then the same

line in three equal divisions; then into four equal divisions.

Proportion

Proportion, and What Is Meant by Out of Proportion .-

For example : If a picture of a man were drawn with the

head twice as long as the head should be , as is shown in

Fig. 1 , Chap. 19, that would be called out of proportion ,

because it would be unnatural.

It should be in “ good proportion ,” which means it should

be near the natural size as compared with other parts of the

body. The ability to draw the figure in proper proportion

requires considerable practice , close observation and accurate

eye -measurement.

Varying Proportions. In drawing the head of a child , the

same proportions as adults does not exist ; the child's head

being larger in proportion to the body than in the case of

adults. There are also further variations. Putting a very

small head on the body of a child would make the drawing

appear as much out of proportion as in the case of the over

large head referred to . In caricature, lapses from true pro

portion are permitted . Then it is done purposely to produce

a ludicrous effect.

Relative Proportions. — Ability to represent the relative

size or proportion of one object to another is an essential

element in correct drawing. To accomplish this the pupil

requires aid from the teacher.

An effective method of teaching this is to choose some

object for a unit of measure or comparison, and place others

beside it , one or several at a time.

Any well-known object will do, as , for instance , a piece

of fruit, such as an apple or an orange — or a ball .

Exercise in Proportion.- Make a drawing of the object

selected and compare it with some other object of about the

same size . Then place beside them still another object , two

or three times as large, such as a book or cap . Now let the

pupil make a drawing showing the three objects in their rela

tive sizes .

Any small wooden or cardboard box may be used in con

nection with other small boxes to demonstrate proportionate

sizes .

Place the apple ( or whatever object is selected ) on a box

and draw both in proportion.
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Proceed with the exercise by drawing from imagination

( or copy ) some other object with which the pupil is familiar

and draw the object in proportion . The subject may be a bird ,

a mouse , a rat , a cup , mug ; in fact , any object that is not

larger than the box itself .

How to Measure

How to Measure.- When drawing from any object the

proportion can be measured by holding up a pencil and meas

AB,AB APPEARING AS EQUAL DISTANCES.

b
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POSITION FOR HAND
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UREMENTS
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to find the angle of anob.
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'allel with the object. Then ,

without changing position or
MEASURING

angle of pencil bring it down

STICK to the drawing and make a Tight stroke

indicati
ng the angle

uring or gaging on it with the thumb, and comparing the

length of one point with another, as shown in the accompany-

ing diagram .

To insure accuracy the pencil must be held at arm's

length and at right angles to the line of vision .

Hold the pencil so that the end comes between the eye

and some certain point on the object to be drawn ; for in
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stance, in drawing a house, the height of the chimney might

be taken as a standard of measurement . Hold the pencil up

right, the top on a line with the chimney top . Now move the

thumb downward until the end of the thumb comes between

the eye and the bottom of the chimney. Then draw the chim

ney . Repeat the measuring operation , finding where the

length of the chimney corresponds to other parts of the

building.

That is to say , the pencil may be moved between the object

and the eye and by using the chimney length as a standard,

corresponding length and width thereof may be estimated .

The Scale on Which Drawings Should Be Made

One of the greatest faults of the beginner , and a very

natural fault, is to draw on too small a scale. In copying

from printed pictures, taken from periodicals of any kind,

the beginner very naturally imitates the pictures as he sees

them , not knowing that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred

the picture is the reduced reproduction of a drawing which

was originally much larger than it appears in print.

It is wellto vary the size of the drawing. A pupil work

ing long on a very small scale would in time acquire a

cramped style ; on the other hand, a pupil working for an

extended period at the blackboard would find it difficult to

draw on a more minute scale .

Drawing from Models.—Material for models is found in

many of the familiar objects which surround us, such as balls,

oranges, apples, potatoes, and small paper boxes . These

should be drawn singly at first and in groups as the study

progresses. Such objects present fairly dull surfaces and are

therefore recommended . Objects having very glossy or shiny

surfaces are to be avoided in all early practice. Models with

dull surfaces present only light and shade in varying degree

and cast simple shadows. Shiny surfaces receive and reflect

complex lights and shades , hence the objection to their use .

Avoiding Confusion.-In order not to confuse the eye of

the pupil objects of a single color are best . The eye is cen

tered then on form and outline rather than color. The sim

plest way to effect this when plaster casts are not available

is to prepare a basin one-quarter full of whiting to which

a small quantity of glue has been added and mixed with

water until the consistency of cream is obtained . Then dip

-
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in this pigment articles to be used for models, such as a brick ,

a potato, a carrot , a turnip or even an old shoe.

When dry these objects will serve temporarily nearly as

well as clay or plaster models. Let these be drawn singly

or in groups. For the earliest exercises more than one object

at a time is not desirable.

Placing the Model.-Unless there is contrast in light or

color it is difficult for the eye to discern the shape of an

object . For example, place a piece of cardboard against the

blackboard , its outline is easily distinguished . On the other

hand, place the same piece of paper flat against another and

larger piece of cardboard of the same color, and its form cari

scarcely be perceived. Keep this experiment in mind when

drawing from any model. If the latter is dark , place it

against a light background, if you wish the best effect. Re

verse the process if the article used is light in color.

Light and Shade.-For models for early work in light and

shade , small objects with simple outlines should be selected .

They should be free from polished surfaces. Select , instead,

any piece of dull earthenware or wooden object ; or, best of

all, something made of plaster of paris. A small wooden

or paper box is good ; anything, in fact , that has a well de

fined outline with a fairly dull surface.

Place the object selected in front of the pupil on a sheet

of white paper and, if possible , in such a position that it

receives the light from one direction only . If the object

receives light from more than one direction , multiplicity of

undefined shadows will cause a confusing effect.

Shoes as Models. - Shoes, the older the better , are excellent

models. Their study leads to more natural appearance to

the clothed human figure in subsequent drawings from mem

ory or imagination. Feet are generally considered very diffi

cult things to draw-meaning feet enclosed in the usual foot

wear of mankind. In drawing shoes , it is well to place them

well below the eye , since that is the position in which they

are generally seen .

The drawings should be blocked- in as indicated in the

sketch shown in chapter on Blocking-in .

Notes.-Other subjects suitable for models will be found on pp.

91 , 92, 120, 173 , 180, 222, 223 , 225, 232, 235 , 243, 244, 246 , 247.



CHAPTER XI

METHOD OF COPYING BY TRIANGULATION

(From an illustrated article by Charles Lederer in the

South Dakota Journal of Education .)

To enlarge or reduce one may resort to any of the follow

ing methods:

( 1 ) Photography.

( 2) The mechanical instrument known as the pantograph .

( 3) The mechanical instrument known as the propor

tional dividers .

( 4 ) Free hand drawing. Good practice , but not conducive

to accuracy .

( 5 ) Squaring the original by means of intersecting hori

zontal and vertical lines . This requires great care in prepara

tion and use. The squares must be square and usually require

numbering along at least two sides of the original and of

the copy ;

(6 ) Triangulation. An old and simply made geometrical

form which I have adopted for the purpose of enlarging

and reducing

In my practice it has, since my discovery of its new use ,

entirely superseded the laborious, if time-honored, methods.

By its use ordinary care produces accurate work, no measure

ments being required except when laying out the perimeters.

In the squaring method even an ordinary reduction or

enlargement requires from 16 to 64 squares , the latter with

boundary numbers 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6, 7 and 8 on at least two sides

of both original and copy . In this maze the draftsman is apt

to become " lost." In the method I have adopted , the triangu

lation forms a pattern which aids the eye to keep within the

proper corresponding spaces . That is , each triangle , in the

original and in the drawing under way, occupies a distinctive

and individual position not observable in the squares .

I have not space here to describe the numerous applica

tions and advantages of the triangular method, nor even to

describe its operation beyond giving a diagram of its most

72
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primitive, simplest form , as shown in the accompanying

figures.

These figures merely show the progress of the method as

used in one of the earliest lessons in my forthcoming book ,

“Drawing Made Easy , " A square or other parallelogram is

drawn first, the oblique, vertical and horizontal lines being

added.

Fig . 1

In a drawing in which the detail is complex, the trian

gles are easily subdivided, both in the original and in the

drawing to be made from it .

Not alone is this method superior in every way to the

" squaring” process, but it provides a sure and easy way to

make regularly proportional distortions .

Not long ago an engraver on old gold and silver ware

came to me. He was distressed. An order had been given

to him in which it was required that certain heraldric devices

should appear on some silver plate . The devices included

the pleasant-looking creature shown in Fig . 1 .
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The engraver's trouble was that the mythological animal

had to be reproduced in narrow vertical and horizontal panels ,

Fig . 2

respectively, of certain definite dimensions. My engraver

friend did not know how to get the " critter " squeezed and

distended into anything like proper proportions.

त

Fig . 3

Figs. 2 and 3 show the engraver's purpose was satisfac

torily accomplished.
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7
5

It is to be hoped that the result pleased his customer. It

was my conjecture that the griffons might be intended for

evolutional ancestral portraits and if my surmise was correct

the two distortions might serve as portraits of two of his

SS

ge

ES

G

Fig. 4

ancestors - one attenuated and the other obese. Anyway , I

would as soon trace my origin to a fine official and officious

looking griffon — or whatever it is—as to a grinning, chat

tering chimpanzee.

Another Example.-Fig. 4 is another example of what may

be done in the way of varying the form of an area in which

any design may be placed.

The Start of the Diagonal Method of Enlarging and Reducing

Only one drawing, about 4x6 inches in size , not four draw

ings, as indicated, are to be made . Proceed thus: draw a rect

angle as in A. Intersect with diagonals as shown in A and B.

А B
D

Fig. 5

Intersect the diagonals with a horizontal line as in C and

finally with a vertical intersecting line as in D. All lines

inside of the rectangle should be made very light . They are
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merely guide lines to be erased when the drawing is com

pleted .

Blarkboard Exercise. — Draw the lines in Fig . 6 on the

blackboard with the guide lines , and let the pupils copy them

SO

Fig . 6

by means of the triangular guide lines . The first one by the

aid of a single oblique line. The second by the aid of two

oblique lines ; the third with two oblique lines and one hori
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zontal line ; the fourth aided by the addition of a vertical line.

Errors Quickly Noted. For the beginner, even a common

vase or teacup is a difficult subject . Straight, upright and

oblique guiding-lines are helpful in drawing curved objects.

The following diagrams will make the method clear . By this

means, as will be observed , the several parts are balanced

with ease, and errors quickly noticed and corrected . The use

of these lines accustoms the pupil to judge the relative pro

portions of the different parts of an object as related to the

whole .

The divisions made by vertical , horizontal and oblique

!

Fig . 7 - Exercises in Vase Forms Fig . 8 - Additional Divisions

lines will greatly aid the pupil in his work. He is thus en

abled to become methodical and accurate in his measurements,

and will cultivate what is known as the " true eye" for drawing.

Do not , however, encourage the pupil to depend on or per

mit himself to be crippled by the constant application of me

chanical methods or appliances, or allow the use thereof to

interfere with free-hand drawing. They are intended for occa

sional use. To avoid this , have him frequently lay aside the

guide line methods and trust more to the eye .

Whenever desirable more divisions can easily be made.

The additional spaces need not be made over the entire sur
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face , but the surface may be subdivided indefinitely in whole or

in part , according to the intricacy of detail in the design to be

copied, same size, enlarged or reduced .

Fig . 9 - Showing Divisions

General Directions for Triangular Guide Lines

Triangular guide lines are particularly adapted for the

purpose of enlarging or reducing portraits.

In this exercise a small pencil sketch of the Father of His

Country is offered as an example, showing the start of an

enlarged drawing of the sketch .

The guide lines should be made as faintly as possible .

After the main outlines of the features and forms of the

principal shadows are indicated with lines considerably

stronger than the guide lines , the whole drawing may be

rubbed over with dry bread crumbs. By this means the guide

lines will be nearly , if not quite, obliterated, while the outlines

of the features and shadows will remain sufficiently visible as

a means by which to finish the drawing.
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Fig . 10
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Fig . 11-The Original with Triangulation Lines
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Fig . 12–Enlarged Copy of Original with Triangulation Lines
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Fig . 13 ~ Enlarged Copy of Original with Triangulation Lines Erased

If the original is one that is to be preserved , and might

be marred by the guide lines , one of these methods should be

used :

( 1 ) Tack a piece of very transparent tracing paper ( the

vegetable tracing paper is preferable for this purpose) over

the original and place the guide lines on the tracing paper.

(2 ) Use tracing gelatine instead of paper and a steel point

instead of a pencil, and with the latter scratch the guide lines

on the gelatine . A coarse needle fastened into a cork as a

handle makes a good tracing point .

( 3 ) If the copy is very large pins may be placed at the

points where the usual vertical, horizontal and oblique lines

intersect the outer lines and thread carried from one point to

the other instead of marked lines .

Notes.-Instances in which the method of triangulation is shown

in practical form will be found on pp. 159, 279 and 280.



CHAPTER XII

TWO-HANDED EXERCISES

Value of Two-Handed Exercises.-Skill . speed, and grace

are acquired by the rhythmical two-handed exercises , and for

this the blackboard is the most effective place. Each pupil

should be provided with two pieces of crayon .

1027

€

G

Fig. 1

In each of the following examples the starting point is

indicated by a A.

If possible two -handed work should be continued until the

pupil becomes, in fact , ambidextrous, but each exercise

should be about five minutes long . The exercise may be

alternated by two-handed pencil work at the desk.

82
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Pupils should be instructed to erase with slow downward

strokes . This will prevent the raising of clouds of chalk - dust.

The best movements at first are the quarter circles , re

versed ; starting at the top in Fig. 1 .

After continued exercise in the lines at top of Fig. I pro

ceed with the more complex lines below.

In Fig. 2 the lines cause freedom of movement and train

the muscles .

Fig. 3 consists of two-handed exercises intended to try

the ingenuity of the pupil by adapting them to more intricate

VOTRE

00

05

3

Fig . 4

designs modeled on these examples . Let him add details to

these and also other figures given in earlier examples of simple

forms.

For two-handed exercises on the blackboard broad, sweep

ing lines are to be recommended. The lines should be started

at about the height of the head , the converging points at about

the middle of the chest

Fig. 4 contains suggestions for two-handed exercises, in

which the hands work independently.

The lines on the right-hand side of each object are to be
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drawn first with the right hand ; immediately afterward the

opposite half is to be completed with the left hand. Short

strokes, as indicated , should be made in the upper figures, and

will be found to act as an aid to accuracy . These exercises

are adapted for blackboard and pencil.

TWO -HANDED EXERCIS

The pupil need not bediscouraged because his drawings look

wrong to his own eyes. The time for discouragement will really

have arrived ( though he won't know it ) when he is quite satisfied

with his own work .

On the other hand , dissatisfaction with his own work is evidence

that he is not at a standstill , but is striving for improvement. En

courage the pupil to criticise his own work. Having made a draw

ing, let him put it aside , and , after a period , look at it carefully and

see where he can improve a line here , or strengthen or lighten a line

there to the betterment of the whole drawing. This sort of practice

means real advancement.

Notes. - Subjects suitable for two -handed exercises may be found

on pp. 86. 112, 158 ( Fig. 2) . 236 , 238 , 245 , 246, 250, 251 , 252, 253, 264

( Fig. 2) , 267, 268 , 269 , 271 , 272, 274, 275 , 276, 277, 278.



CHAPTER XIII

EXERCISES STIMULATING IMAGINATION

FIG . 1
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FIG . 3

The Progression of a Drawing.In this exercise the pro

gression of a drawing is shown. A , B , C , D and E in Fig. I

are not intended as separate drawings. A is the start , B the

next step , and so on until the completion E.

In Fig. 2 the lines in A are partly repeated in the final

drawing D E. The examples are given to show how the

pictures are to be started and the order in which they should

be finished . These are only suggestions and the pupil should

be requested to base other subjects, either serious or comic

along similar lines.

86
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Incentive to Ingenuity.-In this interesting exercise ( Figs .

5 and 6 ) the curves on which the subjects are based are

shown in heavy lines as keys to the original motif. As the

exercise is intended as an incentive to the display of ingenuity,

mere accuracy in execution should not be required.

A

rofa

Fig. 5

А 113

A

B

t
o

Fig. 6
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Fig . 7

Further Advanced Exercises. These are exercises similar

to Figs . 5 and 6 , but are farther advanced . Draw any de

sired curves and angles and then construct human figures

based on these lines . Subjects of a humorous character will

be found the easiest to produce.

45

Fig . 8
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1
6

Fig . 9

Circle Exercises. - Let the pupil make several circles and

curves and then dispose of them in the composition of a

figure. The examples in Fig. 10 will serve to show what can

be accomplished in this direction.

O
o

©

VI' 11111

Fig. 10
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An Exercise in Line - Economy.

SUGGESTIONS.

In a drawing that presents a pleasing aspect to the eye much is

left to the suggestion and to the imagination of the observer. For

instance , in drawing the stones in a stone wall it is only necessary,

as a usual thing, to suggest a few of the stones . In the same manner,

a few bricks are all that need be indicated in a brick house to show

that it is a brick house. A few leaves, sometimes, in the foreground

of a drawing contain all the detail of that sort that is required to

indicate tlie foreground foliage .

By pictorial means, we suggest or indicate things, some of which

have neither form , quality, visible appearance, or in fact, any physical

manifestation whatever.

By means of lines , aided by association of ideas , we are able to

symbolize the intangible . In time the symbolic definition of an object

becomes as familiar, or nearly so , as the material meaning. Thus, the

anchor is the symbol of Hope ; the key of Knowledge ; the owl of

Wisdom .

Here are a few symbolic objects that make good subjects for

school room exercises :

Learning represented by the Justice, represented by scales or

lamp.
sword , or both together.

Bondage, represented by shackles. Dove, peace.

Time, represented
by the hour Dog (bull ), watchfulness

.

glass. Mule, stubbornness.

Peace, represented by the olive Lion , royalty and dignity .

branch . Eagle , domination.

Notes.-- Other subjects and suggestions correlated with this

chapter will be found on pp. 48, 49,51 , 52, 53, 60, 62, 63, 66, 73, 83 ,

84, 95, 96 , 97 , 99 , 107 , 111, 113 122 , 124, 125 , 126, 137, all of chapter

XXI, 168, 251 , 253 , 254 , 257, 258 , 259, 260, all of chapter XXXI .

(Look up symbols .)

( Chapter XIV )



CHAPTER XIV

BLOCKING-IN

The Necessity of Blocking-in . - It has ever been a diffi

cult matter for teachers of drawing to instill in the minds

of beginners the value and importance of blocking -in ; that

to say , getting the general shape and relative proportions

of the component parts of the picture before endeavoring to

describe , in line or tint, any of the minor details or even main

characteristics of the picture. The group or figure as a whole,

rather than the objects in a group or the minor details in a

figure , are the points to be fixed at the outset, with guide-lines ,

as few and faint as possible . Every change in direction

should be thus indicated. The purpose of this may be made

clear when it is stated that it would be advisable to get the

general shape of a tree before drawing the individual leaves

thereof.

Blocking-in has more than an immediate value to the pupil,

for its use as a method of initial procedure induces a correct

habit of observation . It maintains and increases the tendency

to look at the whole before the parts, to seek mass rather

than detail . For all time it broadens the style of the artist .

Example of Blocking - in . - The manner of blocking -in, as

shown in Fig. 1 , is the way to start a copy of Fig . 2 . Pick

out the general direction of the lines in the original where

Fig. 1 Fig . 2

91
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simple geometrical figures may be formed . After the exer

cise of a little imagination theeye can form lines that corre

spond with forms with which he is familiar, such as the

square, the triangle , trapezoid , etc. It may be well to reiter

ate that the blocking-in lines always should be represented

in the drawing by pencil marks so faint that they can be

easily erased as soon as their presence is no longer necessary .

Figs . 3 and 4 are additional examples of the blocking -in

method .

L
T
D

.
.
.

:
:
:

T
e
r .

Fig . 3
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Fig . 4

Notes. - Examples where blocking-in is applicableare found on

pp . 40, 41, 42 , 43, 44, 45, 46 , 47, 52, 53, 59, 60, 62, 63, 90, 95, 111 , 114 ,

115 , 116, 117, 118 , 119, 120, 126, 130, 131, 132 , 134 (Fig . 5 ) , 135 ( Fig. 8 ) ,

136, 141, 146, 147, all illustrations in chapters XXI and XXII, pp. 174,

176, 177, 178, 181 , 182, all illustrations in chapters XXV and XXVI,

pp. 223, 257, 258, 259, 260, 281 , 282, 286 , 289, 290, 292, 293 , 294, 295 , 296 ,

299, 300, 301, 302, 304, 323, 325, 321.



CHAPTER XV

ACTION DRAWING

Action . — Wlaen the vital element of action enters into the

drawing interest is quickened in the mind of the beholder .

Generally speaking, action in pictures simply drawn is shown

most frequently by lines diverging from the horizontal and

vertical . Thus, in Figs . I and 2 the lines on the left at the bot

tom , including the curved ones ( which are resting horizon

tally) convey the impression of rest ; whereas, similar lines

at the right, being inclined, indicate unrest, or action .

LINES

OF

INACTION

LINES

OF

ACTION
F
8
8
-
8
-
8
-
8

+

h
i
t
t
o
o

F

Fig . 1

In Fig. 3 none of the lines are at rest ; action is shown

throughout. In Fig . 4 there is the same divergence from the

upright and the level .

94
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For exercise draw objects that convey a sense of action ,

based on lines similar to those shown here. Beginners may

copy these.

D
E
R

Fig . 2

Value of Lines. - Lines have direction and quality. Quality

is of secondary consideration just now . On the correctness of

direction will depend the completeness of the impression con

veyed.
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The eye of the beginner cannot grasp the direction of the

lines of an object in action. Therefore, he must depend on

copies to assist him in his early efforts.

This gives him practice in expressing action . It will aid

him also in his memory work .

man

Fig . 3 — Lines of Action

Drawing, in its elements, means form , color and action. Not

only to the untrained mind, but to many far advanced in the study

of art, form and color are subservient to action. If action is absent,

interest is transient. Of course the drawing itself does not move but

the idea does.
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77

---

Fig . 4 - Action Exercises
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Memory Work

After the simple lines of the action exercises have been

learned , they should be adapted by the pupils and connected

with little stories and language lessons.

The boys might be permitted to portray boys playing ball ,

while the girls could make pictures of children rolling hoops.

The suggestions should be given by the teacher. After

wards, the most successful efforts may be reproduced on the

blackboard.

Suggestions for subjects:

Man running from policeman.

White man running from Indian.

Indian running from white man.

Ship riding before a storm.

Boy chasing a dog.

Dog chasing a boy.

Single Line Action Exercises

Imagination Exercises in Action Drawing. – Fig. 5—Make

the boy with the bow look like an Indian . Put an arrow in

the bow.

Show the wagon , and the boy falling off. Show the first

boy standing on the sled.

Show the second boy dragging his sled up hill.

Show the boy with the pail, pumping water into it .

Show the boy with the rake gathering hay .

Border Exercise in Action Drawing.–Fig. 6 — In the bor

der below the circle the exercise looks rather difficult. It will

be made easy if these directions are followed :

First , draw the guide lines, then draw all the black dots

on the hats , first being careful to place them the proper dis

tance apart-each one a little less than half the entire width of

the border from each other , seven in all. Make the entire

drawing about eight inches wide .

Then draw the hats—all seven .

Then the arms.

Then their legs in the air .

Then their legs on the ground.

Note. For other examples in action drawing, see Figs. 6 and 7 in the

chapter or Drawing Men , Women and Children.
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Fig . 6

Notes. - Subjects in which action is introduced will be found on

pp. 48, 52,84 , 87, 88 , 89, 134 , 135 , 136, 141 , 144 , 146, 147 , 152 , 153 , 154 ,

156 , 157, 158 , 161 , 163, 165 , 259, 260 , 290 .



CHAPTER XVI

PASTEL -STENCILING

Pastel-stencil work is a new and exceedingly fascinating

line of art work invented by the author of this work .

As its name indicates , it is a dry stencil process , easy and

cleanly in operation .

For school room work it is better than any other method

of stenciling . It is reversible , and by its use the most complex

geometric , ornamental and other forms become simple.

One great advantage is that both sides of the stencil can

be utilized, because:

( 1 ) The stencils are self-cleaning .

( 2) Pigment never adheres sufficiently to cause smudging.

Blending Colors.-In making designs by means of pastel

stenciling one is enabled to blend colors and give variation

to the lines and tints transferred , making modulations that

cannot be obtained by any other stencil process.

Parts May Be Taken Out.-By means of this method , with

the use of the rubber or similar eraser parts of the design may

be taken out , in the case of decorative design , gaining the ef

' fect of one ornament placed upon another .

The materials used are these : A sheet of drawing paper

(or the blackboard ).

A sheet of oil stencil board .

A pencil for making the design on the stencil .

A pen knife, of which only the extreme end of the blade

need be sharp.

An assortment of colored chalks or crayon . These must be

soft to produce the best results.

The wax crayon can be used to a modified degree.

Rather strange to say , working with wax crayons is ac

companied by less "mussing up" of the person using them,

whereas the work itself is not so productive of neatness in

effect as the use of the soft crayons .

Adapted for the Lower Grades. - Work with pastel-sten

cils is admirably adapted for children in the lowest grades,

100
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because by this means the study of form becomes peculiarly

interesting instead of tiresome. Teachers are thus enabled

to supply their young pupils with the necessary models in

colored form at hardly any outlay , either in time or money .

As an example , let the teacher cut stencils in shapes shown

in Fig. 1 , making copies for the pupils . By making them in

various colors , color as well as form can be taught with a mini

mum of effort and a maximum of interest .

V

A

L

E

O

CUT OUT THE

SHADED PARTS

Fig . 1-Stencils for Early Exercises

The sauce crayon mentioned in Chapter XXVI is excellent

for pastel stenciling where soft gray and white effects are

desired
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SHADED PARTS

TO BE CUTOUT..

Ulla

Fig . 2-Sun - bonnet Babies made with the help of the pastel - stencils .
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After making a stencil impression from one side of the

stencil it may be reversed and an opposite impression made .

This is the manner in which the vase in Fig. 4 was made.

The color can be applied in several ways.

( 1 ) By means of powdered crayon taken up on a rag or

" pouncet.'

( 2) By means of crayon applied to the rag or “ pouncet.”

(3) By means of the crayon applied directly to the paper

through interstices or openings in the stencil, and then dis

tributed over the required surface with the rag .

Varying Degrees of Color. — The last method is an impor

tant one, as it permits of variation and blending of tints and

gradations or softening of detail when such are indicated .

Thus, if a leaf is being stenciled, one side may be made lighter

than the other, placing blue on one side of the interstice and

yellow on the other . Then by gently rubbing with the rag
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or pouncet (the former is better for this purpose) the result

may show a light green running into dark .

Autumn tints are easily produced by this means.

In the case of a vase or butterfly beautiful ranges of color

can be secured with scarcely any effort.

High Lights Taken Out. — High lights can easily be taken

out without removing the stencil. Little dabs of very brilliant

color can also be added after the blending before removing

the stencil

A hardwood board should be placed under the oilboard

when cutting the stencil. For obvious reasons, do not use

a desk or table , or even the drawing board for this purpose .

Separating the Parts. - Usually it is not necessary to cut

quite through the stencil , for the material is rather brittle, and

when the design has been cut nearly through a gentle pressure

will usually separate the parts . When they cling together a

little added cutting will be necessary .

Margins. - Enough margin should be left around the de

signs to prevent the colors from being rubbed beyond the

margin . About an inch will suffice.

Where Only Half Stencil Is Needed.-If the design to be

stenciled is one that can be formed of two or more parts quite

alike, though reversed, like a vase or a quarterfoil, only one

section need be cut out ( see Fig. 4) . In the case of a vase,

make a stenciled impression from one side of the stencil and

then from the other. In the case of the quartrefoil stencil

one- quarter; reverse and stencil an adjoining quarter, and so

on . This method insures greater accuracy or balance than if

the entire design were cut out .

Conformity a Requirement. - Stenciling should not be done

at random . Each unit should be placed with a definite pur

pose . To do this lay out on the paper some design to which

the units will conform-just as if in laying out a garden you

were to mark the spots where trees , shrubs or plants were

to be set out.

If, for instance , the design is to consist of a poster with a

border, lay out the border lines as guides and stencil even with

these lines, first, however, placing the corner designs . Next

in order is the background design which should be , usually , low

in tone , in order that when human or other figures or lettering

is added, the latter will stand out distinctly. The background

should never conflict or be confused with the main objects in

the design.
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eraser.

Use of Eraser . - Should there, nevertheless, be such con

flict, portions that are the cause can be removed with the

In making such erasures one of the advantages of

this system of stenciling will be observed . It is almost as

easy to take something out as it was to put it in .

If, however, the background design has been put in dark

tones , and , for instance , a line of lettering is to be placed over

this , the letters, by means of suitable stencils and the eraser,

can be made to appear white, or at least light, and outlines

added to cause them to stand out well defined and bright

against the background.

Lines Should be Added.—Stenciling alone is usually un

satisfactory and is only a step in the final design . After the

patterns have been stenciled lines should be added . These may

be in the form of outlines around each unit, or accented lines

on one side of each. Besides these , connecting lines uniting

the disconnected parts are often required. In other instances

details may be added, harmonizing and contrasting. The veins

of the leaves , in some instances , may be shown , stems added ,

and here and there tendrils may be drawn.

In addition to this, the spaces left blank, because of lack

of openings in the stencil, should be filled in , and in doing

this the effect of the stenciling should be closely matched .

HIGM LIGHT TAKEN

OUT WITH ERASER :

AFTER

TOUCH

ING VP.

AFTER

STENCILING .

FIRST HALF

STENCILED ,

WITH COLOR

MASSES READY

FOR BLENDING .

VASE COMPLETED

AFTER TOUCHING UP.

NOTE OUTLINES

AND SPACES IN

HANDLES FILLED IN .

LEAVES , STEM

ETC. , WITHOUT

AID OF STENCIL

Fig . 4
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A disadvantage in the use of the wax crayons is that the

markings made by the wax crayon cannot be erased or defects

readily remedied.

Cut stencils of half butterflies similar to those indicated in

Fig. 5. Use any bright tints and add detail in accordance with

Fig. 9 in the chapter on Tracing and Transferring.

Cut a stencil as in Fig . 6. Repeat it as shown in Fig. 10

in the chapter on Tracingand Transferring. The white dart

shaped part, marked A , should be cut as a separate stencil and

erased after the larger stencil- transfer has been made.

Fig. 5

Fig . 6
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Stenciled medallions are easily made by_the following

method : Cut the unit stencil A in Fig. 7. B is a pinhole.

Divide with guide lines a piece of paper as at C. Fasten the

stencil with the pin in the center of C. Repeat the stencil

eight times as at D. Make the additions shown in black in

D. A pretty effect will be had by using two colors , alternating

them . E, F , G , H and I show other unit designs that may

be used .

A

c

D

H. J

Fig. 7

Always keep your drawing materials at hand, and when putting

them away, keep them all in some one place provided for that pur

pose.
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Cut a stencil of half of the Christmas tree and the pot .

Stencil one side and then reverse . Use dark green applied

evenly . Cut a few stencils for the candles , toys, etc. Use

them with the eraser, taking out the indicated spaces . Leave

the candles white , but color in various tints the toys, etc. , on

the tree . The pot should be colored a bright red .

Fig . 8
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Directions for Cutting Out and Using the Stencil Sectional Alphabet

Outline and then cut out the shaded parts . Leave more space between

the characters than in the copies given on next page. Both sides of the

stencils may be used , as they are intended for dry stenciling . Oiled stencil

board is recommended for this purpose since dry colors do not adhere to

its surface.

When stenciling a line of lettering, make one guide line in pencil on

the paper on which the stencil is to be made . The guide line may be at

the top or bottom of the letters .

The letters are formed in the following manner :

A - Stencil No. I use twice, with No. 4 for the cross-bar. Very little

space is needed between A and any letter placed next to it .

B—Stencil No. 1 with No. 2 used twice. Leave ample space between

B and all “ crowded” letters .

The " crowded " letters are B, C, D, E, G, H, I , K, M , N , O , Q, R, S,

U, X and Z. Leave less space between B and all other letters when an

" open " letter is the next one.

The " open " letters are A , F, J, L, P, V , W and Y.

C—Stencil No. 3, and No. 6 ; the latter used twice - once as seen in

the copy and once reversed.

D — Stencil No. I , and Stencil No. 3 reversed.

E—Stencil No. 1 , and Stencil No. 4 for top and bottom . Use No. 5

for center cross-bar.

F - Same as E, leaving out lower cross-bar.

G-Same as C, with the cross -bar No. 5 added, using it reversed .

H - Stencil No. I use twice ; cross -bar No. 4.

1 - Stencil No. 1 .

J-Stencil No. 4 used vertically , and No. 2 turned half around.

K — Stencil No. 1 , and No. 4 used twice, obliquely.

L-Stencils Nos. 1 and 4 .

M-Stencil No. I used twice, and No. 4 used twice, obliquely.

N—Stencil No. I used twice, once obliquely .

0 — Stencil No. 2 used twice, turned half around.

P-Stencil Nos. I and 2.

Q-Same as C, with stencil No. 7 added .

R — Same as P, adding cross-bar No. 4, used obliquely .

S-Stencil No. 8 used as seen in copy for the upper part ; using other

side for the lower part.

T-Stencil No. 1 for main stem , then use No. 4 or 5 , as is seen in

copy, for right half of cross-bar, turning it around for the left half .

U-Stencil No. 2 turned half around for lower part ; No. 4 for upper

part.

X-Stencil No. I used twice.

Y — Stencil No. 4 used twice obliquely ; No. 5 for lower part .

2–Use No. 4 twice and No. I used obliquely.
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Fig. 10 contains simple designs which are adaptable for

a variety of purposes, such as pastel-stenciling, as , for in

stance, B , D, E , F , G and I.

The above-mentioned designs are also suitable for paper

cutting

A, C, F, J , K and L may be adapted for decorative purposes

by repetition for borders , etc.

How to Use the Stencils in Fig. II

The stencil patterns i to 14 in Fig. II should be made

double the size shown here. The dotted lines in I and 3 indi

D
O
W
00

1
2

3

w므

5
6

7
8

15

9
10

12

11

cate that the cutouts are to be made along those lines, and

the serrations or notches of the leaves are to be cut after

wards . The dotted circles in 5 and 9 mean that the small

spaces are to be erased after the main spaces have been filled

with color . Nearly all the forms, or parts of them , can be

cut out by means of a pair of dividers . The board need not

be cut entirely through. The board being brittle , the pieces

can be pushed out when the board is partly cut through . The

black dots indicate where the point of the dividers is to be

placed . All the designs in Fig. 12 can be formed mainly by
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the use of the stencils . Then Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 and 14 in Fig.

11 correspond with the figures in Fig. 12. The line at

the side of No. 5 is a guide line , such as should be made

whenever a border or other straight line of units of design is

intended .

3

2

2

14

Fig . 12

Notes. - Objects adapted to pastel-stenciling will be found on pp.

27, 38, 39, 42, 48, 59, 60, 61 , 62 , 63 , 65, 78, 83 ( Fig. 2 ), 84, 85 , 93, 117 ,

118, 119 (Fig. 6) , 122 ( Fig. 1 ), 124, 125, 126, 142, 161 , 165, 181, 193, 196,

199, 217 , 229, 230 (Fig. 7 ), 233, 234, 245, 246, 251, 252, 253, 264 ( Fig.

2 ) , 265, 267, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273 , 274, 275, 279, 280, 283, 321, 323, 325,

327.



CHAPTER XVII

DRAWING FLOWERS

Models for drawing flowers and like forms of vegetation

are so easily procurable that it seems unnecessary to give

many examples in these pages. Real flowers, etc. , are better

than copies. For purposes of a model one flower is as good

as another ; one leaf is as good as another. The only advice

1114

Fig. 1

114
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to be given is that the beginner should be given a simple

flower or leaf. Afterward the more complex flora may be

studied and drawn , from nature preferably. A daisy, a dande

Fig . 2 - Fragments of a Flower Treatment

lion , or a pansy is better to begin with than a rose , a peony

or a chrysanthemum .

Any Weed Offers Good Practice . — Nothing is better than

a twig with a leaf or two attached . When the natural flowers
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NO

are not to be had , artificial ones can be made to fulfill the

purpose .

The general lines of direction in a drawing should be indi

cated , and the general shapes of the detail also should be

PS

u

s

Fig . 3

shown by light lines before the finishing touches are attempted .

By doing so, defects in the lightly drawn lines can be easily

remedied ; whereas, after the drawing is completed this is

almost impossible without smudgy effects being produced .

See Fig . I.
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In the sketches shown on page 114, the idea conveyed in

the foregoing paragraph is illustrated , and three stages of

progress shown.

Curved and Straight Lines.—The pupil should become

equally proficient in the use of curved and straight lines , both

being useful for different purposes. For instance, in the exam

ple shown in Fig. 3 , straight lines are most effective for draw

ing the pine cones, the twigs and needles ; on the other hand ,

curved lines are best for rendering the cherries , etc. , at the

right.

In the earliest exercises, when drawing flowers or leaves

from nature , the objects themselves should be rendered in

simplified form . For instance, remove the leaves from the

stem , leaving only a single flower. Again, remove the flower,

leaving only oneor two leaves . Increase complexity as ability

develops.

MAPLE

IVY

AUCUBA

BAY

ОАК
GERANIUM

Fig. 4A Few Leaf Forms

Notes. - Other forms will be found on pp . 105, 111 , 113 , 222, 238,

267, 274, 279.
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Fig . 5 — Some Flower Forms
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Fig. 6Leaves Foreshortened . (See chapter on Foreshortening .)

А B

B

B

А.

B

Fig. 7 - Blocking - in Flower Forms. (See chapter on Blocking - in . )
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THE

HAPPY

VEGETABLE

FAMILY

Coho

Fig . 8 - A Vegetable Composition



CHAPTER XVIII

SOLID BLACK EFFECTS

Solid Blacks. — The placing of solid blacks should be done

very carefully . Until the pupil has had adequate practice it

will be well for him to outline in pen and ink the spaces to

be filled with solid black , before applying the brush . ( See

Fig. 1. ) This process will prevent the abrupt or uneven edges

frequently found in the brush work of the beginner. The brush

should be used with just sufficient of the black pigment to

produce denseness when the ink has dried . The best results

are obtained by putting the blacks in after the pencil sketch ,

or guidelines, have been erased . Otherwise, the rubber

eraser may remove part of the black surfaces, leaving them

somewhat grayish .

Methodical Brush Handling. - The brush should be used

methodically. It should not be splashed back and forth . ( See

Fig. 2. ) A good way is to commence at the upper parts of the

spaces to be covered and slowly work downward . (Sec

Fig. 3. )

Things to Be Avoided.—To get so much ink on the brush

that it will drip .

To get so little ink on the brush that the blacks are semi

transparent or streaky .

The advice given just above applies to brush work gener

ally.

It will repay the effort to make several drawings of an ex

perimental character showing how effective a picture can be

that is made up of merely simple outlines fortified by solid

black masses thrown in by means of a pliable pen or a small

brush .

For practice, two drawings should be made as nearly alike

as possible. On one of them , with pencil , the places intended

for solid blacks should be outlined and then filled. The other

should remain in outline.

The difference between the drawings respectively with and

without the solid blacks are to be noted and their respective

merits compared.

121
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OUTLINED

FIRST NOT OUTLINED

OUTLINED

FIRST

NOT

OUTLINED

NOT OUTLINED

OUTLINED FIRST 2 ?

Fig. 1

BRUSH LINES, OR STROKES THAT SHOW PURPOSE .

BRUSHILINES THAT SHOW NO PURPOSE .

Fig . 2
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THE RIGHT WAY TO START FILLING A SURFACE WITH COLOR

BEGIN AT

THE UPPER

LEFT-HAND

CORNER AND GRADUALLY

AND EVENLY

WORK DOWN

AND TOWARD

THE

RIGHT

OF THE

SURFACE

THE WRONG WAY

PRODUCE

A

SPLASH

ABOUTAND

BLOTCHY

STREAKY

EFFECT

Fig . 3

c

o

c

o

a

A

Fig. 4 - Black - and -white, or Silhouette Effects

u
m
r
o
o
s

11

2

Fig . 5
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Black and White Exercises for Brush and Pen

The examples on this and the following pages ( Figs . 6 and 7 ) are

simple exercises in pen and ink and brush combined.

The circles are used to give a sort of frame to the little designs and

to add a sense of regularity in the matter of shape.

Make the circles first in pen and ink , whether the outlines which they

enclose are made with pencil guide lines or not.

A and B should be made with pen and ink without the aid of pencil

outlines .

In C, make the horizon line in pencil before using pen or brush.

In D, indicate the mass of the foliage before using pen or brush .

E should have penciled outline for all details and pen -and -ink out

lines should be made for the areas which are to be completed with the

brush .

F - Outlines in pencil only .

G and H are exercises for brush only, without any guiding lines .

1-Pen outline for the moon and the upper outlines of the battlements

of the castle and for its doors and windows.

А
B

с

D F

H

1 ,

- - -

Fig . 6
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J – Outlines in pencil for the branches only, which in turn may be

made with strong pen lines ; the leaves to be added free -hand with a brush .

K is to be outlined with pencil and completed entirely with brush .

L is to be outlined with pen only and completed with the brush .

M , N and 0 – Outline with pencil and complete with pen and brush.

P and Q-Outline with pencil and completewith a brush.

R_Outline with pen without pencil guides and complete with brush.

In each case, after the drawings are quite dry, erase the pencil lines .

h
e
r

H

M

R

Fig . 7

Solid Blacks. — The solid black exercise previously de

scribed may be used in connection with pencil or pen effects

by adding other details, either background or foreground, to

the objects drawn in solid black. The best effects are secured

by making these additions in a monotone, in order to secure a

happy contrast between the two treatments. That is to say ,

no attempt need be made to blend the black subjects to the

added detail.
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對 人

Fig . 8

「 C3

Fig. 9
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-
p
o
m
o
n

Fig . 10 - Examples of Same Subjects Treated in Varying Effects by

Means of Solid Black

.ALI

3 )

Fig . 11

Notes. - Other pages in which black effects are essential features

are 52, 63, 66, 136 (Fig . 10), 147, 161 , 176 , 177, 178, 186 , 192, 193 , 194,

195 , 196, 197, 253, 257, 290, 299, 300, 301 .



CHAPTER XIX

DRAWING MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

Proportions of the Human Figure. — The Greek statues

have regulated and determined the standard of beauty in art .

These proportions, however , vary in individual cases and indi

vidual tastes . They are , however , valuable as a foundation

from which modifications may be made.

In the Greek statues , the height of a developed man was

usually eight heads; that is , the head was one-eighth the

length of the body.

The height of a woman , Greek standard, about seven heads .

The human figure may be divided into four parts of equal

length, namely :

1. From the top of the head to the arm-pit .

2. From the arm -pit to the middle of the body.

3. From the middle of the body to the knees .

4. From the knees to the soles of the feet.

From finger-tip to finger -tip, when the arms are extended

at right angles to the body equals the length of the entire

figure from crown to toes .

The face may be divided into three parts :

1. From the top of the forehead to the root of the nose .

2. From the root of the nose to the bottom of the nose .

3. From the bottom of the nose to the bottom of the chin .

The ear is the length of the nose and its general direction

is parallel to it .

Fromthe top of the shoulder to the elbow measures twice

the length of the face .

From the elbow to the wrist , one head .

The hand measures three-quarters of a head from the tip of

the middle finger to the wrist.

The foot measures one -sixth of the whole length of the

body.

These proportions are not exact or to be arbitrarily fol

lowed.

Drawing the Human Figure . — When drawing the head,

whether in profile or three -quarter -iew , avoid making the

128
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facial line too upright. There can be no rigid rule regarding

this or any other part of the human figure, on account of

the variance of different persons . The degree of difference

is even greater if we consider racial variances .

Making the features too small is a common error . Some

times , however, the error is in the opposite direction , especially

in respect to the eyes . They should not be made too large

for the face . In drawing the normal eye, place the pupil

slightly under the upper lid . Do not draw a line directly under

the eyeball. If this is done, it is apt to give an impression of

soreness to the eyes. Let the line indicating the upper line

of the lower lid be a trifle distant from the eyeball. Eyelashes

should be sparingly introduced. Eyebrows should not be too

strongly demarked.

The ears should not be longer than the nose , and they

should be level with it .

Things to Avoid.—Do not make the mouth too small .

Do not make the space from the eyebrows to the top of

the head too narrow.

Do not make finger nails too distinct or prominent.

Do not make goose-necks on your women nor bull -necks

on your men and children .

Do not make the arms too long, unless you are making a

caricature and wish to produce an ape-like effect.

Guide Lines Again.—When intending to draw a draped or

clothed figure, first draw, in faint lines , the figure itself

through the clothes . Erase the faint lines, which are guide

lines only. This method will be of special assistance in get

ting the feet in the right place and in the right direction.

That is , first draw the feet without the shoes, putting the

latter on afterwards.

Hands

The Left Hand as a Model.—Holding the left hand in any

rigid position that is most convenient and using it as a model

is fine exercise . The hands are among the most difficult ob

jects to draw, but by continued practice and observation much

of the difficulty is overcome. The blocking - in method is par

ticularly required in drawing the hands and feet .

7
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ADULT 1

2

THERE IS NO EXACT

STANDARD .

THE ADULT FIGURE

VARIES FROM FIVE

TO FIGHT HEADS TO

THE ENTIRE HEIGHT,

THE CHILD'S FROM

ABOUT FOUR TO FIVE

HEADS TO THE BODY.

3

4

CHILD

1

CARIO

CA
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BABY
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1 WEE

BABY

7
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Fig . 1
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L

A

ةهوفترامع

Fig . 2

Here is shown the effect of drawing faces by means of

horizontal and vertical guide lines and by means of blocking

in lines , and also the effect of drawing without these aids .

See how “ out-of-drawing " the faces on the right appear !
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Fig . 3

Line Variations. - Fig. 3—Two big crayon faces. Pupils

may be given a subject, together with instructions to make

one drawing in which ordinary lines are used , and then to

treat the same subject with extremely heavy lines , using a

broad -pointed pencil or crayon. The lines in the latter exer

cise should be made broad, with single , modulated strokes in

order to make the lines sufficiently broad , instead of going

over and over in order obtain breadth .
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1

Fig . 4

The same subject may be treated with accentuated lines ,

and with shaded lines to give the impression of form .
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Fig . 5 - A Colorado Lad . ( Sketched from life . )

2

UNBALANCED BALANCED UNBALANCED BALANCED UNBALANCED BALANCED

UNBALANCED BALANCED UNBALANCED BALANCED UNBALANCED BALANCED

Fig . 6
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Human Figures in Action . In portraying figures in action,

the principles of equilibrium may portray various forms oi

action other than falling, but a figure out of balance conveys

to the eye the impression of falling. Thus:

& & & so

Å

Le

so

Fig. 7

In the upper drawing the figures have no " visible means

of support. ” In the lower part the deficiency is supplied .

As a general rule, if a vertical line is drawn from the feet

upward, and half of the figure lies on each side of the line, the

figure will appear balanced.

Fig . 8 - Children in Simple Line Drawing

$
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Fig . 9

y

a

Fig . 10 — Sketched During the Boer War
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W

h

fe.hu

Fig. 11 - Studies in Expression

Notes.—Other pages in which human figures in some form are

introduced are 13, 14 , 28, 29, 44, 48, 50, 51 , 52, 53, 60, 63 , 79, 84, 86 , 87 ,

88 , 89, 90, 92, 95, 96 , 97 , 99 ,102, all of chapters XX and XXI , pp. 257,

258, 259 , 260, 281 , 286, 292, 295, 296 , 299, 300 and 301 .



CHAPTER XX

EXPRESSION AND EMOTION

When we do not go to nature for expressionwe adopt cer

tain conventional representations of emotion . By the means

of these we are enabled to convey by such lines and tones

the visible signs which the face gives when mental agitation

is taking place .

Indifference, joy, anger, all the emotions, in fact , serve a

useful purpose to the student of art .

On succeeding pages ( Figs. 3-6 ) are given slight hints

for what may be termed the emotions arranged in such a way

as to be easily understood . The pupil may adopt, adapt , amend

or exaggerate according to his own ideas and judgment and,

of course, according to his advancement.

It should be understood that it is practically impossible to

represent all the emotions with lifeless material . Many of the

faces herewith shown might be unintelligible were it not for

the text that accompanies them . How seldom it is that one

can read the thoughts of even a real human being by means

of the expression on his face merely. Nevertheless, some peo

ple can scarcely conceal their thoughts, although they speak

not a word .

A man there was whose emotions were usually shown in

his face . A bright young lady said to him : “ You shouldn't

think so people can see you . What a splendid model he

would have made !

The actor can make quick facial changes indicating the

emotions he imitates , whereas the artist is limited to immov

able lines . The artist must take one expression or , perhaps,

merely a phase of the expression , and then attempt to repre

sent the emotion he desires to portray , fixing it immovably.

unchanging. He can portray but one movement ofmany that

in life go to tell the story of emotion without words.

Emotion Pictures.—In all ages workers with the brush

and canvas, mallet and marble, have been practically unani

mous in accepting certain representations of form to parallel,

as well as they may , muscular and color changes caused by

138
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mental emotion — the telegraphic signals of the brain in action .

Take, for instance, the facial diagram that portrays joy. In

this the emotion is mostly expressed by the partly closed, but

vivid eye, the mouth , with lips slightly apart, and the corners

of the mouth slightly elevated .

The figures depicting sorrow'show the muscles of the face

relaxed. In application the head should be inclined forward ,

the inner ends of the eyebrows are raised toward the forehead,

the eyelids droop , while the pupil of the eye is raised . The

lips are parted, somewhat as in joy , but the corners of the

mouth are lowered. The general tendency of this emotion ,

because of the laxity of the muscles, is to lengthen the face .

When sorrow, pity , pain , dejection, or melancholy, hold sway,

man's face is proverbially long.

Pain , anguish and despair can hardly be separated from the

general term of sorrow ; to an extent they are analogous,

synonymous.

Next, take the figures denoting anger. The eyes blaze

(usually shown in a black -and-white drawing by a very dark

iris and strong high lights) , the eyebrows are contracted, with

the inner ends downward, and the outer ends inclining upward .

The lips are compressed at the center, with a tendency to part

ing at the outer ends of the mouth. Approximately, the same

lines are used to express revenge, hatred, rage and fury ; differ

ent degrees of intensity and rigidity of lines being used to suit

the ideas of the individual .

The study of expression is so full of interest that the pupil

is easily encouraged to go to nature in order to gather more

than a slight smattering of knowledge on this subject.

The effect and force of nearly every drawing in which the

human face appears depends very largely on the extent to

which the artist knows how to give expression to the human

features. The beholder of the picture can be guided only by

the artist's interpretation ; if it is false , the picture is mislead

ing, therefore valueless.

The definitions that accompany these diagram-like outlines

of the various emotions are conventional. They are not abso

lute, and are even interchangeable to some degree . They are

offered as hints and suggestions to aid individual observation .

For the real thing in the way of emotion no better aid can be

had than a mirror . Let the pupil survey himself in that and

sketch the changes in his own features. Let him make faces

at himself and then sketch them . He should try to keep the
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varying expressions in mind long enough to transfer to paper

the principal lines by which they are formed.

Expression in the human face must be felt. It is diffi

cult to teach it . There are so many minor points which go

to make up the varied expressions that can be assumed by

human features that detailed instruction is almost impossible .

Animation may be expressed by dark touches in the eyes

and under the lids . The nose also has much to do with ex

pression ; especially the shape of the nostrils and the direction

of the lines of the sides of the nose running down to the

mouth . Nostrils that droop downward at the outer edge give

a serious expression ; on the contrary , if the line is elevated,

the tendency is towards a bright and animated expression .

The mouth , of course , is of great importance , and influ

ences the expression more than any other feature. When

smiling , the corners are turned upward and the lines or dim

ples are curved in an outward direction . In a sad face , the

corners of the mouth drop downward and the lines grow

straight .

The stụdent of expression must look for indications in

many faces , for there he will find more suggestions of im

portance than in all the pages of written instruction. Without

such knowledge , he may work on blindly , puzzling himself

to find out where he is wrong, and why the expression is just

the opposite of what it should be .

Expression Exercises for Beginners

1:0)

200

© o

Fig. 1-Expression Exercises for Beginners
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Fig . 2- More Advanced Exercises

SERVILITY SMIRK SMILE oYل

GUFFAW
ECSTACY

GRIN LAUGH

BEWILDERMENT SURPRISEWONDER AWE

Fig . 3 — Expressions in Profile
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DESPAIR TERROR
STUPEFACTION

PARALYZED

WITH FEAR ,

BENEVOLENCE
HUMILITY

DISBELIEF
DISGUST

DETERMINATION REMORSR
INDIGNATION SATISFIEDREVENGE

MALEVOLENCE REVENGE
SUSPICION

DUPLICITY

SCORN НАТЕ
WRATH FRENZY

Fig . 4-Expressions in Profile
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Fig . 5 — Some of the pleasant Emotions
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Fig . 6 — Some of the Unpleasant Emotions
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Fig . 7-What Emotions Do These Expressions Represent ?
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Fig. 8 - Expression as Denoted by the Eyes
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Fig . 9 - Expression as Denoted by Gestures
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YOUTH AN AGE

Fig . 10

Youth and Old Age.-Curved , graceful lines convey the

impression of youth , while straight, angular lines are those

mostly used to express age in various stages of advancement.

In vegetable life, as may be noted ( Fig. 11 ) , the young

have graceful lines , while in their old age angularity of lines is

apparent.
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SPRING

LINES

WINTER

LINES

Fig . 11

नि

Fig . 12

Contrasts of some sort are generally considered necessary

to every drawing. Contrasts are not invariably caused by

strength of line or tone or areas of black against white ; but

they are frequently matters of character and costume . Thus,

a tramp talking to a finely dressed man appears more tattered

than if he were addressing a commonly clad person , or if he

were in a group made up of his own class . A short , fat man

seems more obese if his companion in the picture is long and

lean .
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CONTRASTS

Notes.—Human expression or emotion is expressed insome form

in illustrations onthe following pages : 48, 87, 8 , 95 , 97, 135 , 137 , 150 ,

151 , 152, 153, 154, 155 , 286 , 292.



CHAPTER XXI

CARTOONING

Comic Drawing. - It seems hardly necessary at this day to

defend comic drawing . The comic artist has come to stay,

and he is certainly one of the best paid of any profession.

The Chicago Tribune in its leading editorial recently stated

specifically that the cartoonists and caricaturists (which in

cludes the limners of comic pictures generally) were the high

est salaried men in the newspaper business.

One of the author's former pupils , the late Homer Daven

port , received $ 15,000 a year , and several among his students

made upwards of $ 5,000 a year by means of a pencil directed!

in lines of a humorous nature. So, from a practical business

standpoint, it may be seen that the tendency towards the

ludicrous in art should not be discouraged. Therefore , it is

not amiss to devote a small section of this manual to the study

of the principles of comic drawing. These lines afford, at the

same time , a backhanded apology for an occasional tendency

toward humor in other parts of this work. Anyhow , pray

bear in mind, that Americans naturally are a fun-loving people .

Nearly every form of popular amusement proves this con

clusively .

Cartoonists Should Be Able to Make Serious Drawings.

Comic drawing is a study that should not be taken up to the

exclusion of any other branch of art work . One great trouble

with many embryo " cartoonists" is that they seem to think

that they do not need to know much about the general rules

of drawing to make so-called cartoons . To the contrary,

the most successful cartoonists—for that seems to be the gen

eral term nowadays applied to all makers of humorous pic

tures - are those who are capable of making well-drawn se

rious drawings if required . It is as absurd to suppose that a

comic artist needs only a limited knowledge of correct draw

ing as it would be for a writer of dialect stories to have only

a slight command of properly spoken language. So the pupil

with a fund of humor need not fear that hewill lose it if he
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keeps it under subjection and confines his studies mostly to

serious drawing.

To be able to draw graceful lines, to have an inkling of

human anatomy , to know the fundamental laws of perspective,

etc. , will give him greater ability to draw side-splitting pic

tures later on . At the same timethe pupil's tendency to draw

with humorous design should not be entirely diverted or at all

discouraged . The ultimate outlet for mirth -provoking draw

ings is so great that the artist competent to do this work well

may be assured of a profitable career when he enters the field

of cartooning professionally .

Expression in Comic Drawings. — The goings-on of the

human mind , the internal changes , are shown in the face .

Gesture of limbs and pose of body follow as if further to de

fine the emotion . Besides the actual expression the comic

artist adds external indications . For instance, to intensify

a glare , the artist projects a dotted line from the eye of the

subject towards the object at which his character is glaring.

The effects of a blow on the head or a heavy fall are given

pictorial adjunct by means of various celestial and planetary

bodies. That is to say the artist surrounds the victim with

stars and comets so as to emphasize, explain and proclaim

beyond the faintest shadow of a doubt that the subject is

" seeing stars.

Take the emotion of fright. How often does one see a

man so frightened that his hair “ stands on end like quills on

the fretful porcupine” ? Hardly ever except in comic pictures.

Such means of forcing the effect maynot mean art, even

of a low order, but it saves the onlooker ( especially if he can

not read ) from wear and tear of the brain . The “ cross-shows

the-spot” style of comic picture seems to have come to stay

-for a while at least , and therefore is worthy of attention if

not respectful consideration .

For exercise , block in some of the other figures according

to the manner shown in Fig. 1 , 2 and 3 .
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A

Fig . 1 Fig . 2

Fig . 3

Fig . 3 was drawn with blocking -in lines and Fig. 4 without

them . Which looks the better ?
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Fig . 4 Fig . 5

Fig. 6 - A Libellous Caricature Fig . 7
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Fig 10

Young Americans, on the average , take naturally to action

and humor, rather than to mere form for form's sake . They

are more apt to take to the practical side of things than the

sentimental. It should be the endeavor of the teacher to

arouse interest in the subject, even though the ideal and the

beautiful be subjected to temporary obscurity .

T
H
E

L
A
W

Fig . 11

A Refined Style and

Fig. 12

A Coarse style of Cartooning
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B

Fig . 13 Fig . 14

(

Pro

Fig . 15 Fig . 16

For exercise draw parts of the figures and arrange the

figures in different poses .

Blocking-in is as necessary for comic drawing as any

other . The upper right-hand head was drawn without blocks

ing-in . Note the difference.
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Fig . 17 - Offended Dignity Avenged
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Fig . 18 – An Artistic Cartoon Drawing
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Fig . 19 - A Humorous But Less Artistic Cartoon Drawing

( Both Drawn by the Same Artist. )
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The comic figure of the policeman ( Fig . 20 ) is an instance

of head and feet distortion . The body and hands being

nearly normal in their proportions.

Fig . 20

The same sketch is shown on page 257, on Lettering ,

Initials and Book Covers , adapted to a comic book cover .

And in the chapter on Elements of Perspective it appears re

peatedly in connection with the subject of atmospheric

perspective .

Indulge and stimulate to a sensible extent, the child's natural

sense of humor. Allow him to give free reign to his imagination ,

but strive to define, direct and correct the images that he conveys

upon slate , paper or blackboard.

Note .- In chapters XIX and XX examples will be found that

will assist the young cartoonist.



CHAPTER XXII

DRAWING ANIMALS

Curved Lines are best adapted for representing the forms

of animals of all kinds . It is next to impossible to find even

an approximately rigid , straight line in the outline of any

liv animal. In fact , outside of the plumb- line sometimes

formed by the spider and the horizontal line where land and

sky apparently meet, Nature seldom employs a straight line .

Fig . 1

NTR

V

Fig. 2

The Horse. — The body and legs of a horse viewed from the

side will be found enclosed in a square space as seen in A ,

B , C , D , in the diagram . The added triangulation will assist in

describing the proportions of the head ; the length of the head

being about three- fourths of one of the four squares formed

in the main square A , B , C , D. Observe a horizontal line

cutting the main square in equal portions will just touch the

elbow of the near fore leg .

158
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B

Fig . 3

The Cow.—A square the same height as the distance from

the ground to the top of the head will be found to include

the body and legs . About one- half added to its width will

Fig . 4
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give a parallelogram that will include the whole animal . The

angles in the triangulated diagram will assist in making the

drawing in correct proportions.

Dogs vary so much in breed , etc. , that no exact propor

tions can be given. Examples will be found in the chapter

on Pen Drawing that will serve as examples to copy.

A

Fig . 5

Quite as much attention is necessary to draw animals

as to draw the human figure properly. Animal drawing

seems to be a gift by itself that fewpossess. For one thing,

as a rule, animals do not pose quietly. They have no sense

of duty in that respect . Therefore, it is usually necessary

to resort to some sort of copy in order to draw them. A

photograph , however, is not always obtainable and, for the

beginner, is exceedingly difficult to copy from .

A pupil should, for this reason , be permitted to copy freely
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Fig . 6
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THE

Fig. 7

from the examples in this chapter-a chapter, by the way ,

that does not pretend to be a natural history.

In ShadingAnimals represented by drawings use delicately

placed lines. Curved lines, radiating rather than paralleling,

produce the best effects. Edges of shadows should blend,

rather than make harsh contrasts ; in the case of a drawing

of a lion , however, in order to cause the effect of fierceness ,

stronger gradations may be used .

-
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Fig . 10

Insects and other specimens of the lower order of animal

life lend themselves for pictorial display of a pleasing nature.

Grasshoppers sometimes remain quiet for a long time, espe

cially when no longer alive and, therefore, are apt to be model

models. The slow-going snail presents for inspection many

graceful lines, and, like some other mollusks, offers a fine

opportunity for the study of the spiral in form .
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Fig . 11

An Easter Suggestion .-- A good subject for an Easter card .

Draw with very light pencil marks. Then color, and after

Fig . 12
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wards outline again but with heavier lines than before. Syg

gested colors : the egg, white ; the rabbit, yellow ; the bitu ,

red ; the imp, green , except face ( pink for that ) ; the sky,

blue , but blending into white at the outer edges. All colors

should be light ; merely tints .

Combinations in Curved and Angular Lines are often

pleasing. The curved lines in the bird, contrasting with the

angular lines in the old tree top intensify the bareness of the

branches, thus producing strength by contrasting effects .

In the little scene below, the round lines in the moon offset

the angular lines of the tower and the trees .

WE

10

Fig . 13
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Fig . 14

Notes.—Other examples in which animal life in some form, (in

cluding birds, fishes , etc.) will be found on pp. 29, 48, 50, 51, 52, 73,

84 , 85, 88, 93, 95 , 97, 102, 111 , 122, 126 , 156, 238, 258, 259, 260, 283,

293, 294.



CHAPTER XXIII

PRINCIPLES OF COMPOSITION

The general arrangement of the characters and surround

ings of a picture is implied in the word " composition . " By

a composition is meant an original grouping of the objects and

the light-and - shade scheme comprising a picture. The

simplest manner is generally the most harmonious and

satisfactory .

Things to Avoid in a composition are too many isolated

groups and too many spots of light and shade. Few absolute

rules can be laid down for composing a picture . All dresses

are not alike . One's own good taste , one's sense of pro

portion, one's individual judgment must prevail . No in

flexible standard of arrangement to guide us is found ong

the works of the painters of old or of modern times .

Changing Component Parts. - In composition of pictures,

that which is seen in nature is frequently displaced or altered

by means of addition, subtraction , multiplication , and trans

position .

By addition , we add objects that we do not see in nature ,

if such addition appears to add grace , symmetry or balance .

For instance, we place a tree where no tree grew before ,

because another tree in the composition needs a companion

to remedy its apparent loneliness, or to give that appearance of

connectedness necessary to the general effect.

Subtraction — if something of nature obtrudes or we wish

to erase it we subtract it from the picture.

Multiplication — if we find only a single fence post , in

order to get the necessary line that imagination demands,

we stretch a dozen fence posts towards the horizon , diminish

ing them in size as they approach the vanishing point.

Transpostion - We may transpose a mountain from one

side to another in our picture as easily as we would a book

from one shelf to another. This is true in sketching from

nature, where adaptability and mobility are desired . It was

Ruskin who said that it was the artist's privilege to move his

168
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a
objects around — be they mountains or pebbles — just as

chess player moves the figures on the chess board .

The Shapes of Drawings. - The square is the least pleasing

shape for a drawing. One twice as long as it is high ( or the

reverse) is more pleasing. But the proportions of two and

three, for a drawing, is the best average proportion. That

is to say , one dimension should be two-thirds of the other.

Thus: A is not , while B and C are well proportioned. D and

E are shapes adapted for pastel and water colors .

A

E

The impression and effect on the beholder are the principal

objects to be sought for .

Morning, Noon and Night.—Figs . 1 , 2 and 3 exemplify the

manner in which nature's effects may be studied. The same

scene is pictured, morning, noon and night . In the morning,

when the light comes from the back of the objects in the

distance, thelatter is silhouetted against the rising sun. The

shadows are thrown towards the sketcher, while in the noon

aspect, the light " eats up " the shadows, which are short and

sharply defined. At night, the light is thrown directly towards

the far distant parts , and they stand out in strong relief against

the dark cloud -settings. There is no attempt at definition ,

or minuteness of detail in these sketches , the principles in

volved being merely indicated in a general way to assist the

pupil with the artistic truths that must be absorbed by self

observation, rather than by the strict letter of written in

struction . If the pupil can avail himself of the time and

opportunity to make a sketch of some similar scene and study

Nature's scheme of contrasts at the most distinctive periods

of the day's divisions, it will be of great help to him .

The spectator in the scenes depicted in Figs . 1 , 2 and 3
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is supposed to face the east . Fig. I is a morning scene and

the sun is just rising. Fig. 2 shows the same scene at noon .

Shadows now are barely perceptible. Fig. 3 is a sketch of

the same place with the sun setting behind the sketcher.

Fig . 1-Morning

della

Fig . 2 - Noon

Fig . 3—Night
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Avoid Monotony.-- Living or inanimate objects that are

intended to be the principal parts of a picture should not be

overshadowed by their surroundings. Give the former more

pronounced outlines and depth of shade or color, and use

lighter, thinner lines and tones for the accessories—the fewer

the better as a general thing.

First Impressions. — The pupil should be encouraged to

develop his powers of composition and to make the best

arrangement of all objects selected. All that he learns relat

ing to blocking- in will help him , for the blocking -in habit is

a good one and tends to looking at things artistic as a whole

rather than piecemeal. Good composition relies greatly on the

general aspect, the first impression that is made on the eye

of the beholder. And by the blocking -in method a good first

impression is more easily obtained. The mass is of more

importance than the detail . A tendency to make very heavy

lines at the outset will retard success in the blocking- in pro

cess . The pencil should be held long and loosely for blocking

in or when composing a picture.

A shadow often determines the length and other dimensions of

an object so forshortened or hidden that the eye has no apparent

means of measurement .

Notes. — Further examples of composition, landscape, figures, etc.,

that will assist in the study of this subject will be found on pp . 13 ,

14, 42 , 43 , 45 , 51, 52, 60 , 62, 66, 81, 120, 126 , 135, 136, 164, 166, 167,

168, 183 , 186,' 187, 188, 190 , 192, 193, 195, 196, 197, 199, 280, 281 , 282,

290, 302. 304, 325, 327.



CHAPTER XXIV

LIGHT AND SHADE

How and Where to Place light and shade in a drawing is

an oft recurring source of perplexity to the beginner.

It is the more perplexing because often all light and shade

DIVERGING RAYS OF THE SUN ARE

NOT ACTUALLY PARALLEL , BUT IN THE

STUDY OF SHADOWS ARE CONSIDERED SO .

THE SUN'S

DISTANCE IS

SO GREAT

い
い

THE DIVER

RAYS OF SUN

GENCE OF THE

RAY5 IS. NOT

NOTICEABLE

ORDINARILY.

Fig . 1

RULE OF THE

SEVEN " TS .

THE NEARER

DIVERGING RAYS OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

CAST SHADOWS GREATER THAN THE

OBJECTS BY MEANS OF WHICH THEY

ARE CAST ,

THE LIGHT

THE GREATER

THE ANGLE ,
RAYS OF ARTIFICIAL

LIGHT THEREFOR

THEGREATER

THE SHADOW

Fig . 2

in a one- color picture are merely substitutes for color as seen

in nature. Light and shade values in a black and white

drawing are merely relative in their attempt to imitate the

172
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pigments by which nature lets us discern form . In drawing,

forms are represented by outlines , or by light and shade areas,

or by a combination of both .

If light were to pervade room evenly — the light not

coming from any particular direction , as from the sun , or some

fixed artificial light or lights—there would be no shadows.

DIRECT LIGHT

REFLECTED

LIGHT

BВ

Fig . 3

Wecould then perceive such forms only as they were made

visible by their different colors.

Every Curved Object Has Two Lights. - An even opaque

object, if it is curved, has its brightest and its darkest side,

and intermediate parts where light and shade seem to com

bine. The main part of brightness in an object is called the

high light. The darkest part of an object is not necessarily the
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part most distant from the chief point of light , for the re

Hected lights play a part in lighting up just those portions that

seem in most need of the borrowed lights— " borrowed lights"

being the term frequently applied to certain forms of reflected

light. (See Fig. 3.)

Reflected Lights Enable Us to Distinguish Forms.—The

point of light indicated by the arrow at left of iris of the

eye is a sharp, reflected light . The lighter portion of the iris

at B is caused by diffused light — the effect of the light passing

through the semi-transparent eyeball. The portion of the

eyeball nearest the light is always darker than the other side.

except that portion where the point of reflected light appears

as shown by the arrow .

Cast Shadows Darkest . — The shadow cast by an object is

usually darker than the object itself, because the part receiving

the shadow is not apt to be the recipient of the reflected

lights . The shadow follows the shape of an object to the

extent that the surface, by its angles and variation of form and

shape, will permit it . ( See Fig. 5. ) In order to draw shadows

with absolute correctness , certain rules should be followed that

are to be obtained only by a study of the most advanced rules

in perspective . To attempt here to explain these rules would

take more space than is allotted to the subject, and, besides,

could not be made plain or interesting to teacher or pupil.

The Course of Shadows. Shadows follow or are brokenby

the shapes of the objects on which they are cast. Note that

the shadows in Fig . 4 are thrown in ( diffused ) straight lines

on the wall, while in Fig. 5 the shadow of the stick is broken

by the steps on which the shadow is cast .

Fig . 4 Fig . 5

-
-
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Shadows from the Point of Projection . - Shadows broaden

if there are reflected lights that may cause multiplication of the

shadows; thus, in Fig . 4 the shadows broaden as they leave the

spouts . This is owing to the presence of reflected light .

Reflected lights are those which are thrown from one object to

another, each object in turn reflecting light which, coming in

contact with still another object, causes the latter to throw

a shadow .

It will be enough to lay down a few condensed rules for

ordinary use in the study of light and shade .

Intercepted rays of light cause shadows. ( See Figs . !

and 2. )

The light may be direct from the sun , candle , lamp or any

glowing substance . These throw strongly defined shadows.

( See Figs . I and 2. )

Or the light may be caused by diffused or reflected rays .

Diffused lights are such as are given by a north window

without thepresence of sunshine, by the lights we receive on

a cloudy or misty day . These lights cast soft and more or

less undefined shadows.

Reflected Light. - A reflected light is cast into a room by

an outside wall opposite a window , and is usually a subdued

light. The reflected light cast by a mirror should not strictly

be considered as a reflected light, for the rays are almost as

strong as the source itself. The side of a cloud in the east

will , at sunset, cast a reflected light on the earth . In the

same manner will the side of a piece of chalk facing the

window cast a reflected light on an object facing opposite the

window light, but so placed as to be within the rays of the bit

of chalk . The general effect is the same, be the scale great

or small .

Shadows Have no Substance.—An object seen through a

shadow , but beyond its area , is seen as plainly as if the shadow

were not there. A shadow is not a dark object in itself.

If an object comes within the scope of a shadow thrown by

another object it will receive that shadow , but if it is beyond

the shadow , although within the direct line cast by the shadow

it will not be affected.

Shadows are invisible unless they have some plane or

object upon which to fall.

In landscape work one is apt to forget the direction from

which the light comes . ( See Figs . 10 , 11 and 12. )
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Density of Atmosphere Renders Distant Objects Less

Distinct.- For that reason the objects nearest to the eye

should be drawn with strong lines and tones to indicate their

nearness . Therefore , subdue the distant tints and intensify

those appearing in the foreground .

Direction of Outlines. — As a general rule , any object with

a decided form should have shading to correspond with the

direction of outlines or to the general shape of the object itself ;

thus, curved objects may be drawn with curved lines, the

sweep of the curve corresponding somewhat closely to the

form of the object. When these curved lines cannot be con

veniently formed with one stroke the adjoined or overlapping

should be as imperceptible as possible.

Fig . 6

Tints Relatively Light or Dark.–Fig. 6 illustrates the fact

that tints are only relatively light or dark. In the first illus

tration , all of the branches seem quite dark because they

are projected against a white background. In the illustration

at the right, a mass of darker foliage is introduced ; the result

is that, by comparison , the boughs and twigs , though in the

same tone, or shade, seem light in color, except where there
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are on

is a projection beyond the area of the foliage . This is a

matter that should be kept in mind, for nearly as much de

pends on the scale and key in drawing as in music .

Shadows Should Not Be Confused With Reflection.—There

can be reflected darks as well as lights. Thus, we are apt to

speak of shadows in the water when we really refer to re

flections. There can , of course, be shadows thrown into any

body of water. Reflections are cast only on the surface of the

water, and the surface is generally what we see . In fact ,

the less clear the light and water the more clear are the re

flections . And in this case a shadow would hardly be seen .

Because it is customary, we say,

“ Reflections in the water." Re

flections, however;
the

water. Reflections are not affected

in shape by any changes except by

those on the surface of the water,

such as ripples or waves. Reflec

tions have the same perspective as

the object causing them except

that the former are inverted.

Shadows Not Considered as

Lines.—In putting in shadows and

tones , lines should not be consid

ered as lines , but simply as part

of the surface by which we en

deavor to represent or render

something in nature or as a result

of imagination. The lines placed

more or less evenly and close to

gether are components of

unit or part of a whole. By such

means we try to imitate nature.

Where to Avoid Placing Lights.

-Every object under the influence

of a single light receives it only

on that surface which is exposed to

its direct rays. Therefore, avoid
Fig . 7

strong lights on the shaded side

of an object.

The Comparative Values of Different Tones should be

explained to pupils at frequent intervals . Fig. 7 is a pencil

some
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exercise in which the contrasting effect of a single tone is

again shown by means of contrasting effects. Note that the

prevailing tone on the telegraph post is the same throughout.

G.LEDERER

لازا

Fig . 8

Yet , while against the sky, it appears as a dark mass, as ,

contrasted with the still darker tones of the wall , it is com

paratively light.

The drawing of the skeleton of the wreck of a small sailing

vessel on a sandy beach ( Fig. 8) shows the brilliant effects

caused by a strong, direct sunlight on a light surface . The

shadows are crisp and rather sharply defined , with small ,

clustered blacks accentuating the high lights . The shadows

are concentrated and scarcely weakenedby reflected lights .

This drawing is not a “ studio " composition, but made directly

from a sketch made on the shore of Lake Michigan several

years ago .

Foregrounds and Backgrounds.—There is 110 absolute

rule regulating the question as to whether the foreground

should be darker in tone than the background ; for circum

stances, as to time and place , must be taken into considera

tion . Generally speaking, however, the foreground and middle

ground should be the parts of the picture in which appears the

greatest display of color or tone ; where the darkest effects

are shown.

Suitable Contrast. It is , however, more a question of
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suitable contrast than anything else . In pictures where a

single human figure or a group occupies the foreground, the

background should be light and merely suggestive in the way

of details. The contrast is more generally produced by hav

ing the objects in the foreground dark and those in the

background light. The lines in the background should , in

certain instances, be much finer than those in the foreground,

and with very slight, if any, accentuations.

Avoid Flatness.—The keynote of attractiveness in a pic

ture is frequently a matter of contrasts. Flatness is an almost

unpardonable fault. By introducing strong contrasts , flatness

is avoided. By playing heavy lines against light ones, strong

tones against weak ones , contrasts are produced.

Practice Outline. — The outline is of the greatest import

ance, frequently being complete in itself as a means of rep

resentation of form . To copy slavishly the outlines found

in copies or nature is not altogether necessary if the general

forms are preserved.

Mass Drawing-In drawing, a knowledge of the masses

will aid greatly in giving the general impression and in

indicatingthe position and form of the various details . These

masses should be shaded in the drawing to reproduce the

tones as they appear to the eye. A soft pencil is best adapted

for this purpose. A very limited range of tones is required

to produce excellent results. It is best to draw masses not

with the point of the pencil , but by holding it at an angle and

drawing with the side of the lead. This is to relieve the mind

of the impression of lines and to allow the mind to concern

itself simply with the shape and density of the various tones

of light and dark . It is a good plan to outline the various

masses before filling them in , as this will enable the pupil

to adhere more closely to the true shapes and edges of the

masses.

Easy Examples in Light and Shade . — The examples in

Fig . 9 show how , by simple means, the direction of the light

may be indicated . In i may be seen the light coming from the

right side ; 2 shows the light coming from above, and in 3

the light on the walnut is from below.

The heavy lines in an outline or slightly shaded drawing

should be made to indicate those parts which are against the

light ; the light lines the parts n arest to the light. In the

drawings of the tree trunks, light and shade effects are shown
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by opposite instances. In 4 the light comes from the right ,

in 5 from the left . Draw other objects from nature or imagina

tion , such as a cup , a stone, an ink - bottle or top, and note the

light and shade effects.

1

12

3

5

7

Fig . 9

Accentuation in Outline Drawings . - In outline drawings,

this general rule may well be adopted, subject to exceptions

dependable largely on the common sense of teacher and pupil :

The strongest accents and broadest lines should represent the

nearest or most important lines of the subject.

Lines representing portions of the background or unim

portant detail should be drawn with lighter and less accented

strokes.

Accented lines can be taught profitably at the outset

almost . Their use produces facility and strength in handling

The invariable use of unaccented lines is more or less offend

ing, even to the uneducated eye.
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In the upper drawing the lines are even , monotonous.

In the lower one accentuation is evident. Which is the more

pleasing to the eye ?

31

D

Fig . 10
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Figs. 11 , 12 , 13 and 14: Fig: 11 is the beginning of the

finished sketch , Fig . 12 ; while Fig 13 is the beginning of the

finished sketch , Fig. 14. When drawing Fig. 12, the pupil

finished the foreground first, which looked strong at the time.

Nevertheless , when the background was put in, with its

tones similarto the foreground, the latter appeared weak. Fig.

13 shows the beginning of the other sketch , Fig. 14. In this

)
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Fig . 11

Fig . 12

drawing the background was finished first and the foreground

last . As a result , the foreground stands out strongly in con

trast to the background. Whenever the backgroundis put in

first the impulse is to place strength in the foreground . By

doing so an arrangement of strongly contrasting light and

dark tones is more apt to be produced , giving to the sketch

the ever desired effect of power and value.
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Fig . 13

e
d

Fig . 14

Notes.-Other examples relating to the subject of this chapter

will be found on pp . 39, 40, 42 , 43 , 44 , 79 , 114 , 115, 116, 119, 120, 127 ,

133 , 134, 136 , 162, 164, 166, 167 , 170, 186 , 188 , 190, 192, 193 , 194, 196 ,

197, 198, 278, 288 , 289, 290 , 292, 295 , 303, 304, 327 .



CHAPTER XXV

DRAWING FROM NATURE

In drawing from nature we should refrain from drawing

that which is known to be present . Draw only that which is

seen . Our vision should now be the guide, not our imagination.

Distant Detail Appears Dim . — Looking at a tree in the

distance, we do not see the individual leaves on each bough.

Or , if in town, in looking at a distant brick building we do

not see each individual brick . But we know they are there .

Nature provides that distant detail should appear dim to the

human eye . Hence, such minor detail should not appear in

the sketch . Knowing that they are there , there is a natural

inclination to supply from memory the apparent deficiencies

of the vision . Such inclinations should be resisted. The

same principles apply to the detail in the foreground, for , even

here, the moment the vision takes in the whole, multiplicity

and detail are lost ; only the general masses being grasped by

the eye. Therefore, no attempt should be made to put in many

minute objects . Let all those parts of the picture that are

accessory to the main objects have little more than the im

pression that will be given by a momentary view. The

absence of detail is still more to be desired when considered

from the standpoint of light and shade alone . The lights and

darks of the trees in the immediate foreground contain much

diversity of light and shade ; in the foliage of the middle dis

tance, less will be noted ; while further away from the eye

there is still less , and the objects there seem almost Alat in

their sameness. This is a phenomenon to be observed in all

nature sketching, for details vanish as they recede from

Tendency to Put in Detail because one's experience or

memory tells that it is there , is so great that it is well to keep

in mind always this axiom : The greater the distance of an

object, the less detail is to be seen.

Even the forms of objects become more and more in

distinct as they recede from the eye . This is a law of atmos

pheric perspective. If this law be broken there will be dis

the eye.

184
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turbance, including encroachment and trespass, and these,

as every one knows, are serious offenses ; for distance will

encroach on the middle distance and the latter, in turn , will

trespass on the immediate foreground .

Distant objects should, if placed against the sky , be well

relieved against the latter , but not harshly ; on the contrary ,

their outlines or outer tints may melt softly into the sky.

When Finish Is Unnecessary . - In sketching from nature ,

avoid , as far as may be, any tendency to work over and over.

Study the effects, as far as can be, in advance, and , as far as

possible, make the drawing with single operations . Other

wise , distance and atmospheric perspective are lost and the

effect is one of flatness devoid of air and expression . In

sketching from nature it is by no means necessary to make a

finished drawing, but it is quite needful to indicate the char

acter of the masses in outline and tone sufficiently to guide one

in the more finished drawing or colored sketch to be made

afterward . In sketching from nature one should strive not

merely to make a pretty picture but to make lines and tones

that will , to an extent, approximate those seen in nature, the

model. In a composition to be made later, one may arrange

the component parts of the picture to suit the individual taste .

Cloud Forms.Give much attention to cloud forms. With

rare exceptions , outlines should be defined , but not harshly .

To take out the high lights in a pencil sketch use the sharp

corners of the rubber eraser or use the paper masks as des

cribed in the chapter on Pastel-Stencils. One may use the

" stump" in the main tones of the clouds or similar objects .

Sharply defined objects projecting against the sky should be

put in last. The lines in the distance may be partially ob

scured, but the sharply defined outlines in the foreground and

middle distance should not be smudged or obliterated by the

" stump" or anything else.

In shading a landscape, a clear sky may be represented

by drawing horizontal lines so that they will join or blend

together, but the joining should not be perceptible. Masses

of foliage may be shaded in a similar manner, except that the

strokes forming them are less elongated and the pencil may

have a more blunt point .

Curved Lines for Clouds.—In shading clouds , slightly

curved , parallel lines may be used to advantage, and, where

deeper accents of the shadows are to be indicated, these curved

lines may be crossed by a second series of parallel lines .
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While there is no set rule or rules relating to the direction

of tone or shade lines, a very good line of practice is to shade

an entire drawing with nearly all lines running in the same

direction . ( See Fig . 5. )

Lines that Indicate Distance.-In drawings made with

closely drawn lines , parallel or otherwise — to convey the im

pression of tints or tones — the following may be considered

as almost a rule , namely ; the greater the distance of the object ,

the lighter the lines that represent it . Reversely, the nearer

the object the heavier the lines by which it is represented.

As an example , Fig. I represents the rule. The clouds, being

considered the most distant, were drawn with light lines

much lighter than they appear in the printed reproduction.

Fig . 1

The mountains, being somewhat less distant , were drawn

with slightly less weakness of line . The bridge, the trees

just beyond, and the houses all in the middle distance, were

lined with more broad lines than in the cloud or mountain

Nearer, in the approaching foreground, the tree and house at

the left, the lines are seen to be coarser still and aid in giving
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a sense of nearness. The detail of the sailboat, even its re

flection, everything, in fact, in the immediate foreground

was drawn with strong, vigorous treatment .

Fig. I is an example that is a little more ambitious in its

character than those preceding it , and may tax the ability

of those who have notmade considerable progress. The cen

tral point of interest is the sailboat , which has been treated

with considerable strength in the way of intensely black

lines , which are supplemented by the dark reflections in the

water. The background is treated in light , close lines that

contrast purposely with the freedom and boldness of the lines

in the foreground.

Finder for Nature Drawing. – Cut out the center from an

oblong of cardboard as shown in Fig. 2. Hold it either ver

tically or horizontally as a picture frame at arm's length and

select what to draw by moving the frame from sideto side

or up and down . Then draw what appears within .

aut

Fig . 2

Notes. Further reference to nature drawing may be found in

chapters XVII , XIX , XX, XXII, XXIII, and XXIV.
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*
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Fig . 3-A Nature Sketch
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In drawing both figures and trees , it is well to begin with

the simplest forms; the figures without the adornment of

clothes or even flesh , the trees without foliage .

Fig . 4 - Winter Spring Summer

Contrast and Values

“ Value ” as understood in the terms of art expresses the

comparative relations of tones to each other, whether of shade

or color.

In making a drawing of a landscape , we would look at the

tone of the trees against the sky and observe which is darker .

If the sky be heavy and stormy and the light comes from

behind the spectator, the trees may seem light by comparison,

while the sky is darker in value.

On the contrary, under ordinary circumstances, trees with

dark, rich foliage would stand out in strong relief against the

sky, the latter being this time lighter in value than the trees .

The Keynote of a Picture. — Similarly , we compare the

rocks with the water, the fence to the road, the bough of the

tree with the foliage, and so on, according to the different

objects that come within the draftsman's vision. In the pro

duction of a drawing containing light and shade as it appears

to the eye , in order to obtain the best results, it is necessary

to establish at once the darkest value in the whole. This,

the deepest spot of shadow in the picture, becomes the keynote

with which all other tones of light or dark may be compared.

Only by studying and observing the comparative variety

of tones do we arrive at correct values.

As an important quality in art , this cannot be over

estimated , for the quality of a picture is apt to depend on a

just appreciation of the values that it contains.

Exercises in Single Line Direction . — The exercises in Fig.

5 require careful attention. They are adaptable for any
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medium except the brush. Their significance lies in the fact

that the principal lines in each scene are made with strokes

in the samegeneral direction . This does not apply, of course,

to the details. In the upper sketch , the prevailing lines are

vertical ; in the middle scene , the lines are horizontal , while

in the botton scene , most of the lines are oblique.

NUNCA

Fig . 5



CHAPTER XXVI

DRAWING IN CHARCOAL AND CRAYON

Charcoal is a material that can be used with striking

effect and on a large scale . It is also adapted to the most

careful work , wherea high degree of finish is required. Char

coal is especially valuable as a medium , for the reason that it

can be so easily erased . Charcoal is used in the principal

art schools of the world for drawing from the cast and from

the human figure. It is well adapted to sketching from nature.

By its use , the most charming landscapes and marine effects

may be obtained . For monochrome , moonlight effects, it is

not to be surpassed . On pages 192-3-4-5 several examples of

moonlight scenes are given which may be used for exercise

in charcoal, crayon or pencil.

Two Methods of Drawing in Charcoal Prevail.—First , that

in which the charcoal point is used alone, the shading being

put in with lines which are not blended , without the use of

the stump or rubbing of any kind .

Second , that in which the charcoal is blended with the

stump or a soft rag, no lines being visible in the modeling.

This manner of drawing is most popular in schools , and with

reason , for it is susceptible of higher finish than the first

method described . It is by this means that charcoal and

crayon portraits are drawn.

Paper for Charcoal and Crayon Drawing. – For general

purposes, the rough charcoal paper, made especially for the

purpose, is the best.

Crayon.—Black crayon comes in several numbers or de

grees of hardness and is to be had in two forms . First , the

wooden pencils , and also in the shape of short sticks . The

latter should be fastened in a crayon holder while using. For

most purposes, crayon No. 2 is sufficient.

In addition to this , a fine, black, powdered crayon , calleci

" sauce crayon ," may be used. It comes in handy when large

masses of dark are necessary and is rubbed on with a stump.

191
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Stumps are made of leather, chamois skin and paper . For

school purposes , paper stumps will be all that need be used .

The stumps come in two forms , one made in various sizes of

rough paper, measuring from one - fourth to an inch or more in

diameter

The other form of paper stump is known as the tortillon ,

and is made of strips of paper rolled to a point, like spills.

It is used in detail work, where the other form of stump would

be too coarse .

Fig . 1-Example of Strong Effects with Charcoal

Ordinary bread, at least a day old , that is free from butter ,

lard or milk in its making, is used for rubbing out charcoal or

crayon , erasing mistakes, and taking out lights from a mass of

dark. In order to correct a line or erase the charcoal by

means of the bread, take a small piece between the fingers,

roll it into a ball and shape it to a point , use it as you would

a rubber eraser only more slowly.

A fine, soft , cotton rag is a necessary adjunct to work with

charcoal or crayon . It is used sometimes to dust the char

coal from the paper, and if the charcoal has not been very

heavily used , the rag is often sufficient to make an erasure

without the use of bread or rubber . A rag is useful also when

too much charcoal or crayon has been rubbed on a tone. If a

shadow appears too black , a soft rag may be passed gently
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over the surface, when the superfluous charcoal or crayon will

come off, leaving behind a tone more soft and light in quality .

This tone can beworked over in any manner desired. The rag ,

too , may be used in sketching landscapes to spread a soft,

flat mass, such as a sky. In many cases, it is preferable to

use the stump for this purpose. In lieu of the “ sauce," char

coal may be powdered and used in the same manner as the

" sauce.

To " Fix ” Drawings. — Unprotected, a charcoal drawing will

become smeared and defaced . Hence it is necessary to " fix "

PrisiAKT

Fig . 2
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the drawing by the application of some varnish-like prepara

tion . To use a brush for this purpose would be obviously

wrong A fixative may be made by using four ounces of

alcohol, in which has been dissolved a few grains of white

shellac. Fixative also comes ready prepared in bottles .

The fixative is applied to the surface of the drawing by spreading

it by means of an atornizer. The atomizer used for medicinal and

perfume spraying is not applicable to this purpose ; the shellac in

the fixative soon clogs the tubes . The cheapest , and as good as

any , consists of two small tubes of tin. These are connected and

fastened by a small hinge or pivot . One end is placed in the fixative

and the other end taken in the mouth , and the breath blown through

it . This causes the liquid to mount in the lower tube and dissolve

in a cloud of spray so light as not to dislodge the delicate particles

of charcoal, and yet attach then so firmly to the paper that ordinary

rubbing will not efface the drawing.

In blowing through an atomizer, care should be taken to make

the breath steady, avoiding short unequal puffs. The atomizer must

be held sufficiently far from the paper to avoid causing the fixative

to run down in streams, to the ruination of the drawing. If held

too far from the drawing it will vaporize too much and fail to " fix "
the charcoal.

Simple exercises in charcoal . Fig . 2 is a group of sketches

in which semi-circular shapes purposely prevail. By practic

ing curved lines, gracefulness of handling is acquired.

Charcoal. - In laying out a drawing, to be made by means

of charcoal or crayon , make a faint outline of the shadows

where they meet the light. After having done so , charcoal

the mass of shadow within the outline, making a flat, even ,

dark tone. In order to do this with the charcoal, draw straight

parallel lines, slightly oblique, almost touching each other,

until the whole shadow is covered . A large paper stump,

or the rag , is now used to unite these charcoal lines into one

flat tone of dark . The stump is held in the fingers , so that

about an inch of the point lies on the paper , not merely the

tip end . With this, the charcoal is rubbed in until no lines

appear, but instead an even tone of dark fills in the outline

of the shadow.

Should too much charcoal get on the paper, while laying in

a mass of shadow , it may be wiped off lightly and evenly

with the rag . Then, if the tone has become too light, work

on it again with the charcoal, as before, using the stump in

the same way until it is satisfactory.
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Fig . 3

In this exercise, cover the entire surface of the paper with a

single dark tone . Add the blacks and take out the high lights with

white crayon or chalk.

After all the shadows are put in and the proportions are found

to be correct, further details may be added with the point of the

charcoal or crayon.

Keep a clean stump always at hand for delicate half tints .

" Sauce" is sometimes used for putting in large masses of dark,

such as shadows, drapery, etc. Sauce is a finely powdered crayon ,

but not used as such .

The " sauce" should be rubbed off on a small piece of charcoal

paper, and tacked on one side of the drawing for convenience . It is

used for especially delicate tones.

The charcoal or crayon point is always used in finishing up a

drawing, with the darkest accents being put in last.

The high lights are takenout with the breadrolled to a point,

and should be made sharp and distinct.
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Keep Paper Covered . — In rubbing on charcoal, and before

using the stump, be sure to cover the paper well , so that

very little rubbing will spread the tone into an even mass.

No matter how much charcoal is put on at first, the super

Auity can be taken off with a rag . On the other hand , if

there is not enough and one is tempted to rub the surface too

hard, the paper becomes rotten and spoiled .

It is even more necessary than when using the pencil to

avoid letting the hand rest directly on the paper ; have a

sheet of clean writing paper to place underneath the hand .

In blocking -in , or when drawing long , sweeping lines, the

hand should not be steadied upon the paper as in writi

but the pupil should try to acquire freedom of handling by

practice , resting the hand upon the paper only when absolutely

necessary, as in drawing fine details or when great precision

is required .

Charcoal Sketch.—Use tinted paper in making this sketch

( Fig. 4 ) , a gray tint being preferable. If tinted paper is

unobtainable , use the stump or cloth according to previous

directions , covering the entire surface of the paper as evenly

as possible with a medium dark tint of the charcoal. Outline

the details and put in the sky and sky reflections in the water .

Next put in the heavy masses, such as the house at the left ,

Fig . 4
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and a boat with its reflection . Then the solid black and

sharp details , such as the windows of the house, the spars

of the boat, etc. If tinted paper is used , make the high lights ,

including the moon , by means of white chalk. If white paper

is used , take out the high lights with a pointed rubber or bread.

Fig . 5
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The moon is especially adapted as a leading motif in char

ccal drawing , and for this reason so many moonlight scenes

are introduced into the exercises in this chapter.

Pastel Painting

Pastel painting is akin to working with colored chalks

or crayons. Pastels are soft enough to be powdered under

the finger and graduated and blended by means of stumps.

The latter is applied to cigar-shaped rolls of leather or paper,

especially made for the purpose. Pastels lend themselves

readily to the painter who desires to produce quick effect.

They require no elaborate preparation and, unlike water

color work, may be interrupted and resumed at will.

Pastels Produce Pretty Effects.-Applied to paper or card

board , the pastel produces soft opaque shadows that have not

the depth of oil painting, neither do they create the trans

parent effect of water-color painting. But the colors show

freshly. Flesh tints may be produced with tenderness and

brilliancy, while in landscape work , it appeals strongly to one

desiring to produce sky effects, especially those of sunrise and

sunset. Little skill is required in the blending of colors,

but crisp detail and vigorous touches are generally found

wanting in pastel painting. Very pretty effects may be

had by cutting out stencils and instead of a brush using a

soft cloth or piece of chamois, as described in the chapter

devoted to Pastel-Stenciling. The pastels may then be rubbed

on the cloth and by gently rubbing transferred to the paper.

Different portions of the subject may be treated with various

tints and the details afterward put in with a crayon . The

examples in Figs . 6 and 7 were made by this means, although

here shown in black and white. By making a single unit of

ornament and repeating it , various designs, such as borders ,

etc. , may be made .

Notes.- Other subjects suitable for exercise in charcoal, crayon

or pastel will be found on pp . 42 , 43 , 45 , 79 , 91 , 92, 93, 97, 105 , 131 ,

132, 133 , 134 , 160, 162, 164, 166, 167 , 170, 173, 174, 176, 177, 178, 186,

188, 190, 232, 243 , 276 , 277 , 278, 292, 294, 295, 296, 303, 327.
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Fig . 6

Fig . 7
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While a drawing may sometimes be improved if the pencil or

crayon lines are gently rubbed with the finger tip , rubber or paper

stump or soft rag, such devices should be avoided in early practice

work . This method of softening is too temptingly easy and its use

is apt to make the pupil careless in the matter of producing of soft

effects with the point alone. " Stumping” must be done with con

siderable care or it will give the shading and outlines a dulled or

rubbed appearance , not readily restored by retouching.

In shading with pencil , crayon, etc., it is well to keep a

piece of glazed or blotting paper under the hand to prevent rubbing

This will also prevent the paper from becoming warped through the

warmth of the hand. Another precautionary measure against smudg

ing, when shading, is to work downward from the upper part of the

drawing. In a very important drawing the precaution may be taken

to cover the entire drawing surface with a sheet of thin paper which

may be torn away, piece by piece , as the finishing of the drawing

progresses.

A FEW NEVER, NEVERS.

Never " rub off" a pen drawing until the ink is quite dry. If

there are large wet spots of ink that simply won't dry, dab them very

slowly but gently with the corners of a blotting paper. Do not press

the blotter flat as you would in blotting a letter. Do not try to get

the ink quite dry with the blotter. Let the final moisure dry naturally

so as to leave a smooth surface of ink.

Never make a very long tapering point to the lead pencil , unless

there is some very fine detail to be worked up .

Never leave your ink bottle unstopped when not in use unless

you want the ink to get thick, not to mention possibilities in the

way of spilling .

Never dip your brush into the ink bottle , unless you are very

careful not to touch the neck of the bottle with the brush . If the

brush strikes the neck of the bottle while inserting it, the hairs will

become separated and likely remain so . Of course there is no danger

of doing so when withdrawing it from the bottle - in that case the

brush can be wiped off on the inside of the neck of the bottle. The

best plan is to pour out a few drops of ink on a saucer or ink slab .

By so doing one can more easily regulate the supply of ink taken up

by the brush .

Never leave less than a half inch margin of plain paper around

your drawing, more will be better. Never try to see how many

drawings you can get on one paper.

Never have two or more drawings facing different ways on a

piece of paper. Do not draw on both sides of the paper .

are suffering from a paper famine economize on the number of pic

tures. Keep down on the production but don't crowd .

Never use light greyish ink, or in fact any except very black ink.

If you
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ELEMENTARY PERSPECTIVE

The study of perspective is usually considered premature

in the early stages of the study of drawing. This is true in

its general sense; nevertheless, it is well at the outset in

drawing from imagination or nature for the pupil to be taught

a few of the rudiments of that branch of the art. It becomes

necessary to study perspective in order to avoid distortion

when drawing interior views, buildings , etc.

Importance of Perspective. — Many are impressed with the

belief that Perspective is the most dry and least interesting

of any subject taught along the lines of illustrative art.

This is a mistake. After having mastered the rudiments of

perspective, further study becomes not alone interesting but

easier with each step in the program .

However, to secure anything more than a superficial

knowledge of perspective would entail the study of many

volumes , and require knowledge of an apparently intermin

able array of rules and diagrams, the latter covered with per

plexing tangles of dotted lines , projections and angles . Many

of the so - called simple hand-books on perspective confuse

the beginner with their complexity of detail.

Throughout this chapter the endeavor has been made to

avoid complexity and to bring the lessons within the mental

grasp of the ordinary student.

A knowledge of the principles of perspective is indis

pensable to everyone who intends to go to nature for his

subjects. One may no more be able to make a good picture

without some knowledge of perspective than to write a story

without a smattering of the rudiments of grammar.

201
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Perspective for Beginners Illustrated

The explanatory illustrations are not intended as actual rep

resentations, but as aids to the study of the simplest rules in

perspective.

Fig. 1. – The Point of Sight is that point to which the eye of

the spectator is supposed to be directed when he looks straight

before him .

Fig. 2 – The Horizon ( or Horizontal Line ) resembles that horizon

or boundary line that seems to part the sea from the sky, forming

this apparent line of conjunction .

Fig. 3. — The Horizon Line in a picture is determined by the

elevation or depression of the point of sight. The point of sight

is determined by the real or supposed position of the spectator.

( See Fig. 1. )

Fig. 4.—If the position of the spectator, or artist , is low, as in

Fig. 3. the point of sight and horizon line will be correspondingly low.

On the other hand, if the artist ascends, the point of sight and

horizon line ascend with him .

Fig. 5. — Shows the four principal points and lines in perspective .

The human figure is emblematical, and not to be considered as part

of the picture any more than are the dotted lines.

Note that the lines A and B from the point of station to the

horizon line and vanishing points are at right angles. The angles

of such lines should always be right angles, or 90 degrees, in their

relations with the vanishing points on the horizon line.
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Fig. 6. - The horizon line , one vanishing point, the point of sight and

the point of station having been determined , the other vanishing point is

found by proceeding according to the diagram - Fig. 7 .

Fig. 7 :—Project a line at right angles to the line A (connecting line

between determined vanishing point ( see Fig. 6 ] and point of station ),

and where it intersects the horizon line is the second vanishing point. By

similar means the point of station can be found by having determined the

point of sight and the vanishing points.

Fig. 8. - All lines above the horizon line that are not parallel with the

picture descend to the horizon line. All lines below the horizon line not

parallel with the picture rise to the horizon line.

Fig. 9. A correct drawing of the sides, ceiling and Aoor of a hall or

other enclosed room should have only one vanishing point , namely , the

point of sight .

Fig. 10.—Having established the pitch of the roof at A , the angle at B

is found by projecting a line vertically at right angles with the vanishing

point at X , namely , D. A line carried to B from D will give the

proper pitch . The apex of the roof E is determined by projecting a

line through the crossed oblique lines on the right hand side of the

house.
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The following rules which are few and simple will tend

greatly to overcome many of the most obvious defects in

drawings made by pupils .

Primary Rules in Perspective

Rule 1.—Lines and figures in planes parallel to the picture planes,

that is, facing you , retain their original relations and forms; thus ,

parallel lines will be presented parallel; a square will remain a

square ; a circle , a circle, etc.

Rule 2.—Parallel lines not parallel to the picture plane appear to

converge or come together; in terms of perspective, they are said

to vanish. The point at which they would nieet if sufficiently pro

jected is called their vanishing point. Whatever the number of

lines, if parallel to each other, they will all converge to the same

vanishing point .

Rule 3. — Horizontal parallel lines will converge to a point on the

horizontal line. If above the eye, they will come down to the

horizon ( or horizontal) line ; if below the eye, they will rise toward it .

Rule 4.–Vertical lines will always be represented vertical .

A Point Illustrated

i

Fig . 11

If one stands looking down a long, straight , level street ,

the houses appear to meet in the distance—the vanishing

point . (See Fig . 11.) If you look down a long , straight

railroad track , the rails and telegraph poles appear to meet

at the vanishing point. If you are looking at a long proces

sion of men , marching in a straight line (or nearly so) witli

the line of your point of sight, the last man is almost indis

tinguishable. He is at the vanishing point , for our intent

and purposes. ( See Fig. 36. )

When a pupil draws a house like A , in Fig . 12 , explain

wherein the drawing is incorrect, as shown in B , after having
1
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made a drawing, showing the manner of finding the proper

vanishing point and horizon line . If the point of station , etc.,

seem too complicated to the pupil, simply explain that the

lines of the sides of the building recede as shown in B.

Explain to the pupil that when drawing the houses in Fig.

15 it is easier than in Fig. 12 to establish the point of sigh:

and vanishing point , because they are the same. The lines in

· the houses that recede from the beholder converge to those

points. The side of the houses, as at C , being parallel to the

horizon line , have no vanishing point.

А B
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Mistakes in Perspective Corrected.-In Fig. 12 is repre

sented a crude drawing of a house made by a boy who lacked

knowledge of perspective. In B the dark and dotted lines

show how the house should have been drawn , the light lines

being those of the original and the dashed lines those of per

spective. Fig . 13 shows how the correct drawing was made.

The sameboy drew the four houses shown in Fig . 14. In

Fig. 15 the houses are drawn according to the simple rules

of perspective shown in this chapter.

L

.

Fig. 14

I
n
d
!

POINT OF

SIGHT-AND (ONLY)

VANISHING POINT.

Fig . 15

Four Important Points in Perspective. — First, the point of

sight; second, the horizon line ; third, the vanishing point;

fourth , the point of station .

The Point of Sight is that spot which the spectator sees

when he looks straight before him .

The Horizon Line is a line parallel with the top and

bottom of the picture drawn through the point of sight . The
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distance between the top and bottom of the picture, at which

the horizon line is drawn is determined by the point of sight.

If the point of sight is high , the horizon line will be corre

spondingly high. All actual horizontal lines (not parallel from

right to left) above the horizon line are inclined toward it .

Every receding line of the same kind that is below will run

up to the horizon line . The vanishing points, with few ex

ceptions, lie on the horizon line and are independent of the

point of sight.

1111 !! TI

Fig . 16

POINT

OF SIGHT

REPRESENT

ED BY

Fig . 17

The Point of Sight Becomes a Vanishing Point for all

lines ( to the right and left of the spectator ) that are at right

angles to the upper and lower borders of the parallelogram

containing the picture .

A large box , open at one end , has its front and back lines

in parallel perspective if the opening is parallel with the body

of the draftsman as he faces it , while the lines of the sides,

top and bottom , recede directly from him . In this case , the
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point of sight becomes the vanishing point, because all the

straight lines receding from the sight converge on this point.

On the contrary , the nearest and furthest lines of the top

and bottom of the box being, both in reality and in the draw

ing, parallel, must be so drawn. These lines, however far

they may be extended, would never meet . Whereas, all lines

that recede from the spectator would meet if continued suffi

ciently . ( See Figs. 16 and 17. Also see Fig . 4 , chapter on

Foreshortening.)

The box should now be turned around so one edge is toward

the draftsman ; thus two sides will be seen , each of which will

require its own vanishing point.

In a Picture , There Is But One Point of Sight. — There can

be several vanishing points . A picture should never contain

more than that which can be seen without moving the head.

This area is comprised generally within an angle of sixty

degrees , or one -sixth of everything the artist could see if

he turned completely around as he would in order to sketch

a panoramic view , which , however, does not come within the

scope of these lessons.

Each Vanishing Point Determined by Point of Station.

The point of station is somewhere in front of the landscape

or picture , and is , in fact , the eye of the spectator. The dis

tance of the spectator should be at a distance less than the

front dimensions of the scene to be enclosed in the picture.

That is to say , if the front line of the scene to appear in the

picture was one hundred feet wide , the artist should not be

stationed more than one hundred feet from the nearest object

that appears in the picture . He may , and in most instances

should , however, be stationed much nearer .

Locating the Point of Station . — The point of station may

be determined by having located both of the vanishing points.

Or one vanishing point may be determined, which, together

with the point of station, will determine the other vanishing

point .

Two lines drawn from each of the vanishing points to the

point of station should invariably form a right angle.

In the study of perspective it will be helpful to keep the

following definitions and rules in mind. Even those already

versed in art , through disuse, are prone to forget some of the

simplest definitions.
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Additional Elementary Rules

A right line is a perfectly straight line in a position or direction .

Parallel lines are lines which are the same distance from each other

throughout their length , whether straight or curved.

A horizontal line is one which is parallel to the earth's surface or the

sea level .

A vertical line is a perfectly upright one , pointing to the vertex or

zenith and to the center of the earth .

A perpendicular ļine is a line at right angles to any other straight line,

but is not necessarily vertical .

A plane is a perfectly level surface, which may be either horizontal,

vertical, or inclined in any direction .

A straight rod applied to any such surface would touch it throughout

its length and breadth . A line is said to be in a certain plane when through

out its length it touches the plane, or coincides with it . " In perspective, the

picture plane is the surface, paper, canvas or whatever it may be upon

which the drawing is made. This is always supposed to be at right angles

to the direction in which the spectator is looking. If we are standing

erect, and looking straight in front of us, the picture plane will be vertical;

for instance, if the picture were placed close to an ordinary wall , the

picture plane wouldbe vertical . A point on the picture plane exactly oppo

site the eye is called the center of vision. The horizontal line indicates on

the paper the position of the natural horizon. It will be higher or lower,

according to the position of the spectator. If the latter stands on a hill,

the horizon line would be high. If he stands on a level with the sea beach ,

the horizon line will be low .

The three principal methods of representing objects are ortho

graphic, isometrical and perspective projection . Linear perspective is

the only one with which we deal.

An Illustrated Summary

One may successfully copy a picture without a knowledge

of perspective , just as a carpenter may , if he has plans before

him, erect an intricately constructed building without a knowl

edge of architecture ; but no man could properly prepare such

plans without any acquaintance whatever with the rudiments

of the laws of architecture. One cannot paint well without

some knowledge of drawing. One cannot draw more than the

simplest picture without some knowledge of perspective.

The horizon of perspective , the horizon line, is more

readily understood if you will imagine yourself standing at the

sea shore gazing out upon the water. Where the sky ap

parently meets the water, is the horizon . Seen in a picture ,

from the level of a low beach , the line appears low down,

under the middle of the picture . Now, go upon some prom

ontory, and the horizon seems to go up with you, and in a

picture would appear above the middle of the picture.

Imagine a large number of high poles placed upright in
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the sea , each pole twenty feet above the water's level , ex

tending at right angles to the shore far out at sea . ( Fig. 18. )

Now, if the line of poles comes within the range of your

vision , each one that is more distant from you than the other

will , in turn , seem to get smaller and smaller until the last one

seems to disappear, as in Fig. 18 . Row out on the sea until

the poles are at right angles with the line of vision and the

poles will appear as in Fig. 19. Now row back to shore,

We will suppose that another line of posts has been

placed at right angles to the first mentioned . Their arrange

ment is shown in the plane diagram in Fig . 20. If you stand

a little to the left of the nearest pole they will appear as seen

in Fig. 21 .

We will now suppose that the second row of posts has

been taken up again and transplanted parallel with the first

row, but a hundred feet away . Stand half way between them ,

but crouch close to the ground, and they will appear as in

Fig. 22. The horizon will seem to have been lowered with

you. Now stand onan elevation and look again . The horizon

will seem to have risen with you. ( Fig. 23. ) Return to the

place where you first stood , a rod or so to the left , and gaze

again ; the poles will appear as in Fig . 24 .

Note : The horizon line in each of the figures is indi

cated by an A.

HA

Ji .

Fig. 18 Fig . 19

P
O
L
E
S

THE SEA

POLES
OOOO

THE BEACH .

Fig . 20 Fig . 21
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Fig . 22 Fig . 23

Fig . 24

Practically Illustrated

Perspective.-Weknow now that lines receding from the

eye appear to meet at the horizon, the lines above the point

of sight going down to the horizon , those below rising to it .

This appearance is in line with the rule of perspective which

says : A level line below the eye when not parallel to it ,

must be drawn upward from its nearest point , and , inversely,

similar lines above the eye must be drawn downward. To

illustrate the matter practically , one has only to step into the

middle of the street . Look along the lines of the curbstone,

the lower lines of the houses, the windows and the lines of

the roofs . Then , by holding a pencil parallel to one's eyes ,

but about a foot away from them , it will be found that the

lines which are above the eye run down to some point on a

line level with the eye and that the lines below run up, but

meet or tend to meet at the same point.

For further purposes of illustration, let us return to our

beach by the sea . Let us suppose that there are three little

huts there, a few feet apart and nearly on a line with each

other. ( Fig . 25. ) Stand in front of one of them and you

will see nothing of its sides . The sides of the others will be

visible , but with the lines of the boards converging to a van

ishing point , which is also the point of sight, in the center
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of the middle hut. Now walk away to the left of the huts

and you may observe that all the lines of the sides that

faced you before recede to a vanishing point within the pic

ture . On the other hand, the sides that before receded from

your line of vision now are almost facing you . ( Fig. 26. )

Let us suppose that the tide has come and gone and taken

the little huts a few feet out to sea . The plane diagram

(Fig. 27 ) shows where they were carried . Looking at them

now they appear as in Fig. 28. They are no longer parallel ,

but they are on a common ·level; therefore, they have the

Fig . 25 Fig . 26

THE SEA ,

THE BEACH .

Fig . 27

AА. C B !

14

Fig . 28
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same horizon line ; the line of vision is the same for each , but

each has its individual vanishing point . The two huts at the

right and the left each have different vanishing points .

The drawings of the three huts clearly explain that, al

though each one has its own vanishing point, C having the

point of sight as its only vanishing point, nevertheless, lines

described from each pair of points to D, the point of station ,

form a right angle. The lines referred to are drawn in vary

ing styles in order to show the angles more plainly . The

hut on the left with single lines, the hut in the middle with

dotted lines , and the hut on the right with double lines.

When the Point of Station Is Shifted

The pupil as he advances in the study of perspective should

have this rule firmly impressed on his mind : The lines drawn

from the point of station to the two vanishing points should

always form a right angle ( 90 ° ). ( See Fig. 29. ) However

11
VANISMINGPOINT POINT

OF SIGHT VANISHING POINT

HORIZON LINE

7

ALWAYS А

R
I
G
H
T

A
N
G
L
E

POINT OF STATION

Fig . 29

the point of station is shifted, the angle remains the same.

Thus , in Fig. 30 , the point of station is moved to the left ,

but the angle referred to remains the same . For this reason ,

if the point of station is established and also one of the van
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ishing points, the other vanishing point will be at a point on

the horizon touched by a line at right angles from aline drawn

between the first two points mentioned . Thus, in Fig . 30, A is

one vanishing point, and B the point of station ; now , a line

drawn at right angles from A to B touches the horizon line

at C , and is therefore the proper spot for the second vanish

ing point.

Fig . 30

Posts, Etc. , in Relative Distances Apart. - We determine

the relative distances and widths of a series of houses, posts,

windows, tiles or other objects in perspective in this manner.

We will suppose that instead of one house, as seen in Fig. 30 ,

we wish to draw five houses - four added to the left of the

house mentioned . Proceed thus : First copy Fig . 30, then

describe a vertical line from the vanishing point at the left to a

point where it meets a line drawn horizontally to the left from

the point of station . From this meeting point, describe a line

to the corner of the house at A. Where this line intersects the

base line at B is the place to project an upright line—the left

side of the second house . A line from C in a similar manner

gives the side for the third house at D ; E to F , the fourth

house, and G to H the fifth and last .

Perspective of a Mosaic Floor.-Fig. 32 shows how a mo

saic floor may easily be put into perspective with sufficient

accuracy for illustrative purposes. The lines marked A are

first extended to the vanishing point B ; next , the line C is

described . Lines D are now carried through wherever line C
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Fig . 31

intersects lines A. The spaces thus formed may be again

further divided as here suggested or in accordance with any

other arrangement or design .

C
- .B

А

Fig . 32
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The " Horizon ” the Most Important Line

The word " horizon " is used to denote where the earth

apparently meets the sky . This is not to be taken literally ,

for one might be making a drawing in a cellar, or even in a

coal mine, where, not alone would the sky be unseen , but

be far above the level of the beholder . In such cases , the

“ horizon ” would be the line level and opposite the artist's

station point; that is to say, at a line and level with the eye

of the artist, no matter where he happened to be . If he were

sitting down, instead of standing, his particular " horizon "

would be lower than if he were making the drawing in a stand

ing position .

Above all rules in perspective , the one to be ineradicably

recorded on the mind more than all others is this: All receding

lines above the horizon descend, and all lines below the horizon

ascend to it .

In landscape drawing, to retain proportions in human fig

ures that appear in the background, block out a figure in the

near foreground and then project lines to the proper vanishing

points from that figure. The figure in the first place must

be made in proper proportions by comparison with some

other object in the foreground. Then place the background

figure in the space so projected .

Simple Problems in Perspective

Fig . 33

Fig. 33 , Exercise in Perspective. — Draw a picture in which

the main perspective problem involved is the horizon line .

23

Fig . 34
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Fig . 34 , Exercise in Perspective .-Draw a picture in which

the main perspective problem involved is the point of sight.

her
fm

Fig. 35

Fig: 35 , Exercise in Perspective. — Draw a picture in which

the main perspective problem involved consists of the horizon

line and two vanishing points .

Figures in Perspective - Atmospheric

The first object in a drawing such as a diminishing file

of police ( see Fig. 36) or a row of trees ( see Fig. 37) should

contain the most detail , the last , far distant , need be merely

suggested. The eye is attracted by the first few figures and

Fig . 36

does not byordinary inspection of a picture detect the absence

of minute details in the distance. Indeed , to draw each fig

ure with the same care as given to the first would detract from

the atmospheric perspective, that in a picture , by comparative

size and quantity of detail , suggests distance .
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Fig . 37

Drawing Buildings

Before finishing a drawing containing architectural fea

tures , make sure that the upright lines of the buildings are

plumb.

Note. — Additional instruction along the lines of perspective

drawing will be found in the next chapter , namely, foreshortening.



CHAPTER XXVIII

FORESHORTENING

To teach how to foreshorten , entirely as a separate propo

sition, is difficult. Definitions of the word itself are some

what vague. “ Foreshorten - to represent figures as they ap

pear to the eye when seen obliquely " ; " to represent objects

in accordance with the laws of perspective" ; " the art of dimin

ishing the entire length of an object when viewed obliquely.”

" Foreshortening is to draw what we don't see," explained

an exasperated art studenton being examined as to his knowl

edge of certain rules of drawing. One can sympathize with

him if not agree with his definition .

Knowledge of the rudiments of perspective gives one è

better conception of the proper manner to foreshorten an

object, animate or otherwise, than any amount of special in

struction on the subject. Foreshortening is one branch of the

study of the elementary laws of perspective.

Much of what we see in nature is foreshortened. With the

exception of the lines at right angles with the line of vision ,

all dimensions appear foreshortened . Unless one were look

ing through a hole in the ceiling, the table and practically

every article in a room would appear foreshortened .

Even the pictures on the wall, if above the level of the

eye , are seen foreshortened . This will not be the case if

they are tilted in such a way that their surfaces are at right

angles to the line of vision .

The pupil may be able to draw in perspective , according

to instruction, a hemisphere and a cylinder lying on their

sides and yet not realize that the same instruction applied to

any object offering a round plane surface, as its principal

problem for the moment, is of equal value -a lemon for in

stance .

Having drawn a hemisphere, a cylinder and a lemon , the

same pupil may ask , “ How do you draw the two wheels of a

cart?" The answer is : By the same rules as one draws the

two planes of a cylinder lying on its side.

221
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The pupil, having mastered these, comes back inquiring

how to foreshorten a leaf.

Now , the best way to foreshorten a leaf is to get one ,

place it in the desired position and draw it from life. The

experience thus gained will enable the pupil subsequently to

draw the leaf from memory.

0

Fig. 1
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Fig . 2
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A VERTICAL CIRCLE ON A

LEVEL WITH AND TO THE RIGHT

OR LEFT TO THE EYE APPEARSA

VERTICAL ELLIPSE ,

THE CIRCLE MAY

APPEAR A CIRCLE ,

A STRAIGHT LINE ,

OR AN ELLIPSE .

o

A VERTICAL CIRCLE

DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE

OBSERVER APPEARS A

VERTICAL LINE .

A HORIZONTAL CIRCLE

AS SEEN ON THE LEVEL

WITH THE EYE . (A HORI

ZONTAL LINE.)

A HORIZONTAL CIRCLE

SEEN ABOVE OR BELOW

THE EYE . (AN ELLIPSE .)
Fig . 3

All these objects are foreshortened. Practice foreshorten

ing of leaves or other familiar objects from the objects them

selves. These examples are only suggestions.

Knowledge of how to draw any part of the human figure

in a foreshortened position can be gained scarcely in any

other way than from nature — or through the experience of

others, by copying.

The head of a person bowed forward or back is seen in

a foreshortened position and should be considered as a cir

cle drawn in perspective . The human arm even bears a re

semblance to some geometrical figure, and when foreshort

ened must be considered as having some relative form geo

metrically .

Portions of the human hand and even the fingers when

seen in foreshortened positions may be considered in the

aspect of circles , ovals or cylinders drawn in perspective.

The left hand as a model affords splendid exercise.

Take your left hand as a model . Draw the foreshortened

views of it as suggested in Fig. 2. See how the rule shown in

Fig . 3 , regarding horizontal circles , is carried out in nature.
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Exercise in Cylinders and Boxes.- Make free-hand draw

ings of cylinders in various positions , especially one that will

show the visible end of a cylinder appearing nearly as a

straight line ( as in A in the accompanying illustration ) and

the invisible end ( B ) appearing as an ellipse , the width de

pending upon the length of thecylinder — the longer the cyl

inder, the wider the ellipse.

Draw a box from the model . Place it directly in front

of the eye , but above or below it . Measure the back edge of

the top and compare it with the front edge . Note that the

back edge will be much shorter . Note that the two side lines

will converge to meet the shorter lines . Place the box to one

side , so that one side will be seen . Note the apparent short

ness of the further ( vertical ) edge of the side . ( See also Figs .

16 and 17 , chapter on Perspective.)

LEARN TO SEE.

That is the secret of nearly all success in art work. To see. To

see accurately, the outline, the phase of light and shade, the quan

tities , qualities and gradations of color. That is all . It must be

learned by degrees.

The frequently heard question , "Can I learn to draw pictures?"

should unhesitatingly be answered in the affirmative. “Can you tell

me how long it will take?" should be answered in the negative.

To learn to draw well means application , patience, courage and

confidence. And it means having those qualities more than the pos

session of so-called talent or even genius.

Certain rules may be laid down but there is that which the pupil

must do himself-he must see . The art of seeing, that's it.

Begin at the bottom . A very large proportion of the failures

among drawing students is due to a tendency to slight the early ex

ercises. They want to start right out with finished drawings of

an ambitious character.

Keep to simple subjects drawn with simple lines .

Avoid elaboration and complication.

Practice line economy .

Note .-The seeker for further instruction on the subject of fore

shortening is advised to study and become familiar with the laws of

perspective, and to go to nature for the true aspects of visible form .



CHAPTER XXIX

GEOMETRICAL FORM

The pupil is required to study form . There are certain

forms to which certain names are applied . They occur fre

quently in the simplest subjects. Therefore, while these forms

are known under the formidable title of geometrical figures,

nevertheless most of these shapes are so simple as to be easily

recognized and with a little exercise of the memory can be

called by name. The easiest way for the child to form their

acquaintance is to make and draw them. Their application

will readily follow .

Let the teacher cut from cardboard the following geomet

rical forms:

The Square.

The Rectangle.

The Triangles ( right , acute , obtuse and equilateral tri

angles ) .

The Circle .

The Oval.

Explain Simple Pictures.Try to explain matters con

nected with the study of lines and form by means of simple

illustrations. For instance, a child may not understand the

meaning of parallel lines . Draw for him a little picture of

a ladder, showing that no matter how far extended the lines

would never meet. Then draw a picture of a half-closed um

brella , and explain the meaning of converging and diverging

lines, as shown in Fig. 1. Tell him that the lines 1 , 2 and 3

are converging lines, as they approach toward the ferrule of

the umbrella - that converging lines tend to get close together .

2

5

Fig . 1

On the other hand , as the lines mentione
d approach the han

dle they diverge because they tend to get farther and farther

apart .

227
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Aids to Memory . — The trapezium , trapezoid , rhomboid and

rhombus are termsdifficult to remember. Therefore, these lit

tle wiggles are added . Let the pupil memorize the trapezium

by drawing it with the addition of the boy and the kite. And

so on with the other forms . By combining the forms with

other objects than here suggested, interest will be aroused

and the memorizing will be helped.

6

TRAPÉZDUMU RHOMBOID

S
o
n

TRAPEZOID
RHOMBUS

Fig . 2

Memory Exercises. — Draw the forms in Fig. 2 on the

blackboard and require the pupils to give the name of the first

form . When that is answered correctly, request another pupil

to name the second form , and so on to the last . Erase the

figures from the blackboard, and name one of the figures , ask

ing a pupil to draw it , as , for instance, a trapezium . Then ask

a pupil to draw a trapezoid and so on with each successive

figure .

Many pupils memorize forms more quickly if their mean

ing is combined with adjectives describing the kind of forms.

Thus :

1
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J
o
1: 1

D
S

:
)THE SQUARE

FACE .

THE HORIZONTAL
FACE , THE VERTICAL FACE

:
D

AN ELIPSE FACE .

A CIRCLE FÁCE . AN OVAL FACE ,

THE RIGHT THE ACUTE

FACE

THE OBTUSE

FACE

ca

Fig. 3

PRINCIPAL ANGLES USED IN

ELEMENTARY INDUSTRIAL DRAWING 60

45°

30 ° 90

ro

90 °
45

G

H

T ANGLE

Fig . 4
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SPHERE . CUBE CYLINDER HEMISPHERE , SQUARE PRISM , RIGHT -ANGLED
TRIANGULAR

PRISM.

( )O ( )

TOP AND FRONT VIEWS

OF THE SPHERE AND OF THE

CUBE ARE THE SAME .

FORMS OF SIMPLE

AND REGULAR SOLIDS

SHOWN IN TWO VIEWS.

VIEW WITH ONE

OF THE LONG

EDGES FACING

TOWARDS YOU

DaОО

oa

VIEW FACING

ELLIPSOID. OVOID PYRAMIDEQUILATERAL TRIANGULAR CONE

PRISM

Fig . 5 - Self Explanatory Diagrams

Four in One
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Lines Used in Drawing. – Fig. 6 shows the lines used in

drawing. Their forms and definitions should be thoroughly

memorized. In Fig. 7 their application is shown singly , by

combination and by repetition .

Parts of this exercise may prove too difficult for many

beginners . In such cases , the exercises may be omitted for

the time being, to be taken up later in the studies. The lines

are made heavy in the examples merely to indicate their posi

tion . The letters A , B , C , etc. , are repeated in the upper and

lower diagrams as an additional aid in this respect .

G

VERTICAL .

| = |fy ?

C U

PARALLEL . PERPENDICULAR ,PERPENDICURARLY

INCLINED AND HORIZONTALLY INCLINED .

H

HORIZONTAL ,VERTICAL AND COMPOUND CURVES ,

INCLINED OBLIQUE )CURVES.

N

REGULAR CURVES , IRREGULAR CURVES ( COMPOUND).

Fig. 6

11

й в

7

!)

G

>

M
N

Fig . 7
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Form Study

The sphere, the cube, the cylinder, the square prism , the hemi

sphere and the right-angled triangulared prism. These may be con

sidered in the following order :

1. The surfaces and faces.

2. The edges .

3. The corners .

The surface is the outside of any object. In the case of the cube,

for instance, we find the surface limited and broken up by edges

and faces. The face is a limited part of a surface. An edge is formed

by the meeting of two faces .

When passing the fingers over the surface of one of the solids,

the pupil discovers decided differences. He notes a plain or flat sur

face , a curved surface and a round surface. He finds that all are not

the same shape, and learns that

Edges may be curved or straight.

Corners will be noted , as well as the difference in shape, if he is

shown how to study them . Having familiarized himself bya study of

each, it is well for the pupil to take the sphere and cube together,

in order that he may observe their resemblances and their diffcrences.

Explain to him carefully the meaning of dimension.

Dimension is an extent in one direction .

Considered as to surfaces , their differences are notable . The

surface of the sphere is curved equally in all its parts, while the cube's

surface has six equal plane faces.

Two of these six faces coming in contact form an edge, which is

the subject of a second topic in the study of solids.

While the cube has twelve edges, the sphere has none.

As to Corners. — The sphere has none ; there can be no corners

where there are no edges.

The cube has eight corners.

Three or more faces must come in contact to form a corner .

The angles of the plane faces of a cube are right angles, therefore

on each cube twenty - four right angles are found.

Cylinder and Square Prism . — Considered as a whole, the points

of resemblance are these : The dimensions are the same in each .

As to Surface and Faces. — The cylinder has both curved and plane

surfaces ; a square prism has only plane surfaces.

Considered as to their edges, the cylinder has curved edges ; the

square prism, straight edges. Considered as to corners, the square

prism has the same number of corners as the cube ; the cylinder has

no corners.

Two cubes will make one square prism.

Faces are parallel to each other when they extend in the same

direction.

Faces are perpendicular when they are at right angles to each

other. A square corner would be formed by the intersection of three.

Faces are oblique to each other when they form angles other than

right angles .

The solids are considered, first, as " wholes "; second , as " to sur

faces and faces, " and , third, “ as to edges. "
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An edge is formed by the meeting of two faces.

Edges may be curved or straight.

The surface of the sphere is curved equally in all parts, while

the surface of the cube is composed of six equal plane faces. When

any two of these faces come in contact an edge is formed .

A profile limits the part that we see of any round or curved sur

face. Profiles and edges limit and give visible shape to the faces

and parts of faces.

XAT
I
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Adapting Geometrical Forms to Familiar Objects

o

o
(

П
о

l
-po

ДД

Fig. 8

Begin by drawing the circles , ovals , oblongs and triangles

in Fig . 8. Now let the pupil base the construction of objects

along these lines as in Fig . 9. It is not necessary to adhere

very closely to the outlines as originally demarked .

forex

Fig . 9
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In Fig. ii the circle , oval , square, oblong and triangle in

Fig. 10 are all introduced into a single picture. Request the

pupil to makeanother drawing in which these forms are indi

cated . Tell him that the oblong may indicate the body of a

cart ; the circle , one of the wheels ; the square , a box on the

cart ; the oval , a bag of four on the box. The triangle may

show the angle of the roof of the house .

CIRCLE

OVAL

O
l

SQUARE

OBLONG
TRIANGLE

Fig . 10

te

Fig. 11
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Fig. 12-Exercises in various Forms Applied Constructively

-
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Triangulation in Design and Composition

ܙܙܙ

ammern

Audaces

w
k
u
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Fig . 13
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The examples in Fig. 13 show the application of triangles

as guides to the drawing of various objects .

D
o
o

N

n

Tuva

J
D

a
r
r
a

Fig . 14

In Fig. 14 are given varied examples of the application of

triangulation in design and composition. The designs do not

need to adhere closely to the outlines of the triangles .

-

1

- -
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How to Draw Triangles, Squares, Pentagons, Hexagons and

Other Multi-Faced and Multi-Pointed Forms

Equilateral Triangle. — To make an equilateral triangle

within a circle . Describe a circle , Fig. A. Without changing

the radius place the point of the compass at each of the black

dots , starting at the dot Y ( at top of circle ) and intersect the

circle. The formation of the triangle is shown by the dotted

lines .

Fig. B shows a simpler manner of making an equilateral

triangle . Start at any of the dots , say , dot A , and describe

a segment of a circle . At any point, as at dot B , with the com

pass at the same radius, intersect the first segment. At inter

section C place point of compass and intersect the other curves

as at B and A. Lines drawn from A to B , B to C , and C to A ,

as shown in dotted lines , will form the triangle .

Fig. C. To make a hexagon' or six -pointed star. Describe

a circle . From the point A at the circumference, with a

compass ( radius remaining the same ) intersect the circum

ference at B. Repeat with C , D, and so forth , until the point

A is intersected.

Lines drawn as shown in dotted lines from A to B and

B to C, if continued to D , E , and so forth , will make a

hexagon.

For a six -pointed star draw lines as in dotted lines G , H

and I.

For dividing the hexagon into sections, as for rosettes , etc. ,

divide the circumference as for the hexagon or star and project

FIG.B

FIGA FIG.C

lines as shown in the sample dotted line from E to K. Pro

ceed thus to make the six divisions of the drawing.
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B

E

To Draw a Square .—TO

make an absolutely accurate

quadrangle proceed as follows :

Describe a circle as in Fig. 1 .

Bisect it through its center at

A to XX . Make a segment of

an arc , CC, by placing the

point of the compass at X at

the left . The line BB is made

the same way from X at the

right . A vertical line pro

longed through the circle from

the intersection of the lines

BB and CC and intersecting
EIG 1.

the horizontal line at A , and

continued to the base of the

circle , completes four right

angles.

On the same drawing ( Figs .

1 and 2 being in reality a sin

gle drawing, but, for the sake

of plainness, is made in two

diagrams) describe arcs of cir

cles of the same size or cir

cumference, by placing the

point of the compass at each

X. The segments meet or in

tersect at EEEE . They also

FIG . 2 . D meet the circumference of the

original circle at 0000 , but

this has nothing to do with

making the quadrangle or

square. Now extend four lines

from each E to the other and

they will touch the circle at

each X. A perfect square is

formed by these four lines.

Other Forms Produced by

This Operation

To Make a Hexagon.

Draw lines as shown at the

left of the diagram ( Fig . 2) (starting from below ) from 0 ,

X , O, O , in the dotted lines, proceeding of course all the way

around.

FIG 3 .
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To Make an Octagon .-- Extend the lines from each E to

the center at A ( Fig. 2 ) . Now make eight lines as shown

by the dotted line X to F, which gives one section of an

octagon .

To Make an Equilateral Triangle.-- A triangle having all

sides of an equal length—draw a line GG parallel to XX at

the top of the circle. Extend lines from thecenter A through

the OO's (as produced in Fig. 2) to the line GG, and an

equilateral is shown in the heavy lines as a result .

Pentagon . — To construct a pentagon , draw parts of three

circles as A A, B B and C C, as in Fig. 1. Next draw the

ܩ

ܓ

ܟ

E

E

B

FIG 1
FIG . 2

vertical line D D. Then the oblique lines E.E and F F. From

the intersection of line EE at upper part of circular line

C C describe segment of circle J. On the same drawing (as

in Fig. 2 ) now construct the pentagon as shown by the heavy

lines G, H , I and J.

Another Pentagon . — Method of drawing a pentagon by

first locating the points required to make a decagon : Describe

a circle as at A. Then half a circle as shown by dotted lines

( same radius as large circle ) . Then the vertical line ; next

the dotted horizontal line . Now describe small circle ; now

the lower horizontal line . Extend a line from the intersection

of the vertical line and the top of the small circle , thence to
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its intersection with the dotted horizontal line. Now describe

a segment of a circle , starting at intersection of oblique line

and lower horizontal line, and touching the small circle. The

black dots on the oblique line indicate a distance that is the

tenth part of a decagon , as shown in C and B. Use alternate

spaces to form a pentagon, as at B , or five-pointed star at

C. This exercise is not so wearisome as it looks .

NOTE
THE

DANTAGON
FORMLD
НАС

FIG . A FIGC
FIG . B
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Mechanical Forms Applied Pictorially

Logs as Cylinder Models.-Small logs or branches of trees

cut into suitable lengths make excellent models. The length

of each piece may vary from one to two times the diameter.

Saw out sections as shown in Fig. 2 ; that is, cut away one .

eighth , one-quarter, one-third or one-half of four logs, as in

A, B , C , D. Fig. 1 is made to show that the same methods

are used for drawing cubes , prisms and other square-shaped
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objects as for curved ones . The perspective principle is the

same for all .

The logs may be drawn in various positions, as vertical,

horizontal, receding and right and left receding cylinders.

FIG I.

tom

FIG . 2

Dividing Square and Cylinder Forms
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SIMPLE VASE FORMS BASED ON THE ELLIPSOID .

( FOR CONSTRUCTIVE WORK .)

0

QOSSIMPLE VASE FORMS BASED ON THE OVOID ,

( FOR CONSTRUCTIVE WORK .)
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0
3
3
3
0
4

10008k

Freehand Exercises in Vase Forms

VASE

FORMS

FREE HAND MECHANICAL EXERCISE

VERTICAL

CYLINDER
HORIZONTAL

RECEDING

CYLINDERS
HORIZONTAL
CYLINDER

LEFT AND RIGHT
OBLIQVE RECEDING
SYLINDERS

Studies in Cylinders

ܕ
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FREE HAND MECHANICA
EXERUS

O0 0

O

.

Substitute for Pencil Compass

Take a strip of cardboard about 1x4 inches in size .

Prick holes at intervals of 14 inch along the middle of its

length. Stick pin through cardboard and drawing paper

into the drawing board. Place point of pencil through any

of the holes and circles are easily made. The diagram ex

plains its construction and use .

Notes. - Additional instruction in Geometrical Forms will be

found on pp . 55 , 56, 57.



CHAPTER XXX

TRACING AND TRANSFERRING

Offset Sheets .-Xecessity frequently arises for transferring

outlines, etc. , from one surface to another, as , for instance,

from a pencil drawing on absorbent paper to a less absorbent

paper suitable for pen drawings. For such a purpose, a thin

sheet of firm paper with a surface that is not too smooth

should be provided. This sheet can be made into fairly per

manent transfer-paper by spreading over one side with any

dry pigment, such as powdered indigo , red chalk , or the

scrapings from the point of a pencil .

Another way is by a rubbing movement of the side of a

soft pencil of any color. The entire surface of the paper

should be covered . Whichever method is used, the surface

should be blended by " stumping ” or rubbing gently with the

finger or a soft rag. Place this prepared paper with the col

ored side down on the blank paper that is to receive the

copy. Over the former place the drawings from which the

lines are to be transferred . Next take a stylus or sharp

pointed hard pencil — if a pencil, the harder the better - and

trace over the lines that are to be repeated or transferred on

the white paper below.

The result will be a faint outline that can be touched up

if required with a pencil , or the picture may be completed

at once with pen and ink . The " offset sheet," as it is called ,

may be preserved for frequent future use . Tracing paper

treated in the same way may be used. Tracing paper is use

ful in many ways, but its general use is not to be recom

mended for the pupil . There are times , however, when tracing

paper is a great help .

Pencil Transfers. When a pencil drawing has been made

that one wishes to preserve and also to reproduce practically

line for line, in pen and ink , the use of tracing paper is advis

able in order to transfer the outlines of the pencil drawing

onto the paper on which the pen drawing is to be made. To

do this proceed as follows :

248
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Take a piece of tracing paper ( in lieu of the regular kind,

any thin , firm , transparent paper that is not oily will answer

the purpose ). With a finely -pointed rather soft pencil trace

the outlines of the pencil drawing.

Then lay the tracing paper on another sheet of white

paper , with the pencil lines of the tracing paper on the under

side . Then again draw the lines on the tracing paper, but

on the side opposite to those made before. The lines are

now drawn on both sides of the tracing paper. Now place

it on the paper on which the pen drawing is to be made with

the lines that were last drawn underneath ; that is , they should

be in contact with the pen drawing paper. The tracing paper

should now be briskly rubbed on the upper surface with the

side of a stylus or stiff, flat-surfaced ivory or bone paper

cutter. The thumb nail is sometimes used for this purpose,

but its use should be discouraged, as it wears away the nail

very quickly .

Tracing Transferred . — The tracing will now be found to

be more or less faintly transferred to the pen -paper. If neces

sary, the transferred tracing may be touched up here and

there, where a greater definition seems necessary to guide

the pen .

Preserve Tracings.—The tracing paper after use need no

be discarded , for it may be used several times , although after

each transfer the " offset " will become more and more dim .

Greater pressure is required then , and the lines on the tracing

paper may have to be strengthened. By preserving tracings ,

subsequent impressions are available in case the first draw

ing in pen -and-ink is unsatisfactory, or in case one desires to

work up the same theme in a different style of treatment.

Transfer from Opaque Paper.- Whenever necessary to

make a transfer from a piece of paper that is not transparent,

the reverse drawing ( the lines which make the offset) can

be made by placing the paper against a window pane, which

will cause the paper to appear transparent, when the lines

may be traced .

Interesting and Practical Experiment. — When it is neces

sary to make the transfer in contact with any certain part of

the drawing this can be accomplished by placing the paper

near the desired place and then rapidly lifting and lowering

the transfer until the part on the transfer and the part on the

drawing underneath appear as one . The phenomenon is simi

lar to the principle on which moving pictures are based .
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To illustrate the experiment make the drawing A in Fig. 1 .

Then another drawing B , which place over A. Then move up

and down very quickly, as indicated in Fig. 2 , in the direc

tions as shown by the arrows E and F. Bring C towards you

from D sufficiently far that the eye may seeA as well as B.

If moved with sufficient speed, A and B will appear as they

do at the left of Fig . 3.

Au
to

FIG 1 . FIG . 2 .

Saudi
do

FIG . 3 .

REVERSING DESIGNS

For the purpose of making both halves of a design pre

cisely alike fold a thin piece of paper and on one side draw

half of the design . Then fold again and by rubbing briskly

on the back of the paper with any hard substance, the design

will even appear sufficiently legible to be penciled over .

can then in turn be transferred to paper that is not creased .

The method is shown in Fig. 8. The heavy lines represent the

half first drawn, while the dotted lines show the folds and

transfer. If the subject is a wreath an initial maybe added.

In the upper right-hand corner is shown half of a " B " started

in this manner .
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P

Fig . 4 Fig . 6 Fig . 5

B
e
e

Fig . 7 Fig. 8

Fold a piece of paper in the middle ( Fig. 9) . Draw half a

butterfly on one side of the fold ; transfer it. Pencil the trans

Fig. 9 - Tracing and Transferring
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fer . A very pretty and interesting variation of this exercise

consists in using colored chalks instead of pencil , and then

intensifying the transfer .

Take a piece of drawing paper about four inches square

and fold it four times , according to the straight dotted lines in

Fig. 10. Fold towards you , and open the paper after each

.folding. In one of the spaces, as at A , draw a design similar

to the one shown. Crease and make a transfer , as at B. Pen

cil the transferred line . Fold at CC . Transfer the quarter

design to the space E. Pencil as before, fold at DD and trans

fer to FFFF . Then pencil the transfer. Medallions can be

drawn in a like manner by making the outside of the design

follow an eighth of a circle , as at G.

D

А

©

F

B

CH

F

F

F

Fig . 10 — Tracing and Transferring

The designs " e" and " f" are composed principally of the

units a , b , c and d transferred, reversed , inverted and repeated

somewhat according to the methods described in the chapter

on Pastel-Stenciling. For exercise draw the same units or

others , and construct other designs in a similar manner.
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a
e

f
b

OC

d

Design Made by Means of Transferred Tracings

It is advisable to make tracings of both front and back

of each unit. If the face of a tracing is rubbed for the purpose

of transferring lines that are on the other side, the lines on

the face will no longer transfer.

For general use as a tracing point or stylus, the 6H

pencil is very good.

Notes. — Additional forms adapted to purposes of duplication by

means of tracing and transferring will be found on pp . 59, 60, 61, 62.

77, 78, 84, 87, 88, 89, 99, 102, 105, 106 , 107, 108, 110, 111 , 112, 113, 230,

233, 234, 238, 245 , 257, 264, 265 , 269 , 271, 272 , 273, 274, 275 , 279 , 280,

283, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297 , 298, 299, 300, 301 .



CHAPTER XXXI

LETTERING

Ruled Lines for Lettering. - In making Roman letters, the

pupil should be guided by ruled lines just as he is guided in

making script. Possibly there will come a time , as in writing,

when the use of guide lines for lettering may be discontinued ,

but in the meantime it would be just as absurd to teach a child

to learn to write without ruled lines as to require him to

draw without their aid .

Guide Lines Necessary. — For the purpose of making guide

lines for lettering the use of the straight edge should be

freely permitted. The straight edge may be a ruler, a pencil ,

a piece of cardboard or anything that may be used for the

purpose.

Ruling short, straight lines for pencil or ink , by means of

the simple contrivance described in Fig. I will be found use

ful . Take a new round pencil — the thicker the better — and

around each end roll narrow strips of pasted paper about

three -eighths of an inch in width and about 10 inches in length ,

the latter depending on the thickness ofthe paper used. The

result should be about a thirty - second of an inch in thickness

-just enough to keep the body of the pencil away from the

paper on which it is used .

Roll it Along.–When rolled along gently on the surface

of the paper to be used for the drawing, the pencil will be

propelled in a straight direction instead of sliding from side

A RULERWITH PAPERWHEELS

PENCIL

a

Fig . 1

to side, as is usually the case when a pencil is used as

straight edge and the endeavor is to make parallel lines.

254
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The Gothic alphabet drawn by aid of guide lines . Note

the vertical lines as guides to symmetry in forming some of

the curved letters . Note that the upper divisions of letters

are smaller than the lower . They are made so as to prevent

their having a top-heavy appearance . Hold the alphabet up

side down. Look at the letters B , E , H , K and S and see how

top-heavy they appear when thus seen .

ABCDEFGH

IJKLMNOPQ "

RS:TUVWXY

Z & ? ! ? -- () [ ] {

Fig. 2

S4BRIC

Lines in Connection WithFig. 3 - Practicing Other Forms With Guide

Lettering

Too much stress cannot be laid on the value of guide

lines. Their use should be repeated at intervals throughout

the entire course of study. The author of this work has never

ceased their use .
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TAKE THESE TWO LINES ,AS AN EXAMPLE .

THEY ARE DRAWN WITH THE AID OF GUIDING LINES ,

BUT THE LINES ARE NOT OF EVEN HEIGHT AS THEY SHOULD BE

AND THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE LINES ARE UNEQUAL ,AND

THE WORDS,LETTERSANDLINES ARE TOO CLOSELY PLACED

THAT MAKESIT DIFFICULT FOR THE READER BUT IT'S ALMOST

AS BAD IF YOU SPREAD TOO MIC H.

THEN , AGAIN IT'S VERY UNSIGHTLY TO HAVE SOME

LETTERS UPRIGHT, WHILE OTHERS LEAN TO ONE SIDE OR

IF YOUR
LINES ARE NOT QUITE PARALLEL ,LIKE THESE .

BUT WORST OF ALL IS NOT TO MAKE ANY GUIDE

UNES AND GET YOUR LINES ALL WAGGLY LIKE

A LOT OF ODDS AND ENDS OF WORDS HUNG OUT TO DRY,

A POPULAR AND EASILY CONSTRÜCTED

ALPHABET FOR MANY PURPOSES

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

X42 &

OR

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
RST

UVWXYZ
&

abedefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

EYE - TEST : Which line is parallel with the first line on
his

page ?

Fig . 4Sketchy Lettering
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An easy
easy way to enhance the appearance

of a line is to connect the letters withhair

lines,putting them in atter the letters are made

Itgives anodd effect

Fig . 5 — Just a Trifling Suggestion

Adaptation of Comic Figures. — Many ordinary - looking

things, by repetition and reversing, become good subjects for

ornamental design . For instance, thecomic policeman in the

chapter on comic drawing is well adapted for a design for

the cover of some book of humor.

WE

D
o
c
o
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D

WA

S
I

mm

A FULL

MOO
N

TONI
GH

I

H

E
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coopMƠ

M
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A

l

l

B
H

台

語

Da

Note . For other examples of lettering see book -covers on pages

281 and 282.



CHAPTER XXXII

DECORATIVE OR ORNAMENTAL ART

Decoration relates to the production of beauty in art , in

which the first principle to be considered is symmetry — the

equal balance of two halves. The second principle is repe

tition .

Repetition may be considered as Simple , when the same

unit is used repeatedly .

As Alternate , when two units are used alternately .

As Combined, when several units (each one different) are

used .

Simple repetition , Alternate repetition and Combined rep

etition are seen in Fig. 2 . Further complication appears in

Fig . 3 .

Conventional Design

To conventionalize means to represent by symbol of some

exact preconceived outline, rather than by an attempt to

duplicate resemblance to a natural object. To convention

alize , for instance , is to produce an ornamental design of such

a character that it may be made up of several different inte

gral parts , each ofwhich is copiedfrom some natural object ,

such as a leaf or flower, but which has been formalized into

the typical rather than the correct representation of the

original .

Or, to give another instance, it may be a leaf made to con

form to some geometrical figure , such as the maple leaf drawn

within the confines of a hexagon .

Even in pictorial art, liberties are taken with nature to

overcome the limitations of human efforts to make certain

visible impressions by pictorial means.

Ornament.-In the ornamental designs of the Greeks and

the Romans, Repetition and Alternation were the chief re

sources .

Modern ornamenters added Intersection, which means re

lieving Repetition and Alternation at intervals with additional

forms or group of forms , and then continuing as before.

262
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Complication also has been added . In decorative design ,

Complication is a term which differs somewhat from the

ordinary meaning. It is here used to distinguish the results

produced from the contact , interlacing of the various forms

comprising the whole .

Confusion is the term of another element that has a valued

place in modern decoration . Confusion, usually the synonym

of disorder, when applied to decorative art is used in giving

contrast and even harmony to the general composition. The

ornamentist in employing Confusion gains the aid of every

possible object , whose curves or symmetrical lines appeal to

his eye . He will thus group in one design the most incongru

ous figures, all of which give zest and life to an otherwise

purely mechanical design .

Confusion in designing ornament is the artist's license .

The sculptor requires Confusion's aid , when he fills his ped

estals , niches , etc. , with ornaments imitated , at random it

would almost seem, from the vegetable and animal world.

Cardboard Curves

Cut out of cardboard or oil stencil board curved shapes similar

to that herewith shown. They are useful in making designs where

there is frequent repetition of simple curved lines . The complicated

looking design on page 298 is an example of what can be done with

a curve such as the one on this page.
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L 7 பபபப

TWO-LINE

BORDER

THE HORIZONTAL GUIDE -

THREE-LINE

BORDER

LINES MAY BE RULED , BUT

El Rzar

FCDD

PRZR

FOUR -LINE

BORDER

THE BORDERS THEMSELVES

SIX - LINE

BORDER .

TO BE DRAWN FREE HAND

Fig . 1-Two, Three, Four and Five Guide Line Exercises

Co2222

SIMPLE REPETITION

OF SAME UNIT

REVERSED.

ALTERNATE REPETITION

TWICE REVERSED.

COMPLICATION

REVERSED.

Fig . 2-Reverse Exercises in Units
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so

SIMPLE REPETITION

SAME UNIT USED

AGAIN AND AGAIN .

OPODOVOD

ALTERNATE

REPETITION

- TWO UNITS

EMPLOYED

ALTERNATELY,

re

COMBINED

REPETITION

SEVERAL UNITS

EMPLOYED.

a

Ws

COMPLICATION

INTERLACING AND

LAYING ONE UNIT

OVER ANOTHER

CONFUSION -

ADDING TO COMPLI

CATION VARIOUS

INCONGRUOUS FIGURES

Fig . 3 — Elements of Ornamental Design

Equilibrium and stability, commonplace in their aspects

though they may seem , play important parts in the science

of ornamental design. Solidity is a principle of art ; strength

does not exclude elegance.

Duplication of Design . - When making a design in which

the details are frequently duplicated, draw each minor detail

and then make a tracing with a sharp-pointed soft pencil ;

redraw the lines on the other side of the tracing paper, and
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with a stylus or whatever hard substance is used to make

the offset rub briskly on the side opposite the last traced

design .

To duplicate the design wherever it is to be placed repeat

each part of the design as often as necessary to produce the

entire plan of ornament .

In making a frame-like design make corner-pieces first and

join to whatever border may be selected .

Retracing Necessary. When each " repeat ” is to be made

frequently, it will be necessary to retrace (over the same lines)

several times , because a portion of the graphite , of which the

pencil lead is composed, is transferred to the paper beneath at

each offset. After three or four offsets, the transfers thus

made will become too dim to act as guides . The plan for

transferring as described in the chapter on Tracing and Trans

ferring can be used in these exercises .

(سرا
Fig. 4

Aids for Imagination .-Draw curves similar to the above

and add floral and decorative forms as suggested below . The

intention of this exercise is to arouse the inventive faculties

of the pupil. These devices may be drawn on the blackboard

and the pupils requested to make totally different curves in

addition . The curves should be all drawn separately and the

decorations added afterward .
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B

و
ع

Fig. 5

EXERCISES IN FIGS. 6 AND 7

Permit Use ofGuide Lines . — Among the first exercises in

drawing, practically the same principles may be applied that

are applicable to the teaching of penmanship. Guide lines

should be permitted ; that is , simple lines constructed along the

horizontal and oblique sides . The exercises indicated at the

beginning of each row of figures should be made the subject

of a single lesson. The lines indicated at the right of each

row should be added as the pupil advances ; for instance , let

the pupil draw , say , a hundred straight , oblique lines, until

he becomes proficient in their use . Follow with the reverse

and duplicated lines in the top row . After that let him draw

the simple curves at the left of the second row a great

many times before he progresses to the added and duplicated,

triplicated and quadrupled curves at the right.

Next let him draw repeatedly the compound curves at the

left in the third and fourth rows, before proceeding to the

more complex additions at the right .
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ZIMA

2 l I LARA

27792222

SAFOSSASPARA

Fig. 6

r

Fig . 7

After the pupil has become proficient with the exercises

in Fig. 6 , let him draw the curves and ornamental devices

in Fig . 7
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Each of the designs in Fig. 8 is enclosed in a rectangle of

the same dimensions. There are three sets of horizontal lines,

in turn bisected by vertical lines. Three sets of five totally

different designs are based on these lines. Let them serve as

an exercise bywhich they are copied as herewith given. When

the pupils have made further progress let them make varia

tions from these , using the same kind of guide lines , but

with the endeavor to make new and original designs.

Snow Crystals.—Fig . 9 shows four snow crystals greatly

enlarged. They are formed by hexagons, or two equilateral

triangles with apexes in opposition. To draw them by means

of the latter proceed as in Fig. 10. Draw the horizontal line

a . Bisect it as at b . Each oblique line in c equals the hori

zontal line a . Describe another triangle inverted as at d.

Then proceed to construct the crystals on the lines of the

triangles as shown in Fig. 11 .
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Fig . 9
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о

a

b

Fig . 10

Flg . 11
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FIG . A.

Rosettes

FIG . B

V.

To make a rosette or medallion

with four or eight units or sections , as

shown in Fig. D. Draw one- eighth of

the entire design , as shown in Fig. A

at a. Reverse a, add b , in Fig. B, form

ing one-fourth of the rosette. Reverse

this quarter, as shown in Fig . C , thus

forming half of the design. Reverse

this once more and the design is com- ;

pleted , as shown in Fig. D.

If an eight-point rosette is desired

add points as shown in heavy lines in

Fig. D.

The reversing of the sections may

be done by any of the following three

methods :

1. Free -hand.

2. By folding according to the hori

zontal, vertical and oblique dotted lines

in Fig . A. Directions for this will be

found in the chapter on Paper Cutting

and Folding.

3. By means of tracings of the ob

verse and the reverse ( Fig. B ) , re

peated with the aid of the stylus or

other means of offsetting, as described

in the chapter on Tracing and Trans

ferring

FIG . C

d

1

FIG.D

Fig. 12
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tX

B

To Make a six or twelve -pointed

rosette or medallion follow the rule

for dividing the circle into six parts

according to directions for making a

hexagon in the chapter on Geomet

rical Forms.

Draw one unit of design and re

peat according to directions for

making the four or eight -pointed

rosette . The four diagrams A , B ,

C and D in Fig . 13 are supposed to

be one drawing, but are shown as

separate drawings in order to illus

trate the successive steps for de

veloping the rosette , as shown in

Fig. D. The added six points A, A,

A , A , A , A , need be made only if a

twelve -point rosette is desired .

XX, 0000 correspond to the

letters in the diagram in the chapter

on Geometrical Forms.
СC

D

Fig . 13
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2

Fig . 14 Fig . 15

More Rosettes

Fig. 14-1.-- A geometrical rosette or medallion , drawn witi

a compass , except the external cog -like projections.

Fig. 14-2 .—A conventionalized daisy in medallion form .

Draw the circles with compass ; the rest free hand. If pen

and ink, sketch details with very light pencil lines . For exer

cise draw a border containing four rosettes, alternated or

separated by a circle about one- fourth the diameter of the

rosette.

Fig. 15 is not intended as a copy for a single rosette , but

for eight separate ones ; each of the eight sections to be re

peated eight times , when the circle will be filled . The units

may be adopted also for border designs.

Historic Ornament

Individuality in ornament has been characteristic of most

nations, even among the barbaric. Each nation seems to have

adopted some unit or series of units and adapted them so re

peatedly that they have derived a claim to some specific form

of ornament . When these designs have passed down the ages
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they have been accepted as the historical ornament appertain

ing to the respective nations.

The greatest historic styles of the ancients are the Egyp

tian, Greek and Roman .

Of the Middle Ages there are the Byzantine, Romanesque

( founded on the later forms of the Roman ornament and ap

proaching the Gothic ), Saracenic and Gothic.

EGYPTIAN GREEK ROMAN BYZANTINE GOTHIC

Fig . 16 - Historic Ornament-Rosettes
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ANTHEMION ,
EARLY ITALIAN

GREEK
FLORAL ORNAMENT.

Fig. 17 — Simple Examples of Historic Ornaments
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The modern styles which , however, included those pre

vailing for several centuries past ( since 15th century ) are usu

ally termed Reinaissance , meaning literally , new birth, or the .

revival of anything which has been extinct or in decay. Pre

vious to the Renaissance there had been a tendency to imi

tate in decoration the Byzantine and Gothic. The revival of

Roman and Grecian art was called the Renaissance. Among

the ancient styles are included, but as secondary , the Assyrian

and Persian styles. There is today a tendency toward their

revival.

The Oriental styles are the Persian, ( East ) Indian, Chinese

and Japanese.

亞亞
亞亞

GREEK CROSS MALTESE CROSS VARIANT OF

ALSO KNOWN AS OR CROSS OF

+ OF ST.GEORGE
MALTA .LATIN CROSS .

TAU
MALTESE+

CROSS VARIATIONS.

OF THE

EGYPTIANS.

ALSOKNOWN
JERUSALEM

AS THE TREFOIL

CROSS OF ST. ANTHONY.
CROSS . CROSS ,

FREEHAND EXERCISE IN HISTORIC CRNAMENT,

THE GUIDK- WNES MAY BE ,RULED , BUT ALL DETAIL BY FREEHAND WORK .

Fig . 18
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Graceful lines running in the same general direction is all

that is aimed at in Figs. 19, 20 and 21. The shading is to be

added, with the same display of quick lines flowing along

the same curves.

hwibieta

*
*
*

At
he
rt
or
y

Fig . 19
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Fig . 20
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Wall-Paper and Oil Cloth Designing

The principal requirement in a design for wall-paper or

oil cloth is that the edges shall match each other ; that is, when

the ends and sides are connected the entire design must ap

pear connected and continuous. Therefore, the design must

be made so that if it is repeated side by side , and end for end,

a continuous, harmonious pattern will be observed .

In the designs shown in Fig . 22 each unit is supposed to

be the full width of a strip of wall-paper or oilcloth. They

are drawn in conformity with the requirement noted. The

height may be greater or less than the width , but the sides

and ends must conform to the rule.

DOTTED KINES ' GUIDES FOR LAYING OUT DESIGNS

U
O
O
O
O
O

© €

0
0
0
0

p
o
o
d

O
O
O
O
O
O

EACH UNIT TO BE REPEATED IN FOUR DIRECTIONS,INDEFINITELY.

UNITS OF DESIGN FOR WALL PAPER OR OILCLOTH

Fig . 22

A Wall-Paper Design

The casual observer would not be apt to guess that the

design in Fig. 24 was based on the dotted line units in A , Fig.

23 , placed in their regular order, aided by the oblique, hori

zontal and vertical lines of the diagram . Yet that is the man
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ner in which the design is made . It will be interesting to see

how readily the design B may be copied by resorting to the

method of duplicating a drawing as shown in the chapter on

Triangulation.

V
1

Fig . 23

VID

bo

B

CAB

Fig . 24

Corners and Borders. - In drawing corners and borders,

guide lines must be made , especially parallel lines for the

borders, so that the design will show evenly and straight, or

in proper curves, according to the design used .

Weaving Units.-A good method for practice is to make

tracings of various simple units of ornamental design, weav

ing them by repetition into various compositions, and vary

ing the component parts according to the judgment of the

student. These tracings should be preserved for future use

in other designs.

Interspersing Units.—The various geometrical and orna

mental figures shown may be broken , or separated , by inter

spersing flowers or units, such as leaves, or almost any of

the conventional forms shown in this and other lessons .
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Book Covers and Posters

Ornamental Lettering is often desirable, but it should not

overshadow the main design of a book cover or poster. On

the other hand, it is advisable to ornament the lettering in

order to enrich the pictorial aspect of the design .

Posters may have much ornamental detail , and, as in the

case of a book cover, the more gracefully the letters are drawn ,

the better becomes the general effect of the entire combination .

Simple Human Figures, harmoniously inclined , surrounder!

by graceful and ornamental design may be added , usually

make a pleasing cover . It is necessary, however, to guard

against an extravagant use of ornament, which is a common

fault.

Designs for Book Covers should at all times avoid com

plexity, and the style and quality of the embellishment should

not detract from the legibility of the lettering or the promi

10

VEEN

Ο

DISCUITA

SC
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.A

FAIRY

: STORY:

Book COVER

DESIGN ~

EXTENDING ONBACK OF Coure >

BACK .

Fig . 25
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nence of the main figure or scene introduced into the design ,

for if this occurs the result will be a bewildering confusion .

Heavy Lines.-In drawing a poster or book cover, espe

cially in the case of the former, let the lines be heavier than in

an ordinary drawing. The drawing, completed, should be

held off for inspection at a distance greater than would be

usual with an ordinary drawing Little defects that would

appear upon a close view will seem to disappear , whereas

much that in an ordinary drawing would not appear complex

would, in the latter case , seem blurred and inexpressive.

Simplicity is stronger at a distance ; multiplicity of line

and detail proportionately weaker.

The
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Fig . 26
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The comic figures in Figs. 27 and 28 are given importance

as a border design simply by being repeated.

Fig . 27

Fig . 28



CHAPTER XXXIII

PEN-AND-INK DRAWING

Pen -and - ink drawing is not, as might be imagined, a com

paratively recent form of artistic work , for in the great gal

leries of Europe one may find many interesting specimens of

pen work made by Angelo, Raphael, Durer, Titian and others

of the great masters. The manner of handling and style of pen

work has changed, however, with modern inventions in the

way of reproductive methods. The very spirit of pen work

has changed only within a comparatively few years.

Continue Pencil Drawing. - Even after pen -and -ink draw

ing is taken up, practice with the pencil should be continued .

The longer the pupil draws with the pencil and crayon the

better. They are the most convenient and effective utensils

at the artist's command. Their frequent use should never

be discarded.

Inability to make corrections easily in inked lines will dis

courage the student who is conscientious. Pencil and crayon

are valuable because mistakes can be easily corrected at

the time they are made. Before a mistake made with a pen

can be rectified the ink must be quite dry , and the erasures

must be made carefully, especial pains being taken not to

disturb or roughen the surface of the paper or cardboard .

Erasure may be made with a sharp knife or ink eraser ; or the

misplaced lines may be hidden or obscured by the use of a

glaze of Chinese white .

Outline First With Pencil.Some teachers advocate draw

ing with pen -and-ink without the aid of a preliminary sketch

with pencil. Writes one such teacher, “ Practice drawing

these ( referring to certain subjects to be drawn ) as rapidly

as you can , without using the pencil in any way , using ink

as a medium , you will be more apt to observe with care the

exact character of each touch than if you employed the pencil.

whose marks can be so easily erased. This will , in time, give

you greater confidence and facility of hand than can be had

with either pencil or crayon ."

284
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-

The quoted advice is wrong: The beginner should draw

as slowly as possible . The writer is positive in these state

ments, and he is making them after many years of experience

spent almost exclusively in making pen drawings for all sorts

of practical purposes.

Fig . 1-Practice Lines for Pen - and - Ink Fig . 2
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Fig. 3 Fig . 4

Exercises in which the Elementary Lines Are Combined with Human Faces

ll
i

Ting

Fig . 5 Fig . 6
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Fig . 8- Introducing the Elementary

Pen Lines Into Scenic Effects

Fig . 7
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Elementary Line Exercises .-All lines should be drawn

on double the scale shown in this work . Lack of space

makes great reduction necessary.

Lines should be drawn as heavy as those immediately

below .

А

E

Fig . 9

Contrasting Light Exercise. - A and B in Fig . 9 are further

examples of the contrast effected by varying directions of

the light . In the former, the sun is somewhere behind the

background ; in the latter , the sun is behind the spectator.

These examples are excellent as exercises in pen and ink .
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Fig . 10

Fig. 10 is another instance of light and shade contrast .

It is intended as a pen exercise . Note the foliage drawn

in groups of little parallel lines used to produce the effect of

individual leaves. These should be drawn with quick lines.

1

Mechanical and

Sketchystyle of

handling the same

subject

1k
g
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Fig . 11

Exercise in Quick Lines. - Fig. Ii is an instance where the

desired effect could hardly be secured without the use of

quick lines . The swirling, rushing appearance of the rapid

flowing waters is produced by swift strokes of the pen firmly

controlled. Make careful pencil sketch of this or something

similar and see what you can produce in this effective style.
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USING PEN WITH STRAIGHTEDGE -

F19. 1 represents pencil line to be ruled with pen -and -ink

VERTICAL

LINES LAST

3 ( AS IN FIG.3)

1 2

RULE ALL HORIZONTAL LINES FIRST,BEGINNINGAT TOP. (Fig.2)

'NEXT ALL VERTICAL LINES ,AND SO ON , EACH SET OF LINES

MUST BE QUITE

W DRY BEFORE

4 5 6
ANOTHER IS

BEGUN .

NOT FOR THE

BLOTTING PAPER PURPOSE OF

BLOTTING

BUT TO PREVENT BLOTTING BY STRAIGHTEDGE USE BLOTTER

AS SHOWN ABOVE , THIS METHOD LESSENS NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS ,

Fig . 12

Wavy Line Exercises.—Practice the pen lines in Figs .

13 , 14 and 15 ; each exercise on paper about four inches square.

The lower right-hand copy by means of a stub pen or one

blunted by long use .

0
0

Fig . 13

Fig . 14
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Fig . 15 — Waving Line Exercises

Fig . 16 is a greatly reduced reproduction of a crayon

sketch. Figs. 17 and 18 are pen drawings of the same subject

copied from the original , Fig . 16. In Fig. 17 , the head of the

old man is treated in very simple style, while in Fig. 18 ,

more detail is added , until in the final sketch , Fig . 19, there is

even more light-and -shade effect than in the original drawing.

Select a similar subject and make several faint pencil sketches

of subject, and finish them with pen and ink, but each succeed

ing drawing with increasing intricacy.

Fig . 16 Fig . 17
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Fig . 18 Fig. 19

Imitating Pencil With Pen Lines

C.L.

Fig . 22
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Figs . 22 and 23 are pen -and -ink exercises , similar to Figs.

25 and 26 , except that the drawings are not transferred, the

pen drawings being made directly on the linen paper on

which the soft pencil sketches were made.

In Fig. 22 , the dog is drawn by means of two or more

nearly parallel lines (and occasional closely placed dots ) to

represent the single broad lines made by the soft pencil . The

pencil lines are then erased, leaving the peculiarly soft and

pleasing effect shown. In this exercise it is advisable to use

a new , finely pointed pen . In Figs. 23 and 24 the drawings

are started the same as in Fig. 22, except that closely placed

and carefully modulated dots are used to represent the penci !

lines . When finished, erase the pencil lines . The faces

w
i
n

.

.

1

C.L.

Fig . 23
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in the lower part of Fig. 25 are stippled as in Fig 23. The

result in each case is an effect similar to the original

drawing. Drawings thus made are valuable chiefly for

their permanence and adaptability in reproduction for print

ing purposes .

B
a
r

a
n

Fig. 24 - Drawn by the Same Means as the Dog , Fig. 23
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Fig . 25 — The Principal Figure Drawn by the Same Means as the Dog , Fig . 23
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Exercises in Ornamental Pen Drawing, shown in Figs. B

and E ( Figs . 26 and 27) , are much less complex than would

appear at first glance. The method of producing these ex

amples of confusion in decorative design is as follows:

Make a drawing on thin , rough, linen paper of the motif

in Fig . A. Then transfer in group form-one transfer over

the other.

The pencil transfers will appear as at B , only the spaces

will be dark . Then outline with ink but do not cross the dark

spaces. When the ink is dry erase the pencil lines and the

design will appear as in B.

As a preliminary exercise to the design , Fig. E, make a

pencil drawing of the unit Fig. C and outline with ink. Erase

pencil lines and the unit design D will appear. The design E

is a repetition of the unit D, the only difference being that

when the pencil transfers from C are made care must be taken

not to cross with pen lines any of the dark transfer lines .

20

P
a
l
l
a
s

30

B

Fig . 26
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E

Fig. 27

The complicated

design at the right is

an example of what

can be done with the

cardboard curve

shown on page 263 .

The outlines of the

cardboard curve, a.s

shown on that page

and reversed , were re

peated several times

with faint outlines.

The outlines were then

strengthened and ac

centuated until the

accompanying design

was developed . The

operation is quite sim

ple and quickly done.
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3

Sud

Fig. 29 is a combination of the human face and figure, coupled with

decorative design , ail executed according to preceding instructions.

Notes. For subjects suitable for rendering in pen-and- ink see

pages 48, 49, 50, 51 , 52 , 53, 54, 62, 66 , 73, 77, 78, 81, 87, 88, 89 , 90,

95, 99 , 102 , 111, 113 , 115 , 117, 119, 120, 124, 125, 126, 135, 136 ,

141 , 141 , 146 , 150 to 157 , 159 , 160 , 163, 164, 186, 190, all in chapter

XXVII, pp . 222 , 225 , all in chapters XXIX , XXX , XXXI , XXXII,

XXXIV.

- - -
-
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Fig . 30 — This drawing is a more difficult example of the method fol
lowed in Figs. 26 and 27 . The drawing is made with pencil on firm linen

paper and then completed in the manner shownin Fig. 27. The accentuation,

as shown by the solid black lines, may be made according to the artistic
taste of thedraftsman .
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Fig . 31-Shows About the Amount of Penciling Necessary Before Beginning

a Pen - and - Ink Sketch Such as is shown in Fig . 32
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CHAPTER XXXIV

WORKING DRAWINGS

Working drawings are those from which objects can be

constructed. They are also, and properly , called me

chanical drawings, industrial drawings and construction

drawings. They are necessary to guide the workman in nearly

every branch of industry. A working drawing is made of

two or more geometric views of the object. A geometric

drawing shows an object in its simplest form ; that is , hav

ing length or width , or showing but one face of the object.

This can be represented on a flat surface by one drawing; then

another must be made to represent the face , showing the thick

ness of the solid , and so on , until as many views have been

made as there are dissimilar faces .

The Real Shape of the Surface cannot always be shown

in these drawings , but simply the contour or outline when

the surface is curved or oblique. The real shape, however, is

readily understood by the position of the several views and

the lines connecting them . When we know that certain angles

and edges come in contact, we are enabled to understand the

form that will result. Certain conventional lines are used in

working drawings, and the knowledge of their use is necessary.

List of the Lines and Explanations .—Dotted lines connect

different parts of different views that are in contact in the

object .

Dot-and-dash lines are center lines, sometimes called con

struction lines. They are used when the object has a curved

surface or is difficult to illustrate.

Dash lines represent invisible edges. Complete lines rep

resent visible edges of surfaces.

In making working drawings the top view is usually

placed directly over or under the front view , with correspond

ing points opposite. When more than two views are neces

sary, the side views are placed beside the front or upright,

with the corresponding points exactly opposite .

305
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Exercises in the Three Dimensions

Dimensions of a Line, which is known by its length .

Show , in a drawing, the length of a line twelve inches

long , drawn to the scale of three inches to the foot (35I ) ;

that is to say, each actual foot to be represented by three

inches on the drawing , and every actual inch by a quarter

of an inch on the drawing.

Dimensions of a Surface, which are known by its length

and breadth .

Show , in a drawing, the length and breadth of a sheet

of paper twelve inches iong and six inches wide; i . e . , 12" x6 " .

Scale, three inches to the foot; i . e . , 3 " = I'.

Dimensions of a Solid , the longest dimensionbeing known

by its length, the next longest by its breadth , while its shortest

is known by its thickness .

Show, in a drawing, the length , breadth and thickness of a

board 12x6. Scale , 3 = I '.

Exercises in Working Drawings. — Make working draw

ings of simple articles of furniture, like tables , chairs, book

shelves , etc. The measurements and views should be so plain

that a workman would form a clear idea of the article and

be able to construct one from the drawing.

-
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LINES ,ETC.,USED IN WORKING DRAWING OF HOLLOW CYLINDER .

FULL LINES REPRE :

SENT VISIBLE EDGES

OR OUTLINES .

SIDE VIEW

o

©

END VIEW
DOT-AND-DA SH LINES

ARE CENTER OR CON

STRUCTION LINES

USED WHERE THERE

15 A CURVED SURFACE ,

O
C

DASHED WINES REP

RESENT INVISIBLE

EDGES AND OUTLINES .

-

o

DOTTED LINES

CONNECT VIEWS .

9

3

3."

LIGHT LINES ,ARROW

POINTS AND FIGURES

REPRESENT DIMEN

SIONS AND MEASURE -

MENTS
-1.6 "

ALL LINES. FIGURES,

99
ETC., SHOWN IN THIS

DIAGRAM .

SCALE , 2 " = 1 ', MEANING

1-6 "
EVERY 2 INCHES IN THE DRAWING IS

41/2'R .MEANS 4 % INCH RADIUS. EQUAL TO ONE FOOT OF THE COMPLETED CYLYNDER ,

Fig . 1
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Working drawings take the place of lengthy explanation ,

either written or oral . It is by such means that the dimensions

are shown, dimension being an extent in any one direction ,

+

+

WORKING MODEL OF A

CUBE CONSTRUCTED

OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD .

MAKING OF CIRCLES IN SURES

ACCURACY OF THE SQUARES.

Fig . 2
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and are three in number, length , breadth and thickness. These

dimensions apply only to solids and not to hollow objects.

They apply regardless to position .

PYRAMID

SQUARE

PRISM

TRIANGULAR

PRISM

3 times the diameter --

CYLINDER

CONE

Fig. 3 — Working Drawings
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Lines, Etc. , Used in Working Drawings

Working drawings show only the outlines of the object .

The real shape is to be judged by the positions of the separate

views and the lines connecting them . These lines tell us that

certain angles , edges , and surfaces come in contact . By these

means, we understand the form that will result.

The lines used arbitrarily define the things they represent.

Besides the lines, certain characters are used as abbreviations,

as for instance, in place of " feet" and " inches ," represents

feet and " represents inches. The diagram on page 307 con

tains the lines used in industrial drawing.

Working Drawing of a Cube

The upper drawing on page 308 shows how a drawing is

laid out from which to construct a cube. In the lower draw

ing the result is shown. The heavy lines only are the outlines,

the fine lines indicate where the cardboard or paper is to be

bent , and the triangles are the parts to be pasted .

First draw the central horizontal line ; then the four circles

in a row. Then draw two horizontal lines above and below

the circles . Next , draw the short center lines intersecting the

horizontals, including the short lines beyond, above and below .

Now draw the perpendicular lines that form the cube , and the

oblique lines. To establish the extent of the latter , describe

segments of circles with the same radius as the others at the

points of contact of horizontal and perpendicular lines with

the circles .
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Fig . 7 - Working Drawing

For exercise , make working drawings of a table, a chair,

a music stand, etc.

Notes. - Subjects in this book suitable for working drawings :

slate, p. 26 ; frame, p . 20 ; top , p . 38 ; vase, p . 77 ; stand and board, p .

172 ; boxes and cylinders, p . 225 ; candlestick, p . 235 .



CHAPTER XXXV

WATER COLOR

Some teachers induce the belief that painting in oils or

water color can be achieved without first having to learn

to draw . This is about as absurd as if one were to study

electrical engineering without first knowing the difference

between a volt and an ampere. Painting cannot be separated

from drawing. Painting is simply the art of drawing in color.

Without understanding the elementary principles of drawing,

color work will always show errors to the educated eye , if

not to that of the untrained pupil. The study of color is a

branch of drawing by itself and should not be considered

separately.

Nature is a great teacher, but many of her rules are con

cealed and not readily found. To know some of her laws in

advance will make instruction very much easier . Certain

fixed rules, once memorized, will enable both teacher and pupil

to see nature with eyes of intelligence. Few errors of an ar

tistic nature are greater than those made by the ambitious,

but untrained, student of art , who goes to nature direct to

solve the mysteries of her color scheme. It requires more

than superficial observation to enable one to grasp the prob

lem of harmonious color combinations and contrasts. Color

intuition and perception often is innate, but it must be culti

vated before one can approach an imitation of the subtleties

of the tints and gradations that nature's pallette shows.

" If I only knew how to mix colors , I know I could paint,”

wails the Tyro.

Yet mixing the colors is the easiest part after all . The

great thing is the application . However, the “ knowing how

to mix them " should be learned first. Nature may inspire

artistic feeling which is the impetus of true genius, but she

cannot instill within the mind of the untutored that which

is in itself a science almost separate and distinct . A knowl

edge of the rudiments of this science is needed even in the

simplest work ; without it , the time taken up in the exercise of

painting is utterly lost .
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The A, B, C of Color may be memorized readily, but it

must be borne in mind that regular formulas for mixing pig

ments cannot be given as one would name the exact quantities

in a medical prescription or the proportions in a recipe for

making a salad . Only, by practical operation of the brief

instructions that are given in these pages will the student

gain an understanding of the rules of color , contrast and

harmony.

The Colors are divided into primaries ( or elementaries ) ,

secondaries and tertiaries . In other words, first, second and

third colors .

A primary color is one that cannot be produced by an ad

mixture of others .

Yellow is a primary color , and stands first, for it is the

nearest approach in color to light .

Red comes next , and is the intermediary between yellow

and blue, which is the third and remainingprimary color.

In theory , from these three colors alone, all other colors

may be had.

Next to white, in color , we may class yellow , a primary

intimately related to white as between light and color. Yel

low , like white, is an advancing color , some form of it appears

in nearly every palette.

From the primaries are formed the secondaries, orange

( a mixture of yellow and red ) , green ( a mixture of yellow

and blue ) , and purple (a mixture of red and blue) . The ter

tiary colors are :

Citron , made of orange mixed with green .

Russet (or brown ), made of orange mixed with purple.

Olive , made of purple mixed with green.

Beyond this extent innumerable combinations are obtained

by mixing the various tints and colors of varying inherent

qualities.

WATER COLOR MATERIALS

The Beginner in the use of water colors should be pro

vided with the following materials :

A box of water colors and two or three brushes .

A tablet of white water color paper (442 " x6 " ).

A cup for water ( one that is not easily tipped) .

A piece of blotting paper.

A piece of cotton cloth ( free from starch ) for the purpose of dry

ing the brush or taking up superfluous color and cleaning the color

hox.
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A small sheet of white paper on which to try colors.

Water Color Paper. - In water color work, the paper best adapted

for the purpose is that which is made of linen possessing a moder

ately rough surface, together with a good substance of body, that is

to say, thickness .

If paper not in tablet form is used, before starting even the out

line the paper should be slightly sponged on one side, and , before it

has a chance to dry , the edges or margins, to the extent of a half

inch, should be passed over with strong mucilage , paste or glue.

The paper should now be pressed firmly to the drawing board.

As the paper dries it becomes stretched and is ready to receive the

colors. When the work is completed cut the drawing within the

lines where pasted . The paper must be quite dry before this is done.

Paper especially adapted for water colors already prepared in tab

lets can be secured, the sheets of which may be removed after the

water color is completed . The drawing board need not then be used.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Position of the Tablet. — The tablet should be inclined at an

angle of about 35 or even 45 degrees. This is for the purpose of let

ting colors flow downward , which is the general direction in which

the brush should be manipulated.

Outlining the Design.-Make complete outlines of the subject

to be painted before applying color. These outlines should be very

light , so light as not to be observed , except on very close inspection,

when the water color is completed.

Erasing.–Use the rubber eraser as seldom as possible, otherwise

the rubber is apt to disturb the surface of the paper and cause the

" washes ” to appear streaked .

Parts to be Painted First. — As a general rule, put in the back

ground tints first. Then the parts in the middle distance, and the

foreground last.

Washes and How Applied

Water color painting is a series of washes. A wash is water

tinted with color to be applied more or less evenly to the surface of
the paper.

A flat wash is one in which there is no variation in tone. A wash

may be light or dark — from a slight admixture of color to full

strength ; the latter being seldom used.

A graded wash is one where the wash varies from light to dark,

or vice versa.

A broken wash is where the wash is divided by the outlines

of other washes of another color.

A mixed wash is one where one color runs into another-as from

yellow to green , etc.

A wash may represent a tint , hue or value.

A wash should be applied as follows : Dip the brush in water.

Press it into one of the colors; extract the color with downward

strokes; do not wiggle the brush backward and forward. When

enough'color has been taken up gently press the color from the brush

into one of the compartments in the cover of the box. Then dip the
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brush into water again and mix the water with the color in the com

partment. Stir gently and take up a brushful of the tint. Apply

to the paper, renewing the color before the brush is dry. If the color

runs too much, quickly dry the brush on the cloth and with the dry

brush take up the superfluous color. A blotter may be used for the

same purpose.

Parts to be Painted Last.—Parts that are in heavy color should

always be put in last . Otherwise if additional washes are put in the

background or middle distance the heavily painted portions will

become dissolved and spread into the other parts. Thus, if the red

chimney of a house were painted before the sky or clouds behind it

were quite finished, and then a wash spread over the red chimney,

the red would spread into the cloud or sky, spoiling the latter.

Let Light Tones Prevail. - In the beginning of water color exer

cises the prevailing tones should belight . Excessive color is pro

ductive of muddiness in texture. Purity of tone is more easily

obtained and preserved by the application of tones few in number

( or in combination) and light in quality. If more strength is found

necessary, repeated washes, one over the other, each one being al

lowed to dry, will bring about the required result .

Neutral Foundation.—A pleasing effect is usually secured by mak

ing the variation in light and shade, especially in the foreground,

and even middle distance, by means of grey or neutral tones , just

as if the picture were to be composed of grey and white effects alone.

Then the various local colors may be applied in transparent washes

over the grey tones. The grey tones will show through the washes

of color and produce much the same effect as if various grades of

strength of color were used. It is the same principle as in coloring

a photograph, except that the colorist has the advantage of adapting

the strength of the underlying tones to suit the requirements of the

subject ; parts of a photograph usually being too dark for the super

added colors to show adequately.

When Backgrounds Are Unnecessary . - When painting single

objects or simple groups, such as Aowers , a book, a vase (almost

any still life subject, in fact), it is not necessary to show the actual

background. A broken tint is generally sufficient and less confusing

in result

Select Simple Subjects.—When drawing from nature in color as

well as in black -and -white, simple subjects are best at first; the

simpler the better. A stump of a tree , a fallen log, a group of rocks ,

a bunch of grass or weeds, an old water trough, an old shed or

shanty; in fact, any single object or group is advisable rather than

a widely distributed subject of an ambitious character.

Old and weatherworn subjects are better than new ones .

Terms and Definitions

The colors usually accepted as standard are the primaries, yellow,

red and blue, and the secondary colors , orange, green and violet.

Complementary colors are various proportions of the primary colors,

such as olive, russet, etc.

Tone indicates any change of color. There are warm tones and

cold tones.
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Warm tones are those in which yellow and red prevail .

Cold tones are those in which blue and black are added suf

ficiently to produce a sense of coolness or dullness, such as russet,

olive and grey .

Shades are the darker tones. Tints are the lighter tones of a

color. The less color in proportion to the water used the lighter

the tint becomes .

Hues are the intermediate tones between two intermingling tints

or tones. Thus a green tone running into a yellow tone becomes a

yellow-green hue .

Value is lightness or darkness of tone irrespective of color pro

duced by its contrast with another.

Scale of color is the orderly series of tones ; thus, yellow run

ning from full strength to white, or from yellow to black .

Some Nevers

Never " scrub” with the brush or manipulate it any way so that

the hairs of the brush become unevenly separated .

Never retouch a wet wash .

Never put one wash over another until the first one is dry .

Never work with a partly dry brush except to put in minor details

to complete a water color.

Never put your brush aside without rinsing and drying it .

Never put the color box away without cleaning it.

Color on Color.-- In working with water color, a better

result is usually obtained by placing one color over the other

when wishing to make a tint, rather than mixing the tint

beforehand. Thus, for instance, if one wishes to produce a

green, place an area of yellow on the paper, and after that

is dry wash a tone of blue over it with a brush. The result

thus obtained is a green of better value than could have been

secured by first mixing the blue and the yellow . By the

former method, while slower, a higher degree of transparency

will be obtained. In painting landscapes, for instance, where

one or the other of the first washes happens to show through ,

little accidental effects are secured which would otherwise

be obtained with much difficulty .

SIMPLE COLOR EXERCISES

Only three colors are necessary at the beginning. More

than three are inadvisable, and, in fact, make the study com

plex and difficult. For the purpose of the beginner, the three

primary colors , yellow , red and blue , will produce every other

color desired. In other words, all other colors contain com

binations of two or three of these colors .
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Mix blue and red , and you have purple or violet , or lilac ,

according to which of the two prevails.

Mix blue and yellow, and you have green .

Mix red and yellow , and orange is obtained .

Mix all three in equal proportions, and the result is a

muddy brown .

Modifying the mixtures , for instance, three parts of red,

two of blue and one of yellow produces a chocolate tint .

Notes . - Subjects suitable for simple and advanced water color :

boat in p . 39, pp. 40, 41 , 42, 43, 44 , 48, 50 , 51, 59, 60 , 62, 66 , 76, 81,

85 , 90, 93, 102, 105, 106, 111 , 114 , 115 , 116, 117 , 120 , 126, 135 , 153 , 154 ,

156, 164, 165, 166 , 167, 170, 174, 176, 177, 178, 180, 181 and all in

chapter XXV.





EXERCISES IN WATER COLOR

A

B
F

C
E

D

Fig. 1 .

Primary and Secondary Colors. - Construct a triangular form as in Fig. 1 .

Place a thin wash of red cn sections A , B and C ; then a wash of blue on sec

tions C , D and E ; and a wash of yellow on E, F and A. The secondary colors

are thus produced at A , C and E, respectively.

Fig . 2 . Fig . 3

Exercise in Fig. 2. — Similar in results to

those in Fig. 1 , except that no diagram is

used . Colors are allowed to flow into each

other while still wet.

Exercise in Fig. 3.—In this

exercise the combinations show

that by mixing the three pri

mary colors almost any desired

variety of tints may be pro

duced.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A LANDSCAPE STUDY

30

Y

اماناپ

sar

Fig . 4 .

Fig. 4. — The starting point of the scene depicted in Fig. 8. Sketch the

detail in outline . Wash in the sky with flowing brush . Cover spaces in the

background that are to be green , with a light wash of blue. Cover middle

distance and foreground with a light wash of yellow ochre, thus insuring

a sense of warmth and sunlight.

M

Fig . 5 .

Fig. 5.—When the washes are quite dry put yellow washes over the blue

where green is desired; blue washes over the yellow for the other green tints,

and add tones of light red of less density than shown in this color copy.
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Fig . 6.

Fig. 6. — When the previously placed tints are dry indicate the principal

cold shadows with grey tints .

Fig . 7.

Fig. 7.—Put in the warmer shadows with sepia or other warm brown color.
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CHARLES

LEDERER

Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. — Add the finishing touches. Dark brown may be used instead of

black, indeed, it is preferable.

b

Fig . 9 .

Exercise in Fig . 9. — Simple tints introduced into a landscape. The colors

are to be placed with a brush flowing with thin color. Colors may be allowed

to intermingle while still wet.
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GLOSSARY

Accent. Emphasis of dark in an outline drawing; of light or of

dark in a light-and- shade drawing ; and of color or of light and

dark in a color sketch.

Accessory. In a picture any part which is merely ornamental, or

at least, not essential.

Acute Angle. One that is less than a right angle, or less than 90

degrees.

Angle. The difference in direction of two lines which meet or tend

to meet.

Angular Perspective. Dealing with objects whose lines are either

vertical or horizontal.

Anthiom. Spreading ( flower ) design in classic Greek ornament.

Apex. The summit or highest point of an object.

Arc. Any part of the circumference of a circle .

Arrangement. The orderly disposition oi objects or forms.

Atomizer. In art , an instrument that will produce a vapor composed

of a fixative that will “ set ” a drawing.

Axis. A straight line passing through the center of an object divid

ing it into two parts that balance each other.

Background. That part of any picture represented as farthest away
from the eye .

Balance. The equality of parts , obtained by the proper distribution

of lines or of light and dark ; and of color or of light and dark

in a color sketch.

Base. Usually the lowest side of any geometrical form. The plane

surfaces of cylinders and cones.

Bisect. To divide into two equal parts .

Blend. To soften and bring together.

Blender. In pencil, crayon, pastel or charcoal drawing, anything

used to blend with , such as a stump, soft rag or chamois leather.

In oil painting the “ blender" is a name given to a certain brush,

used to blend the surfaces of freshly applied paint.

Blocking-in (lines) . (Blocking -out.) The lightest and simplest sug

gestions of the leading lines and masses of a subject in which

no heed is given to minor details; the essential directions of the

lines or masses only being indicated .

Blue. One of the three primary colors. The others are yellow and

red.

Border. As applied to ornaments, usually composed of units regu

larly repeated along a line. The outer edge of anything.

Bow Pen. Bow Pencil . Ordinary compasses being too large to

make small circles, Bow Pens and Bow Pencils are provided with

329
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a center shank having a thread and thumb screw for changing

the radius.

Breadth . Simplicity due to masses in which the details are subor

dinated to the spirit and effect of the whole .

Bristol Board. Named after Bristol, Eng. , a fine calendered paste.

board used for pen-and-ink drawing.

Broken Wash. See Washes.

Cartoon. Originally applied to large drawings on walls or tapestry.

Any large design on paper. Now applied to any drawing of a

humorous character.

Cartoonist. One who makes cartoons.

Cast. An object, usually for purposes as a model , made of Plaster

of- Paris.

Cast Shadow . The shadow which one object tlırows upon another.

It is sharper nearer the first object than farther away.

Center of Vision. See point of sight.

Chiaro-Oscuro. (Literally Clear-Dark. ) . The art of judiciously dis

tributing light and shadows in a picture.

Cinquefoil. In ornamentation , a five-leafed design.

Circle. A plane figure bounded by a curved line , called circumfer

ence, all points of which are equally distant from a point called

the center.

Circular. A face shaped like a circle.

Circumference. In art, the line that bounds a figure, especially a

circle ; the space included in a circle.

Citron. A greenish yellow , with a reddish tone ; one of the tertiary

colors. The others are olive and russet.

Cold Colors. Those in which blue predominates , such as blue, bluish

green , violet , etc.

Colors. See Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Colors.

Complementary Colors. Certain colors are complementary to each

other as green to red; orange to blue ; violet to yellow . See

primary, secondary and tertiary colors .

Compasses. Used for drawing circles and arcs of circles. Pen and

pencil points are provided. See dividers .

Composition. The arrangements of the different lines , parts and

masses of a subject.

Compound Curve. A concave and convex line joined without an

angle.

Concave. An incurved line. Opposed to convex.

Construction . The making of any object.

Contrast. The effect due to the juxtaposition of different lines, dif

ferent forms, different masses of light or dark or of different

colors .

Contour. The outlines of the general appearance of an object.

Conventionalize. In art , to express the spirit and important truths

of Nature by a subordination of less important features . For

instance, formal or mechanically exact reproduction of the salient
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parts of a leaf or flower, which may be adopted as a unit for

purposes of repetition .

Converge. To extend lines toward a common point ; oſ planes to

ward a common line.

Convex. The opposite of concave. Rising or swelling into a spher

ical or rounded form.

Corner. The point of meeting of the edges of a solid.

Crayon. Any pencil made of chalk, pipeclay, charcoal or similar sub

stance. Usually applied to the black crayon used for making

black -and - white drawings and to the finer varieties of colored

chalks. The name given to a crayon drawing — as, “ It is a beau

tiful crayon . ” There are ordinary colored crayons, wax crayons

and blackboard crayons.

Crayon Holder. Sometimes called Porte Crayon ( Porte from French

Porter, to carry ) . A holder to make the crayon more convenient

for drawing.

Crayon Pencils. Similar to a lead pencil ; a little larger . In place

of graphite, substance like crayon is used.

Crayon Sauce. A very fine black substance used in connection with

crayon drawing. It comes in sticks protected by tin foil . It is

applied by means of the “ stump."

Cross. Two bars, or parts , intersecting or crossing each other.

Cross -Hatching. In free -hand drawing, the use of lines crossing each

other and producing light and shade effects.

Cube. A regular solid having six equal square surfaces .

Curve. A line in which no part is straight. A line bent without

angles. Technically, a line no three consecutive points of which

lie in the same direction .

Curves-Balanced. Pairs of curves that bend equally, but in opposite

directions in every part . See Compound Curves.

Curve of Beauty. See Line of Beauty.

Cut Up. A drawing, design or painting having its effect destroyed

by an excess or exaggeration of detail or unimportant objects.

Cylinder. A straight sided solid bounded by a curved surface and

by two opposite faces called bases. Its length is greater than

its diameter. Technically, a solid which may be generated by the

rotation of a parallelogram around one of its sides.

Decorative. Adorning, embellishing ., Decorative Art. Art which

has for its purpose the pleasing of the eye.

Degree. The 360th part of the circumference of any circle .

Delineate. To mark out, to form by lines ; to sketch , to portray, to

picture.

Describe. To draw or make a line .

Design. To represent a thing in outline . Sketch . First idea repre

sented by visible lines. Delineation .

Detail. A minute or particular part , as distinguished from a general

plan or conception or from larger parts .

Details. Noun plural. The parts of a thing treated separately and

minutely .
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Device. That which is formed by design or invented . Anything

fancifully conceived, as a picture . An emblem .

Diagonal. A straight line in any polygon which connects vertices

not adjacent . A right line drawn from angle to angle .

Diagram. A drawing giving only the outlines or essentials, often

crude.

Diameter. A right line passing through the center of a plane figure

or solid , especially a circle.

Diffused Light. Scattered light. Spreading light. As the light seen

in a mist or on a gray day . Starlight is diffused. The light in a

room with the shades drawn is diffused. The light coming

through an aperture and spreading fan -light is diffused . Light

coming through a semi-transparent object is diffused .

Dimension. Extent in one direction .

Distorted . Different from the image in the eye, and producing fre

quently with purpose, as in comic drawing, a ludicrous impres

sion of the object . When unintentional the effect is usually un

satisfactory .

Diverging Lines. Lines extending from a common point. Opposite

of converge.

Dividers. Similar to compasses, but not provided with pen or pencil

points ; consist of two legs joined, the ends being sharply pointed.

Draftsman. Draughtsman. One who draws .

Drawing. Any representation of nature, imagination or by means

of copying, of any object or group of objects done in outline.

shade or color. The usual understanding of a drawing is one

made in one tint or color, black being considered as such .

Drawing Pen. An instrument for ruling straight lines and curves

that are not arcs of circles. It consists of two blades of steel

fastened to a handle . Distance between pen points can be ad

justed by thumb screws, thus regulating width of lines .

Dry Brush . The use of a brush almost devoid of moistness. A term

used in connection with water color.

Easel. In art , a stand or frame, usually with three legs , to support

a canvas, drawing board, blackboard, etc.

Edge. The intersection of two surfaces. A boundary line, straight

or curved . Edges are represented by lines .

Ellipse. A plane figure bounded by a curved line, at every point of

which the sum of the distances from two points within , called

foci ( plural of focus ) , is the same.

Equilateral. Equal sided .

Equilibrium. See Balance.

Face. One of the plane surfaces of a solid. It may be bounded by

straight or curved edges.

Figure. ( Abbreviation, Fig. ) The form of anything as expressed by

outlines .

Finicky. Extreme in trivial detail. Fussy.

Finishing. Completing a drawing after the lines have been deter

-
-
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mined, by erasing unnecessary lines and strengthening and ac

centuating where this is required.

Fixatif ( or Fixative). A thin varnish, used in the form of a spray

to render a drawing in pencil , charcoal or crayon impervious to

ordinary rubbing or handling.

Flat Tint. One that is even throughout ; showing no gradations.

Flatness. Evenness. Dullness. Insipidity .

Flat Wash. See Wash .

Fleur-De-Lis ( French) . In ornament, a flower resembling the lily,

Plural, Fleurs - de - lis.

Foil. In ornament, a leaf. Foilated. In ornament, anything in the

form of a conventional leaf or leaves, as trefoil , quatrefoil, cin

quefoil.

Foreground. That part of any picture represented as being nearest

to the eye . See Middle Distance and Background.

Foreshortening. Apparent decrease in length , due to a position

oblique to the visual rays.

Formalize. To make in a stiff or precise manner.

Free Arm Movement. Movement of the arm from the shoulder.

Free-Hand. Executed by the hand, without the aid of instruments.

Geometrical Plane. The horizontal, projecting plane in perspective

drawing.

Geometric Drawing. Showing an object in its simplest form ; that is ,

having length and width , or showing but one face of an object.

Glossary. A dictionary or vocabulary explaining words which are

difficult, peculiar, technical, obscure or local; a vocabulary giving

the words of a book , author, dialect, science or art. If combined

with a book, not necessarily confined to the words in that book.

Graded Wash. See Washes.

Gradation . A gradual change from light to dark, or from one color

to another.

Graphite. Mineral form of the element carbon. Also known as

plumbago, and as black lead, although lead does not at all enter

into its composition . Graphite is the chief substance of the

" lead” in pencils . Other substances give varying degrees of

hardness.

Green . One of the secondary colors formed by mixture of yellow

and blue. The others are orange and violet .

Ground Plane. Surface upon which objects in a picture are supposed

to rest.

Gauche. See Opaque water color.

Guide- Lines. Faint lines made preliminary to a drawing for the

guidance of the draftsman. They are analogous to the blue

ruled lines on writing paper.

Half-Tint. The shading produced by means of parallel equidistant
lines.

Handling. The way in which a medium is used. Relating to technic

( or technique) which see . Same as Rendering.
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Harmony. The pleasing arrangement of lines, light and dark , or

color.

Height. The vertical measurement. Distance from top to bottom.

Heptagon. A plane figure of seven sides and angles.

Hexagon. A plane figure having six sides and angles.

High Light. One point of an object is frequently so situated that

it reflects the ray which it receives directly to the eye. This

point glitters , more or less , and is called the high light .

Horizon ( horizontal line ) . In pictorial art , a horizontal line at the

level of the eye.

Horizontal. Parallel to the surface of smooth water. In drawings,

a line parallel to the top and bottom to the sheet is called

horizontal.

Horn Centers. Small mask-like disks to protect paper, etc., from

injury by the points of dividers or compasses.

India Ink. In sticks ; made in China and Japan from fine lamp black

and gelatin , perfumed and pressed into sticks. Liquid India :

made in America ; for sale in bottles ready for use ; for pen -and

ink work.

Invert. To turn upside down.

Isometrical ( projection) . Method of drawing plans of machines ,

etc. , whereby the elevation and ground plan are represented in

one vicw. Isometric. Pertaining to equality of measure.

Juxtaposition. Nearness ; contiguity ; side by side.

Key. The scale of light and dark, or color.

Lateral. Pertaining to the side ; as, a lateral view — i. e. , a side view.

Legible. That which may be understood by visible marks or in

dications.

Length. Distance from end to end .

Limn ( Lim ) . To draw or paint . To delineate .

Line. That which has extent only.

Linear Perspective. Treating of the appearance of objects expressed

by outline.

Line of Beauty. A line , regarded as beautiful in itself, to which

different artists have given different forms. Usually represented

in the form of a very elongated letter S.

Longitudinal. In the direction of the length of an object.

Margin. The surrounding space of a drawing or design that is left

uncovered.

Medallion. An ornamental figure, round , oval or even square in

shape. ( Practically the same as Rosette . ) . Strictly speaking, it

is a term used in architecture and applies to such figures made in

relief or stamped in metal. It has been adopted as a term in

decoration generally.

Medium. The pencil,crayon , color or other inaterial used to produce

a drawing or painting; not applied to the paper or canvas itself.
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Middle Distance. The part of any picture midway between the fore

ground and background.

Mixed Wash. See Washes.

Minute. Small.

Model. A form used for study.

Modeling. Production of form by building or fashioning of some

plastic substance, as wax or clay. Used as a term in painting

referring to manipulation or handling of represented form.

Modulate. To adapt ; to proportion ; to adjust.

Monochrome. Any design or drawing in which one color prevails .

Monotone. In one shade or tint .

Mosaic. Noun , meaning anything resembling mosaic work, which

consists of an assemblage of substance such as small pieces of

stone , glass, marble, etc., arranged so as to form a design .

Muddiness. Want of clearness or transparency in a tone or color .

Nonagon. A plane figure of nine equal sides and angles.

Oblique. Bending away from the perpendicular ; neither horizontal

nor vertical .

Oblique Angle. Either an acute or an obtuse angle as distinguished

from a right angle .

Oblique Perspective. Deals with the lines oblique to the ground

plane and the picture plane.

Oblong. A plane figure bounded by four straight lines and having

four right angles, with opposite sides equal and parallel .

Obtuse Angle. Greater than a right angle, or more than 90 degrees.

Octagon . A plane figure of eight sides and angles .

Offset. A partial transfer from one surface to another, as from

a tracing to drawing paper.

Olive. Greenish brown ; one of the tertiary colors ; the others are

citron and russet .

Opaque ( or Gauche) color. Pigment having a body which hides the

surface (whether an underlying color or the paper) receiving the

color. In transparent water colors Chinese white will render the

pigments opaque .

Orange. One of the three secondary colors. The others are green
and violet .

Ornament. In drawing Decorative arrangement of line . Historic

ornament ; that designed in previous ages .

Orthographic Perspective . The science of determining the form of

an object by means of perpendicular lines falling upon a geo

metrical plane .

Oval. A plane figure resembling the longitudinal section of an

egg. Elliptical in shape.

Ovoid. An egg -shaped solid .

Palette. The article used by the painter , upon which to mix his

colors. It may be a slab on a table , or a porcelain or wooden

plate -like utensil carried in the hand, with a thumb-hole and

space for the fingers, brushes and mahlstick. A term used to
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express an artistic range of colors ; as , “ His palette consisted of

only ten colors.” Or , “ He uses a warm palette,” meaning he

uses warm colors.

Panoramic ( View ) . An entire view in every direction.

Parallel. Having the same direction and everywhere equally differ

ent, equally distant .

Parallelogram . A quadrilateral having its opposite sides parallel.

Pastel. A very soft colored crayon . They are made in a great many

varying tints. Name given to a drawing made with pastels .

Pastel-Stenciling. Method of using stencils with dry colors, described

in chapter under this title .

Pattern. A drawn or cut-out guide to determine form and dimen

sions of an object.

Perimeter. The boundary of a closed plane figure. In drawing

usually used to describe the boundary of any conventional or

distinctly outlined figure.

Perpendicular. At an angle of 90 degrees ; at right angles to the

plane of the horizon.

Perspective. The art of making upon a plane, called the picture

plane , a representation of objects so that the lines of the drawing

appear to coincide with the objects , when the eye is at one fixed

point called the station point ( or point of station ).

Picture Plane. Represented by the flat surface on which a drawing

is made .

Pigment. Any substance used as paint or color,

Plane. In art, the representation of a level surface , not elevated ;

a flat surface .

Plane Figure. A part of a plane surface bounded by lines .

Point. Usually the smallest mark that can be made.

Point of Light. The spot in an object where a brilliant light is con

centrated. Usually a reflected light.

Point of Sight. That to which the eye of the spectator is supposed

to be directed when he looks straight ahead .

Point of Station. In Perspective , the place where the artist is sup

posed to stand .

Polygon. A plane figure bounded by straight lines .

Porte Crayon. See Crayon Holder.

Poster. A modern word originally applied to printed bills or plac

ards posted in a public place . When decorative, usually in

colors, they are used as decorations in " dens" and bedrooms.

Practically any large design to be tacked up unframed .

Primary Colors. Yellow , red and blue. See Secondary and Tertiary

colors.

Prism. A solid bounded by two equal parallel polygons, having their

equal sides parallel, and by three or more parallelograms.

Profile. The contour outline of an object.

Projection. In architecture and mechanics , jutting out.

Project. In art, to draw or exhibit as the form of anything. To

construct ; to delineate.
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Protractor. A semi-circular mathematical instrument divided into

180 degrees for laying down and measuring angles on paper .

Pyramid. A solid of which one face , called the base , is a polygon ,

and the other faces, called lateral faces , are triangles having a

common vertex, called the vertex of the pyramid. A pyramid is

called triangular, square, etc. , according as its base is a triangle ,

square, etc.

Quadrant. The space enclosed by one- quarter of the circumference .

Quadrilateral. A plane figure formed by four straight lines , such as

the parallelogram , trapezium , trapezoid , rectangle, square,

rhomboid and rhombus.

Quadrisect. To divide into four equal parts.

Quatrefoil. A figure composed of four leaf- like parts.

out .

Radius. A straight line from the center to the circumference of a

circle .

Recede. To move back ; to fall away , as a vanishing line . Receding

lines. Lines in a picture which appear to vanish .

Rectangle. A four- sided figure having all its angles right angles.

Red. One of the three primary colors . The others are yellow and

blue.

Reflected Light. A light reflected to the dark side of an object by

light objects opposite to the dark side of the first object.

Relief. In art, the appearance of projection and solidity . To stand

In black -and-white, it is a word used to express contrast or

strength in effect. Example : “ The tree stands in relief against

the sky."

Renaissance. The revival in the 15th century of the Roman and

Greek art .

Rendering. Same as Handling.

Repetition. The arrangement of a unit on a line, around a center,

about a line as axis, or upon geometric lines covering a surface ,

as for a wall paper or oil-cloth design.

Representation. Any kind of drawing, painting or sculpture.

Retreating Lines. See Recede .

Reverse. To turn to the opposite side .

Rhomboid. A quadrilateral whose opposite sides are equal and

parallel, and none of its angles right angles.

Rhombus. A quadrilateral having four equal sides and no right

angles. An equilateral rhomboid.

Right Angle. An angle formed by a right line standing on another

perpendicularly or an angle of 90 degrees, measured by an arc

which is one-quarter of a circle .

Right Line. A straight line .

Rosette. Strictly speaking, an ornamental figure in the form of a

Applied generally to any round or oval figure in ornament.

It is sometimes called a medallion, which see.

Rubber-Erasers. There are several kinds—India rubber for pencil ;

rose .
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kneaded rubber for same purpose but softer, and sponge rubber

still softer.

Ruling-Pen. See Drawing Pen .

Russet. Reddish brown ; one of the tertiary colors ; the others are

citron and olive .

Sauce. See Crayon Sauce.

Secondary Colors. Green and violet and orange. Formed by mix

tures of the primary colors, yellow, red and blue.

Section. A projection upon a plane parallel to a cutting plane which

intersects any object. A distinct portion. A division .

Segment. Part of a circle .

Semi-Circle. Half a circle .

Semi-Diameter. Half a diameter.

Septangle ( Heptagon ) . A plane figure of seven sides or angles.

Shade. Shadow. Shade and shadow have about the same meaning

in drawing. Strictly speaking, shadow designates those parts

of an object which are turned away from the direct rays of the

light. Shade, in the strict sense, is applied to those surfaces

which receive fewer direct rays and are intermediate in value be

tween light and shadow. Generally speaking, opposite to light.

Shadow Cast. A cast shadow is one projected upon one object by

another.

Silhouette ( Sil - oo -et ' ) . A dark profile against a white background.

Usually applied to the human face , but sometimes used describ

ing any dark object standing against the light, as “ The mountain

is silhouetted against the Western sky."

Sketch. Usually, but not necessarily, a hasty and unfinished drawing.

Time Sketch. One made in a specified time. Sketch is frequently

applied to the preliminary sketch upon which a finished drawing

is based.

Sketch Block. A number of small sheets of paper fastened at the

sides by means of glue. Separable.

Solid. A solid has three dimensions — length, breadth and thickness.

Sphere. A solid bounded by a uniformly curved surface every point

of which is equally distant from the center.

Spheroid. ( See Ellipsoid . )

Spill. See Stump .

Spiral ( Curve). The path of a point revolved about a center, the

distance of the point from the center constantly increasing.

Square. A plane figure bounded by four equal straight lines forming

four right angles.

Stencil. An open-work pattern through which colors are passed , by

brush ( usually ) to a surface underneath . To paint or color by

means of a stencil .

Stippling. Filling in the space between hatching, or producing any

certain effect by means of dots .

Study. In drawing, any carefully finished drawing or painting. Often

one used as a model or to copy from.
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Stump. A cigar shaped utensil for blending or spreading crayon,

charcoal or pastel. It consists of tightly rolled leather or paper .

Used also for applying “ Crayon sauce. A small kind of stump

is called a spill .

Stylus. In art , a pointed instrument , usually of agate, used for

making transfers from one paper to another. Its point may be

straight or curved .

Symbolism . The use of conventional forms to suggest ideas not in

herent in the forms .

Symmetry. In design , a harmonious adjustment or adaptation of

parts to one another and to the whole .

Technique ( Technic ) . See Handling, Rendering.

Tertiary Colors. Olive, russet , citron and other shades made by

admixtures of the secondary colors .

Texture. The character of the surface of a drawing of whatever kind ,

whether in black - and -white or in color .

Thumb Tacks. Used for fastening paper to a drawing board. They

are easily put in and taken out.

Tint. A tone of color, produced by adding water to the color. In

black -and -white, any specific gradation oi tone between black and

white.

Tone. Tone designates the changes which color undergoes by the

addition of white, which lightens; or of black, which darkens its

normal tone. General Tone. The prevailing shade or key pre

vailing in a picture .

Tracing Paper. A semi-transparent paper on which to trace draw

ings. Tracing. Term used to describe a drawing or sketch made

on tracing paper.

Transparent Water Color. Watercolor which does not quite hide the

surface receiving it . See Opaque Water Color.

Transverse. Running in a cross direction.

Trapezoid. A plane figure of four sides, two opposite sides of which

are parallel.

Trapezium. A plane figure of four sides, no two of which are parallel .

Trefoil. A figure composed of three leaf-like parts .

Triangle. A plane figure bounded by three straight lines , and three

angles .

Triangle. A triangular shaped flat instrument to make lines on paper ;

usually of 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees .

Triangle Acute- Angled. A triangle having all acute angles.

Triangle Obtuse-Angled. A triangle having one obtuse angle .

Triangle Right-Angled. A triangle having one right angle.

Trihedron. An equilateral triangle , that is , having three equal sides .

Triangulation . Shaping or forming into triangles .

Trisect. To divide into three equal parts.

T -Square. A thin straight edge called the blade, fastened to a head

at right angles to it. This forms a T, hence its name. Swivel

Head T - Square. One with an adjustable head , usually in con
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junction with the fixed head : for purpose of making lines at any

angle .

Unit of Design. Any figure repeated in a design or arrangement

usually applied to ornament.

View . The object as seen by the eye. Views are called front, top,

right or left side , back, or bottom , according as they are made .

Vanishing Points. Points in a picture at which receding ( or retreat

ing) lines appear to vanish.

Value. In color, the relative amount of light contained in different

colors . The strongest are either the lightest or most brilliant .

In drawing generally , value means the difference in effect due to

any cause whatever , as color, light, atmosphere, shadow, etc.

Variety. The effect due to the combination of parts which are not

alike.

Vertex. The highest point; the point in any figure opposite to and
most distant from its base . The vertex of a solid is the point in

which its axis intersects the lateral surface.

Vertical. Upright or perpendicular to a horizontal line or plane.

Vertical and perpendicular are not synonymous terms, although

frequently thus used.

Violet. One of the three secondary colors. The others are green

and orange.

Wash. A term applied to the flowing of a color or tint over the sur

face of paper. " He put a wash of blue over the distant moun

tains."

Washes. Broken Washes. One which is broken or divided by

others . Flat Wash . One which does not vary in tone. Graded

Wash . One which varies . Mixed Wash. One which runs into

another.

Warm Colors. Those in which red and yellow predominate.

Water Color Paper. In sheets, in eight sizes , Cap. 13"x17 "; Demy,

15"x20" ; Medium , 17"x22"; Royal, 19" x24" ; Super Royal, 19" 27"

Imperial, 22"x30 " ; Double Elephant, 26 " x40 " ; antiquarian, 31" x

52 ". It is usually made in three surfaces—"Cold Pressed "

( C. P., having an ordinary surface with a slight grain ; " Hot

Pressed" ( H. P. ) , having a smooth surface ; " Rough ” ( R.) , hav

ing a large , coarse open grain.

Width. Distance from side to side .

Working Drawing. One which gives all the information necessary

for the workman to construct the object.

Zenith. The point in the heavens directly over the spectator's head.
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Ovoid .230 , 245

T

Panoramic view 210

Paper

Blotting 291, 315

Charcoal and crayon 191

How to stretch 20

Keep covered 196
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Water color 315 , 316
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For beginners 27

Pen work 289

Perspective 219
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For beginners 202
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Russet 315 Tracing 248

Ruler for pen and pencil lines . 254 Paper .81 , 249
Ruling pens 19 Tracings preserved 249

S Tracing and transferring 248

Sauce
193, 195 Transferring 248

Sauce crayon 191. 193 Tree forms 189

Scale of color 318 Triangulation

Scale of drawings ( working ) 307 Advantages of

Scrapbook 20 Examples of .73, 75 , 76, 77, 79, 80

Scraps, pictorial
20 In design and composition .. 237

Seascapes 192, 195 , 199 Triangles 19 , 227

Secondary colors 315, 317 , 321 Equilateral 227 , 239, 240 , 241

Shade 172 Triangular prism , working model

Dark-light 318
of 309

Where to place 172 T-Square

Shadows 169, 170 Two -handed exercise 82

Broken 174 U

Cast 174

Course of
Unit designs 252

174

Confusion
177

Projection 174 Values 189

Lacking substance of 175 Value - color 318
Sharpening pencil 25 Vanishing points
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Simple pictures, explained by . 227 207, 209, 210 , 213, 215 , 216, 219

Six -pointed stars 239 Various tints 315

Sketching from Vase forms . 105 , 231 , 245
Life 133 Freehand studies 246

Nature 136 Vertical lines 206

Snow crystals 269 View , top, front , geometric, up

Solid blacks 197 right 305
Solid black effects 121 Violet .315 , 319, 321 , 327
Sphere 230 Wall paper designs .279 , 280
Square, how to construct . 240

Square prism 230

Working drawing of . 309 Wash water color applied . 315

Star Washington, Geo . 79

Five- pointed 241 Water color 314

Six -pointed 239 Box, cleaning of 315

Stencii board 103 Brushes, how used 316

Stenciling — pastel 100 Backgrounds
317

Story pictures, suggestions
51 Mixing 321, 323, 325 , 327

Straight edge 19 Parts painted last 317

Stretching paper 20 Primary 315

Stumps 191 , 192 Secondary 315

Stylus 249, 253 Tablets 315

Subjects for drawing Tertiary 315

Simple 46 Washes 316

Watercolor 317 Working drawings 30,5

Sunbonnet Babies 102 Book case 311

Surface Drawing board 313
Flat 305 Dividers 313

Real shape of 305 Exercises in 300

Dimensions of 306 T - Square 313

T Taborette 312

Tablets 17 Working model

Tertiary , colors 315
Cube .308, 310

Tints Cylinder 307

Chocolate 319 Cone 309

Relative 176 Pyramid 309
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THE CAPITAL SUPPLY CO.

PIERRE, S. D.

Carry in stock a complete line of drawing supplies. They realize the

difficulties teachers and students encounter in obtaining drawing

materials that are suitable for school purposes. For this reason they

present herewith an abridged price list of materials needed in carry.

ing out the exercises as outlined in Lederer's Drawing Made Easy.

The items making up the list are the best grade obtainable for the

purpose and the price, and have stood the test of practical experience.

Any orders will be filled promptly. We carry a very large stock of

every grade of drawing material, and are prepared to quote prices on

any articles not shown in the following list :

DRAWING BOARDS.

Basswood, plain . 12 " x 17 " , each , 65c ; 16" x 22", each , 75c ;

18" x 24" , each , 85c.

THUMB TACKS.

Silver Steel : No. 101, 6/16 ", dozen , 5c ; per 100 , 35c. No. 104,

1/2 ", dozen , 8c ; per 100, 50c .

Brass Head , Round Edge : No. 1 , 6/16 ", dozen , 10c ; No. 3 ,

12" , dozen , 10c.

ERASERS AND CLEANERS.

Pencil Erasers. Large, each , 10c ; dozen , 75c . Smail, each , 5c ;

dozen , 50c.

Ink Erasers. Large, each, 10c ; dozen , 75c . Small, each, 5c ;

dozen , 50c.

Kneaded Rubber. Faber's. No. 1222, small size, each , 5c ; dozen ,

55c . No. 1224, large size, each, 10c ; dozen, $ 1.10.

Art Gum (Cleaner) . No. 1, small, 198 x 1 %8 x 1/8, each , 5c ; dozen ,

50c . No. 2, large, 1x1 x 2 , each , 10c ; dozen , $ 1.00. No. 3,

extra , 1 x 2 x3, each , 15c ; dozen , $ 1.75.

Sponge Rubber. 1x 2 x 1 , each , 15c .

PENCILS.

Mongol Drawing Pencils. Each , 5c ; dozen , 55c.

The Mongol Drawing Pencil is an excellent one, with the

famous Mongol leads accurately graded . Can be furnished in

twelve degrees of hardness , but for this purpose the following are

recommended : 2B , B , HB , F, and 6H .
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Venus Drawing Pencils. Each , 10c ; dozen , $ 1.10.

The Venus Drawing Pencils are unsurpassed for quality. Made

in seventeen degrees of hardness ranging from 6B to 9H.

Blaisdell Blue Pencil. Each , 10c ; dozen, $ 1.00.

STYLUS, OR TRACING POINTS.

Agate ; each , 30c .

INSTRUMENTS.

T - Squares. Pear wood, fixed heads . 18 ", each , 22c ; 30" , each ,

36c ; 36", each , 42c.

T -Squares. Pear wood , movable head. 15” , each , 60c ; 24 " , each,

75c.

Ideal Visible Square, with transparent celluloid edge , fixed head .

24" , each , $ 1.50 ; 30 ", each , $ 1.75 ; 36 " , each , $2.10.

Triangles, 45° or 30 °—60 °. Pear wood : 6 ", 18c ; 8 " , 20c. Trans

parent : 6", 45c ; 7", 55c ; 8" , 65c .

Straight Edge. Pear wood, one edge beveled, 18 ", 18c ; 24", 25c ;

30 ", 30c; 36 " , 35c ; 48", 50c. Mahogany, ebony edges, one

beveled, 18 ", 30c ; 24" , 40c ; 30 ", 50c .

Ruler. Maple, brass edge, 18 ”, 25c.

Compasses. Eagle pen and pencil compass , each , 25c.

Dividers, steel. Well made, each , 50c .

Protractors. Brass, 312 ", each , 10c .

CHARCOAL.

Best quality, put up in boxes of 50 sticks , per box, 20c.

SAUCE CRAYON.

Black , each , 6c ; dozen , 60c.

EXTRA FINE CRAYON.

Lecturers ' Crayon , square , 1/2 " x 12 x 3 ".

of 24 sticks , assorted colors, per box, 75c .

Put up in boxes

PORTE CRAYON (Charcoal Holders) .

Plain brass, small, each , 5c ; brass with wooden center,

each , 15c .

FIXITIVE.

2-ounce bottles, per bottle , 25c .

ATOMIZERS.

Japanned tin, folding, each , 15c .
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STUMPS.

Leather. No. 3, small, each , 10c . No. 6, large , each , 15c .

Paper. No. 3, small, each , 2c ; dozen, 20c. No. 6, large, 3c ;

dozen, 30c.

PENS.

Gillott's , the best for drawing. No. 170, Fine, dozen , 10c ;

gross , $ 1.00. No. 303 , Medium , dozen, 12c ; gross, $ 1.25 . No. 404,

Coarse , dozen , 10c ; gross , $ 1.00.

INKS.

Higgin's American Drawing Ink. Black and colors. 74 -ounce

bottle , each, 25c .

Devoe's Indelible Drawing Ink. Black and colors, 1 -ounce bottle,

each, 25c . School size, black only , each , 15c .

Stick India Ink. Best quality , per stick, 40c.

DRAWING PAPER.

Strathmore-Royal. For charcoal, pen , pencil and water color ; a

first- class all purpose paper.

91/2 x 1212, blocks of 25 sheets .. . $0.35

12 /2x19, blocks of 25 sheets. .70

19x25, per sheet...
.05

Whatman's Drawing Paper :

Surfaces: Smooth, medium and rough.

The medium is the best for general water color purposes.

17x22 , per sheet . .15

19x24, per sheet .. .20

Eggshell Drawing Paper :

Packages of 500

WHITE. 100 sheets. sheets.

6x9 . $0.10 $0.40

9x12 .20 .80

Single sheets, 24x36, 2c .

GREY.

6x9 .10 .40

9x12 .20 .80

Single sheets, 24x36, 2c .

Manila Drawing Paper :

6x9 10 .25

9x12 .20 .50

Single sheets, 24x36, 2c .

Tracing Paper and Cloth.

No. 1 Imperial Tracing Cloth , 36 in . wide , per yard ......$ 0.75

30 in . wide , per yard.. .50

No. 2 Tracing Paper,36 in . wide, per yard . .15

No. 3 Onion Skin, 872x13 , 100 sheets, 30c ; 500 sheets, $ 1.25 .

No. 4 Vegetable Tracing paper, extra transparent, each 5c ;

per dozen, 50c .
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Cardboard. Raynold's ( Imported ) Bristol Board :

2 sheet . 3 sheet . 4 sheet.

Cap size , 1272x1574 . Each .. $ 0.06 $ 0.08 $0.12

Cap size, 1272x154. Dozen .. .60 .90

Strathmore Kid Finish for pen and ink :

2-ply: 4-ply .

11 /2x1412. Per sheet .. $ 0.05 $0.08

11 /2x1412. Per sheet . .45 .85

Oil Board, for Stencils :

10x12. Packages of 12 . . $0.35

20x24. Per sheet ... .12

WATER COLORS.

Lederer's Selection of School Water Colors. Put up in a nicely

finished metal box, containing a good brush and eight pans of fine

semi-moist water colors : Yellow Ochre, Gamboge, Crimson , New

Blue, Burnt Sienna, Sepia, Lamp Black and Cold Grey.

Note : Green , Orange and Violet are purposely omitted. For

reasons see sections devoted to the use of water colors.

Per box, 30c ; per riozen boxes, $ 3.00 .

Extra pans, any color : Each, 3c ; per 100, $2.50.

CRAYONS.

Crayola No. 8. Eight colors . Each crayon labeled with name of

color on each . Price 5c each ; 50c per dozen .

Crayola No. 54. Eight colors. Price, 10c per box ; $ 1.00 per doz .

Crayograph Style “ A.” . Eight permanent colors that will not soil

the hands. Price, 5c ; 50c per dozen .

Crayograph No. 19. Solid hydraulic pressed crayons . Eight col

ors. Will not soil the hands or clothes nor will they rub off.

Price , 10c ; $ 1.00 per dozen .

Chinese White. Put up in tubes , per tube, 10c.

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, in sets.

Set No. 2588. Nickel plated dividers, 41/2", with handle, pen

and pencil points , drawing pen and leads, in velvet lined ,

paper covered , pocket case. Per set .... ... $ 1.25

Set No. 3692. German silver instrument, consisting of 572 "

compass, with handle, fixed needle point, pen and pencil

points , and lengthening bar; plain dividers , 5" , with

handle ; spring bow pen , spring nib drawing pen ; leads .

Put up in leather covered green velvet lined case. A

splendid set. Per set.... .. $ 2.85
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ART MATERIAL OUTFITS FOR TEACHERS

AND STUDENTS.

Selected by Charles Lederer and put up by

The Capital Supply Company.

PENCIL DRAWING OUTFIT, No. 1 .

6 Mongol drawing pencils, assorted numbers.....

2 Art gum, small size ..

1 Pencil eraser

1 Drawing board , 16 x 22....

1 Sketch block , Strathmore drawing paper, 91/2x1272 .

1 Sketching tablet, linen ...

6 Thumb Tacks.....

. $0.30

.10

.05

.75

.35

.05

.05

$ 1.65

. $1.45

. $0.12

.25

.35

.10

.09

.05

.10

.25

.10

.05

.05

List price

Special Outfit price ...

PEN DRAWING OUTFIT, No. 2 .

12 Gillott's pens, assorted ....

1 Devoe's India Ink, full ounce ..

6 Sheets Imported Bristol , 1272x1574

1 Straight edge

2 Sheets Vegetable Tracing Paper ..

1 Brush for India Ink ...

1 Tube Chinese White .

1 Eagle Compass

1 Ink Eraser

6 Thumb Tacks

1 Sketching Tablet, linen ...

List price ...

Special Outfit price ...

CHARCOAL DRAWING OUTFIT No. 3

12 Sticks Charcoal ......

2 Stumps, one leather, 1 paper .

1 Atomizer

1 Bottle of Fixitive .

6 Thumb Tacks

1 Sketch Block - Strathmore Charcoal_91/2x12 /2 ..

1 Sketching Tablet , linen ...

1 Stick Sauce Crayon ....

List price .....

Special Outfit price ..

$1.51

. $1.33

$0.07

.13

.15

.25

.05

.35

.05

.06

- $ 1.11

$ 1.00
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WATER COLOR OUTFIT No. 4.

1 Lederer Special Water Color Box, 8 pans with brush ....

3 Extra Brushes, extra quality ...

1 Sketch Block, Strathmore, 97/2x1272 .

1 Sketching Tablet, linen ..

1 Mongol Drawing Pencil, HB .

6 Thumb Tacks

. $ 0.30

.25

.35

.05

.05

.05

List price .....

Special Outfit price ..

$ 1.05

$0.95

PASTEL -STENCILING OUTFIT No. 5.

4 Sheets Oil Board — 10x12.....

6 Extra Fine Crayon , specially adapted ..

1 Steel Cutting Knife ..

1 Steel Divider ..

1 Sketching Tablet, linen .

6 Thumb Tacks ..

. $ 0.12

.25

.35

.50

.05

.05

List price

Special Outfit price ...

. $ 1.32

. $ 1.15

SPECIAL OFFER FOR COMBINED OUTFITS.

List Price. Outfit Price

Outfit No. 1 ... . $ 1.65 $ 1.45

Outfit No. 2 .. 1.51 1.33

Outfit No. 3 . 1.11 1.00

Outfit No. 4 . 1.05 .95

Outfit No. 5 . 1.32 1.15

$ 6.64Total for all outfits ....

Special price for entire set ..

$ 5.88

. $ 5.00

Postage Extra in Every Case . All of the material can be sent by

parcel post. When ordering include sufficient additional cash to cover

the postage . If too much is sent the balance will be returned. If it

is desired the material will be forwarded C. O. D. Parcel Post, but

one-fourth of the value of the order should be sent with order.

All of the supplies included in the above lists are of the best

grades and selected especially by Mr. Lederer for use in connection

with work in this book.

Address all orders and make remittances payable to

THE CAPITAL SUPPLY COMPANY

Educational Publishers

Pierre, South Dakota
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1

Gradual

1

Development
LEDERER'S

PROGRESSIVE

DRAWING

LESSONS

Advancement

By DegreesTO ACCOMPANY

LEDERER'S

DRAWINGMADE EASY

Name ...

School

Systematic

Simplicity
GRADE YEAR

Eight Portfolio Style Series — 36 Lesson Sheets in Each

Punched for Loose-Leaf Binder

Scope and Plan : The course will cover work ordinarily required

in any course of study for the first eight grades. The lessons for

each grade are put up in loose-leaf style, each portfolio containing

thirty-six Lesson Sheets, 6x9 inches in size. Each Lesson Sheet pro

vides ample material for a week's lessons . The Lesson Sheets and

cover are punched so they can be bound with a shoe string or rings .

A quantity of drawing paper uniform in size and punching is also

provided.

Advantages possessed by the loose-leaf style over permanently

bound tablets are many, one of the chief being that the advance

Lesson Sheets can be retained by the teacher until such lessons are

to be considered, thus assuring the highest interest in the lesson

immediately in hand.

The lessons are carefully graded throughout the entire series .

They provide an abundance of work that the teachers will find teach

able and that the pupils will find enjoyable. Separate and full instruc

tions for the series are furnished for the teacher in addition to brief

instructions on each Lesson Sheet.

Price : 15 cents for each portfolio from No. 1 to No. 8. A port

folio consists of 36 Lesson Sheets . " O sheets of drawing paper and a

set of heavy loose - leaf covers .

Write for sample Lesson Shei. , inclosing 2c stamp .

THE CAPITAL SUPPLY COMPANY

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS PIERRE, S. D.
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